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Abstract
We consider the L2 gradient flow for the Willmore functional in Riemann-
ian manifolds of bounded geometry. In the euclidean case E. Kuwert and
R. Scha¨tzle [Gradient flow for the Willmore functional, Comm. Anal. Geom.,
10: 307-339, 2002] established a lower bound of a smooth solution of such a
flow, which depends only on how much the curvature of the initial surface is
concentrated in space. In a second joint work [The Willmore flow with small
initial energy, J. Differential Geom., 57: 409-441, 2001] the aforementioned
authors proved that a suitable blow-up converges to a nonumbilic (compact
or noncompact) Willmore surface. In the lecture notes of the first author
[The Willmore Functional, unpublished lecture notes, ETH Zu¨rich, 2007] the
blow-up analysis was refined. In the present work we intend to generalize the
results mentioned above to the Riemannian setting.
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Introduction
In 2002, E. Kuwert and R. Scha¨tzle considered in their work Gradient Flow for the Will-
more Functional [13] two-dimensional compact immersed surfaces Σ in Rn moving by
the gradient of the Willmore functional f 7→ W◦(f) =
∫
Σ
|A◦|2dµ, that is, solutions of
∂ tf = −gradL2W◦ with f |t=0 = f0, called Willmore flow. Here, A◦ is the trace-free part
of the second fundamental form and µ is the induced area measure on Σ. The authors
gave a lower bound on the lifespan of a smooth solution, which depends only on how much
the curvature of the initial surface is concentrated in space. Moreover, they showed that
the curvature concentrates in space if a finite time singularity develops. In a second joint
work [14] Kuwert and Scha¨tzle continued studying those singularities in greater detail by
setting up a blow-up procedure. More precisely, they proved apart from other results
that a suitable blow-up converges to a nonumbilic Willmore surface. In his lecture notes
[15], Kuwert not only gave a broad summary of the above subjects and other works, but
also performed a somewhat refined analysis concerning the behaviour of the flow near an
assumed singularity.
The aim of this thesis is, roughly speaking, to generalize [13], the blow-up procedure in
[14] and parts of [15] in the sense that we study the Willmore functional and the cor-
responding Willmore flow on Riemannian manifolds (M, g) of bounded geometry as the
target. That is, manifolds with W k,∞ bounds on the Riemannian curvature tensor and
with a strictly positive injectivity radius. We denote by H and A the mean curvature vec-
tor and second fundamental form respectively. In Rn with the standard metric tensor the
respective gradient flows of the functionals induced by the energiesWH(f) = 12
∫
Σ
|H|2dµ,
WA(f) = 12
∫
Σ
|A|2dµ and W◦ are all equivalent since they differ only by a topological
constant. This is in general no longer true for non-flat targets as it is described in Section
2.1 in detail. We decided to study WH , that is, the flow ∂ tf = −gradL2WH , where the
L2 gradient refers to the metric tensor g on M .
In the first chapter we give a detailed overview of the notation used in this work. In par-
ticular, we adopted the so-called star notation A∗B for tensors A and B used for example
in [9], [11] and [13] to describe nonlinearities in the evolution equations to be developed.
In our setting of a non-flat ambient manifold it is suitable to extend such a notation for
terms involving the Riemannian curvature tensor as it was used in [6] for the study of
the evolution of elastic curves in Riemannian manifolds. Later on, we collect basic facts
such as classical differential geometric identities as well as variational formulas for various
geometric objects as in [13].
iii
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Analogously to the approach in [13] we prove a lower bound for the maximal time span
of smooth existence of the flow. Chapter two establishes this lower bound in four steps:
First, we compute the evolution of derivatives of the curvature
∇∂t(∇mA) + ∆2(∇mA) = Pm+23 (A) + Pm5 (A) +Qm+2,1 +Qm,1R?R, (0.1)
where P kl (A) = ∇i1A∗. . .∗∇ilA (i1 + . . .+ il = k) denotes a universal sum of terms depend-
ing multilinearly on derivatives of the curvature (see Proposition 2.4, [13]). The Q-terms
basically denote universal sums of terms depending multilinearly on derivatives of the
curvature and the Riemannian curvature tensor DrR. The precise algebraic structure is
not being used here. Second, this information will then be transformed into localized
L2-type integral estimates (cf. Lemma 2.7). To further estimate the right hand side, i.e.
the nonlinearities in (0.1), we use interpolation and absorption techniques. To do so, it
is essential to assume that the concentration of the curvature is locally small. Third, to
interpolate the higher nonlinearities we need to generalize a Sobolev inequality originally
due to Michael and Simon [21] for the case M = Rn. Up to a little worsening, we prove a
generalization of the aforementioned Sobolev inequality for isometrically immersed man-
ifolds of any codimension provided the Ricci tensor of (M, g) is bounded in L∞ and the
injectivity radius is strictly positive (see Theorem 2.8). In a last step, we employ a mul-
tiplicative Sobolev inequality, which is likewise based on the Sobolev inequality above,
to obtain interior W k,∞-estimates for the curvature still assuming small curvature con-
centration (see Proposition 2.16). Controlling the growth of the maximal local curvature
concentration then allows us to bound from below the first time this smallness condition
is violated.
To state the main theorem of chapter two, that is, the lifespan estimate, we want to
introduce some preliminary definitions. First, we want to define the following non-local
quantity used to control the maximal local energy concentration.
Definition 0.1 Let Σ be a closed manifold, (M, g) be an open or closed Riemannian
manifold and I ⊂ R be an interval. Let further ft : (Σ, g˜ t)→ (M, g) be the one-parameter
family of isometric immersions induced from f ∈ C2,0(Σ×I,M), where ft := f(·, t). If Aft
denotes the second fundamental form of ft, and µft the induced area measure of (Σ, g˜ t),
we let
χ
f
(r, t) := sup
p∈M
∫
f−1t (B
g
r (p))
|Aft |2dµft,
where Bgr (p) ⊂M denotes the geodesic ball of radius r and centre p.
We further define
W(f0) :=WH,g(f0) := 1
2
∫
Σ
|Hf0 |2dµf0
iv
to be the Willmore energy of an isometric C2-immersion f0 : (Σ
2, g˜0) → (Mn, g). Let
further R be the Riemannian curvature tensor induced by the Levi-Civita` connection
of (M, g), and inj(M, g) the injectivity radius of (M, g). We call (M, g) a Riemannian
manifold of bounded geometry of order k, if
k∑
i=0
‖DiR‖
L∞(M,g)
+ inj(M, g)−1 <∞.
Clearly, this is automatic (for any k ∈ N0) in case Σ happens to be compact. For a more
detailed introduction to the notation, we refer to section 1.1. We prove the following
theorem (see section 2.6).
Theorem 0.2 (Lifespan estimate for the Willmore flow in Riemannian manifolds). Given
an isometric C4+α-immersion f0 : (Σ, g˜ )→ (M, g) of a closed surface into a Riemannian
n-manifold of bounded geometry (of order 5), we let f : Σ× [0, T )→ (M, g) be a maximal
Willmore flow with initial datum f0. For % > 0 satisfying
%
( 2∑
i=0
‖DiR‖
1
i+2
L∞(M,g)
+ inj−1(M,g)
)
< c(n) (0.2)
let
t+(%) := sup{t ≥ 0 : χ(%, ·) < ε20 on [0, t)},
where ε0 > 0 and c > 0 are small universal constants depending only on n. Then either
T = t+(%) =∞, or for a small constant C = C(n) > 0
T > t+(%) ≥ C%4 log Cε
2
0
χ(%, 0) + %4‖DR‖2
L∞(M,g)
(
µf0(Σ) + %
2W(f0)
) . (0.3)

In the third chapter we aim to study singularities of the Willmore flow in Riemannian
manifolds of bounded geometry. Numerical examples of Mayer and Simonett [20] indi-
cate the existence of finite time singularities in euclidean space. In the same geometric
setting Blatt [1] has shown analytically that singularities may occur at finite or infinite
time. However, to our knowledge there is no analytical evidence for the existence of finite
time singularities. As has been done in [14] and [15], we perform a blow-up procedure
at an assumed singularity. Using the result of the lifespan estimate we show that the
rescaled flows (sub-)converge to a static Willmore surface, that is, a static critical point
of W . For this, we use a compactness theorem that goes back to Langer [17] and has
then been generalized by Breuning [2]. It turns out to be an essential assumption that
the area is uniformly bounded along the flow. Namely, to obtain compactness there are
basically two conditions to be fulfilled. First, the curvature has to be bounded in W k,∞
v
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and second, a mass-density estimate has to be obeyed. To satisfy the first condition,
we prove a second version of interior W k,∞-estimates for the curvature similar to those
of Kuwert and Scha¨tzle [14] using a localization in time (see Lemma 3.3). The second
version allows to perform a blow-up at an assumed singularity at infinity because the
first version (see Proposition 2.16) depends on initial curvature estimates in contrast to
the second depending on uniform area estimates. The latter dependence is due to an
extra area term in the above mentioned L2-estimates calculated in the second chapter
(cf. also the Remark on page 12). To satisfy the second condition of the above compact-
ness theorem we establish a mass-density estimate for immersed surfaces in manifolds of
bounded geometry of order one, at least for radii that are small enough depending on
the geometry of the ambient space. For large radii we were again forced to make the as-
sumption that the area is bounded so that the large scale estimate is then trivially fulfilled.
We now want to formulate the main theorem of the third chapter. To prove this Theo-
rem, a building block is to make the assumption that for a maximal Willmore flow the
total area is uniformly bounded by a number Mf <∞ as mentioned above. Fortunately,
this requirement is satisfied for finite singularities and for ambient manifolds of strictly
negative curvature (see the Remark below Theorem 0.3).
Theorem 0.3 (Existence of a blow-up). Let f : Σ × [0, T ) → (M, g) be a maximal
Willmore flow on a closed surface Σ into a Riemannian manifold of bounded geometry (of
order 15) with the property that the total area of (Σ, g˜ (t)) is uniformly bounded on (0, T ),
that is,
Mf := sup
t∈(0,T )
µf(Σ) <∞.
Assume that the Willmore flow concentrates at time T ∈ (0,∞] in the sense that
ε2T = lim
%↘0
(
lim sup
t↗T
χ(%, t)
)
> 0. (0.4)
Then there exist sequences tj ↗ T and rj ↘ 0 such that the rescaled flows
fj : (Σ, g˜j)×[−r−4j tj, r−4j (T−tj))→ (M, gj), fj,t(p) := fj(p, t) := f(p, tj+r4j t), (0.5)
where gj := r
−2
j g and g˜j(t) = (fj,t)
∗(gj), converge after reparametrization locally on Σ̂×R
to a static solution given by a properly immersed Willmore surface F̂0 : Σ̂→ Rn with∫
F̂−1(B1(0))
|AF̂0|2dµF̂0 ≥ c(n) > 0. (0.6)
Moreover
ε2T ≥
∫
Σ̂
|AF̂0|2dµF̂0 ≥ inf
{∫
|Af |2 dµf : f ∈ Cn, f is not a union of planes
}
> 0, (0.7)
vi
where Cn is the class of all properly immersed Willmore surfaces in Rn.
Additionally, adopting the terminology from the mean curvature flow, a finite time sin-
gularity of a Willmore flow of a compact surface into a Riemannian manifold of bounded
geometry (of order 15) is always of type II. 
For a detailed formulation of the convergence result we refer to page 73.
Remark: The total area µf(Σ) is uniformly bounded on [0, T ), if
• T <∞ is finite. In this case, it is µf(Σ) ≤
√
2TW(f0) + µf0(Σ).
• the sectional curvature KM of (M, g) is uniformly negative, i.e. KM ≤ −κˆ2 < 0. In
this case, it is µf(Σ) ≤ W(f0)−4piχ(Σ)2κˆ2 , where χ(Σ) denotes the Euler-characteristic of
Σ.
These area estimates hold for any ambient smooth Riemannian manifold (M, g) not nec-
essarily of bounded geometry as we prove in Corollary 3.2. ♦
Finally, in the appendix we have outsourced lengthy computations in coordinates and
have stated well known results concerning harmonic coordinates for convenience of the
reader. Moreover, the interpolation inequalities in [13] could almost be carried over to
the Riemannian setting up to minor modifications.
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1 Foundations
1.1 Notation and conventions
In this section we introduce to the notation and conventions used in the present work.
For further reference concerning algebraic facts of Differential Geometry we recommend
[7], or any other good textbook on this topic.
Vector bundles and sections.
A manifold is understood to be a second countable Hausdorff topological space together
with a smooth (C∞) structure. Let B,Σ,M,N be manifolds and I ⊂ R be a (time)
interval. Let further ξ = (E, piE, B,Rk) and η = (F, piF , B,Rm) be vector bundles with
total spaces E and F, footpoint projections piE and piF , common Base B, and typical
fibres Rk and Rm respectively. For simplicity, we use the symbol E to refer to the
bundle ξ etc. if there is no ambiguity. We let Ep := pi
−1
E ({p}), and with ξr,s we de-
note the r-times contravariant and s-times covariant tensor product bundle induced by ξ.
Given an m-dimensional manifold Σm, we denote with TΣ = (TΣ, piΣ,Σ,Rm) and T ∗Σ =
(T ∗Σ, piΣ,Σ,Rm) the tangent and cotangent bundle respectively, and let TpΣ := (TΣ)p
and T r,sΣ := (TΣ)r,s. If f : Σ→ B is smooth, we denote by f ∗ξ the pullback bundle of ξ
along f with total space {(p, v) ∈M × E : v ∈ Ef(p)}.
With Γk(ξ) := {σ ∈ Ck(B,E) with piE ◦ σ = IdB} we denote the Ck(B)-module of
Ck-sections in ξ. We abbreviate Γ(ξ) := Γ∞(ξ) and denote with Γkc (ξ) the class of sections
σ ∈ Γk(ξ) with compact support. A p-times C∞(B)-multilinear (not necessarily alternat-
ing) map Γ(TB)× . . .×Γ(TB)→ Γ(ξ) is called a ξ-valued p-form. If σ ∈ Γ(ξ) is a section,
we let f ∗σ ∈ Γ(f ∗ξ), defined by (f ∗σ) := (idΣ, σ ◦f), be the pullback of σ, where f ∗σ and
σ ◦f will be identified. If B = Σ× I we write σt := j∗t σ for σ ∈ Γ(ξ), where jt : Σ→ Σ× I
is the inclusion map jt(x) 7→ (x, t) opposite t. For arbitrary but fixed t, a section σ ∈ Γ(ξ)
may always be considered as a section σt ∈ Γ(j∗t ξ) and vice versa provided it is smooth.
Occasionally, the index t will be omitted.
Clearly, there exists an isomorphism TΣ×I ' TΣ × TI . To obtain a similar decomposition
for Γ(TΣ×I) we remark that also TΣ×I ' pi∗ΣTΣ ⊕ pi∗ITI and Γ(TΣ×I) ' Γ(pi∗ΣTΣ ⊕ pi∗ITI) '
Γ(pi∗ΣTΣ)⊕Γ(pi∗ITI), where piΣ and piI denote the projections onto the first and second factor
of Σ × I respectively. Also, we may consider Γ(TΣ) ( Γ(pi∗ΣTΣ) ( Γ(TΣ×I). For example,
1
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for any V ∈ Γ(TΣ×I) one can locally write V = xi∂ i ◦piΣ +σ∂ t ◦piI where xi, σ ∈ C∞(Σ× I),
and {∂ i} and {∂ t} are the respective product coordinate frames of Σ and I respectively.
Riemannian metrics, scalar product and Riemannian distance
function.
If (ξ, gξ) and (η, gη) are Riemannian vector bundles, we always understand the tensor
product bundle ξ ⊗ η to be equipped with the product metric gξ⊗η defined by
gξ⊗η
∣∣
p(z ⊗ w, z′ ⊗ w′) := gξ
∣∣
p(z, z
′)gη
∣∣
p(w,w
′)
for p ∈ B, z, z′ ∈ Ep, w, w′ ∈ Fp. For a Riemannian vector bundle (ξ, gξ) and T ∈ Γ(ξ) we
have the pointwise norms |T |2 := gξ(T, T ). Here and in many other formulas we omit the
dependence on the geometric structure (e.g. the metric gξ) when there is no ambiguity. If
f : (Σ, g˜ )→ (M, g) and T ∈ Γ(TΣ⊗f ∗(TM)) we also write |T |2f = |T |2g˜ ;g = Tαi T βj g˜ ijgαβ ◦f
to refer to the metrics.
If the basis of ξ is a Riemannian manifold (B, h), we let for S, T ∈ Γ0(ξ), and U ⊂ B
measurable
〈S, T 〉L2(µh) :=
∫
Σ
gξ(S, T )dµh and ‖T‖22,U :=
∫
U
gξ(S, T )dµh, (1.1)
where µh is denotes the induced area measure on B. Further for U ⊂ B
‖T‖∞,U := sup
U
gξ(T, T )
1/2
provided the right-hand side is finite. We write dg(p, q) for the Riemannian distance
induced by g between p, q ∈ (M, g).
Let Σ be a manifold, (M, g) be Riemannian manifold, a time interval I and a differentiable
map f : Σ× I → M. If ft : Σ→ M, where ft(x) := f(x, t), is an immersion for all t ∈ I,
we define
g˜ t := f
∗
t g for all t ∈ I (1.2)
making ft : (Σ, g˜ t) → (M, g) to an isometric immersion. Here, f ∗t g ∈ Γ(T 0,2Σ) is the
pullback of the tensor field g ∈ Γ(T 0,2M) defined by
(f ∗t g)(X, Y ) := g ◦ft(Dft ·X,Dft ·Y )
for all X, Y ∈ Γ(TΣ). More generally, we let
g˜ := f ∗g
∣∣
pi∗ΣTΣ ⊕ pi∗ΣTΣ⊕ δ
∣∣
pi∗ITI ⊕ pi∗ITI ∈ Γ(T
0,2
Σ×I),
i.e. g˜ (·, t)∣∣T 0,2Σ = g˜ t.
2
1.1 Notation and conventions
Connections, adjoint map, projectors, and normal bundle.
For vector bundles (ξ,D′) and (η,D′′) with connections D′ and D′′ respectively, we always
understand the product ξ ⊗ η to be equipped with the product connection D⊗ uniquely
determined by
D⊗X(σ ⊗ τ) = (D′Xσ)⊗ τ + σ ⊗ (D′′Xτ)
for all X ∈ Γ(TB), σ ∈ Γ(ξ) and τ ∈ Γ(η). In this work, various connections will be
denoted with the same symbol. However, it will be clear from the context which con-
nection is meant. For f : Σ × I → (M,DM) we let D := f ∗DM : Γ(f ∗(TM)) →
Γ(T ∗(Σ × I) ⊗ f ∗(TM)) the pullback connection with respect to f, and write ∇ := P⊥D
for the induced connection on the normal bundle Nf . D is the uniquely determined con-
nection on f ∗(TM) such that DX(f ∗σ)|(x,t) = ((x, t), (DDf ·Xσ)|f(x,t)) for all X ∈ Tx(Σ×I)
and σ ∈ Γ(TM). When a tensor product connection is used, the factor connections should
arise from the context and/or the symbol itself.
Let I ⊂ R be a (time) interval with standard metric δ and Christoffel symbols IΓ ≡ 0.
Let Σt∇ be the Levi-Civita` connection on Σ induced by g˜ t with Christoffel symbols ΣtΓ
at time t. We will use the connection ∇ on TΣ×I uniquely determined by the Christoffel
symbols Γ(x, t) := ΣtΓ(x)⊕ IΓ(t). More concretely, in local (product-)coordinates we have
for V = V i∂ i ◦piΣ + σ∂ t ◦piI and W = W i∂ i ◦piΣ + τ∂ t ◦piI
∇VW = (VW k + V iW j Σ.Γkij ◦piΣ)∂k ◦piΣ+ V τ∂t ◦piI.
Clearly, for f : (Σ × I, g˜ ) → (M, g) ϕ := Df |pi∗Σ(TΣ) : pi∗Σ(TΣ) → f ∗(TM) is a strong
bundle map and each of the bundles pi∗Σ(TΣ) and f
∗(TM) is dual to itself with respect
to the scalar products g˜ and g ◦f respectively. The Riesz representation theorem guar-
antees the existence of a strong bundle map Ψ : pi∗Σ(TΣ) ← f ∗(TM) with the property
g˜ (Ψτ, X̂) = g ◦f(τ, ϕ ·X̂) for all τ ∈ f ∗(TM) and X̂ ∈ TΣ×I . Since g˜ is non-degenerate,
Ψ∗ is uniquely determined and thus we may define ϕ∗ := Ψ to be the dual (or, more pre-
cisely, the adjoint ) of ϕ. Since ϕ∗ is a strong bundle map, this induces a homomorphism
ϕ∗ : Γ(f ∗(TM))→ Γ(pi∗Σ(TΣ)). Moreover, we have the decomposition
f ∗(TM) = Imϕ⊕ kerϕ∗ =: Tf ⊕Nf ,
where Tf and Nf is the tangent and normal bundle respectively. Analogously, we also
have f ∗t (TM) =: Tft ⊕ Nft . Further, we have the tangent and normal projectors P :=
ϕ ◦ ϕ∗ ∈ End(f ∗(TM)) and P⊥ := Id − P and in particular, using that ϕt = Dft,
we have that Pt = Dft ◦ (Dft)∗ ∈ End(f ∗t (TM)). Now for V ∈ Nft we may con-
sider ∇V : Γ(TΣ) → Γ(f ∗t (TM)) that analogously induces for any t ∈ I the adjoint
map (∇V )∗ : Γ(TΣ) ← Γ(f ∗t (TM)) with the respective property g˜ t((∇V )∗Ψt, X) =
g ◦f t(Ψt,∇XV ) for any Ψ ∈ f ∗(TM) and X ∈ Γ(TΣ).
3
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With ∇∗ we denote the formal adjoint of the operator ∇ with respect to the scalar
products defined in (1.1). More precisely, for φ ∈ Γ(T 0,s+1Σ ⊗ Nft) we let ∇∗T be the
unique tensor field with ∫
M
g(∇∗φ, ψ)dµg =
∫
M
g(φ,∇ψ)dµg
for all ψ ∈ Γ(T 0,sΣ ⊗ Nft). It is ∇∗ψ = −(∇eiψ)(ei, . . .). We define the (normal) Lapla-
cian by ∆ := −∇∗∇, i.e. for ψ as above it is ∆ψ = (∇2ψ)(ei, ei, . . .). Terms involving
operators have to be read from the right to the left, e.g. for a normal valued 1-form φ
and X, Y, Z ∈ Γ(TΣ) we write ∇X∇Y φ(Z) ≡ ∇X
(∇Y (φ(Z))), ∇XDf ·Y ≡ ∇X(Df ·Y ),
or for ξ ∈ Γ(TM) we write DXξ ◦f ≡ DX(ξ ◦f) = (Dξ)◦f ·Df ·X.
Curvature.
Let f be as in (1.2) and (M, g,D) be equipped with the Levi-Civita` connection D. We
write Af := D
2f ∈ Γ(T 2,0Σ⊗Nf ) and Hf ∈ Γ(Nf ) for the second fundamental form and
mean curvature vector of f respectively. Further we let A◦f := Af − 12 g˜ ⊗ Hf be the
tracefree part of the bilinear form Af . The occasional omission of the index t should here
and elsewhere be obvious. For a vector bundle (ξ,D) with connection D we define the
curvature F ∈ Γ(Λ2(TM)⊗ End(E)) of (E,D) by
F (X, Y )ξ := DXDY ξ −DYDXξ −D[X,Y ]ξ
for all X, Y ∈ Γ(TM) and ξ ∈ Γ(E). We then let R be the curvature of (TM,D), Rf be
the curvature of (f ∗(TM), f ∗D) and RΣ×I be the curvature of (T (Σ× I),∇). Finally, we
let R⊥ and R
l
⊥ denote the curvature of (Nf ,∇), (T 0,lΣ ⊗ Nf ,∇) respectively. Note, that
the restriction of RΣ×I |(x,t) to TxΣ equals the curvature RΣt |x of (TΣ, Σt∇). Last, we let
K˜t := RΣt(e1, e2, e2, e1) be the Gaussian curvature of (Σ, g˜ t) and let
K(TΣ) := R◦f(Df ·e1, Df ·e2, Df ·e2, Df ·e1)
be the sectional curvature of TΣ in M, where again {ei}i=1,2 is a local g˜ t-orthonormal
basis of TΣ. That K˜t and K(TΣ) is well defined, i.e. the independence with respect to
the chosen local orthonormal basis, follows from the orthogonality of the transformation
map of two given orthonormal bases and the symmetries of the curvature tensor.
Miscellanea.
Here, we summarize the notion of various symbols and geometric quantities used in this
work.
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• All manifolds are understood to be second countable topological Hausdorff spaces
together with a smooth structure. We only consider manifolds without boundary.
For emphasis, a manifold without boundary is called open, if it is noncompact, and
likewise closed, in case it is compact. Riemannian manifolds are understood to be
complete with respect to the induced metric.
• inj(M, g): injectivity radius of (M, g)
• µg˜ : induced area-measure on (Σ, g˜)
• Zero indexed quantities such as A0, f0, | · |0, µ0 etc. refer to time t = 0
• For a section X ∈ Γ(TΣ) we occasionally abbreviate X˜ := Df ·X
• For a cutoff function γ on a manifold N, we define the set
[γ > 0] := {p ∈ N, such that γ(p) > 0} and [γ = 1] etc. analogously to [γ > 0].
• We use Einstein’s convention, i.e. summation over repeated indices is used
• g ◦f is sometimes abbreviated by 〈 · , · 〉
• For φ ∈ Γ(Nf) we define Q(A◦)φ := A◦(ei, ej)〈A◦(ei, ej), φ〉
Let Σ be a manifold without boundary, N be a manifold and I ⊂ R be an interval. Then
f ∈ C0(Σ× I,M) is called locally proper if and only if
f
∣∣
[t1, t2]
: Σ× [t1, t2]→M is proper for any compact [t1, t2] ⊂ I.
Analogously, η ∈ C0(Σ× I) has locally compact support if and only if
η
∣∣
[t1, t2]
: Σ× [t1, t2]→ R has compact support for any compact [t1, t2] ⊂ I.
Clearly, each of the conditions is automatic if Σ is closed. If a function is bounded and
locally proper then it obviously has locally compact support.
Definition 1.1 (Parabolic Ho¨lder spaces, see [16]).
Let (x1, t1), (x2, t2) ∈ Rk × R. Then
dm
(
(x1, t1), (x2, t2)
)
:= max{|x1 − x2|, |t1 − t2| 12m}
defines a metric on Rk × R. For G ⊂ Rk × R and a function u : G → Rl we define the
parabolic α-Ho¨lder coefficient
[u]α,m,G := sup
{ |u(p)− u(q)|
dm(p, q)α
: p, q ∈ G, p 6= q
}
.
Further we define
C2m,1(G) :=
{
u : G→ Rl : u,Du,D2u, . . . , D2mu, ∂ tu ∈ C0(G)
}
and
C2m,1,α(G) :=
{
u ∈ C2m,1(G) : [D2mu]α,m,G + [∂ tu]α,m,G <∞
}
.
For a definition of Ho¨lder spaces on manifolds, see [25].
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Star- and Q-notation.
Here, we orientate towards the notation used in [13], [9] and [6]. For an isometric immer-
sion f : (Σ2, g˜ )→ (M, g) and η, ψ ∈ Γ(T r,sΣ⊗ (Nf )p,q) we denote by
η∗ψ
normal- (or real-) valued sections such that with respect to any local orthonormal frame
we have the form (
η∗ψ)α,I
β,J
= Cα,δ,σ,I,L,Pβ,γ,%,J,K,R η
γ,K
δ,L ψ
%,R
σ,P (1.3)
where α, β, I, J, . . . are multi-indices, and for any fixed term the coefficients C ...... are con-
stants depending only on r, s, p, q and the dimension n. With this definition one easily
verifies that
|η∗ψ| ≤ C(r, s, p, q, n)|η||ψ| (1.4)
and
∇(η∗ψ) = (∇η)∗ψ + η∗(∇ψ), (1.5)
where ∇ in each case stands for the respective connection. To check the pointwise identity
(1.5) we may for any local orthonormal frame and any fixed point x ∈ Σ assume that the
respective connection one-forms are equal to zero. Then (1.5) follows from the product
rule for ηγ,Kδ,L ψ
%,R
σ,P .
Remarks:
a) Of course, this can be generalized to more than two factors.
b) From the way we have defined η∗ψ, it is not only clear that η∗ψ = ψ∗η, but also
that the indices can be interchanged within each multi-index.
c) Although the star-terms do not depend on other sections than stated, we sometimes
omit the arguments to keep overview as long as everything is clear from the context.♦
As mentioned in the introduction, it is useful to introduce a notation to encode nonlinear-
ities involving the Riemannian curvature tensor as in [6] for the study of elastic curves. It
turned out that, roughly speaking, the necessary estimates are performed in the normal
bundle and therefore make the split-up f ∗(TM) = Tf ⊕Nf . Consider the split up
P⊥R◦f(Dη, X˜)φ = P⊥R◦f(∇η, X˜)φ+ P⊥R◦f(P>Dη, X˜)φ.
If the tangent bundle has rank one as in [6] the last summand above clearly vanishes by
symmetry properties of the curvature tensor. In our setting, where TΣ is of rank two the
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notation unfortunately needs to be modified as follows:
Analogously to the above definition, we let for ζ, ξ ∈ Γ(T r,sΣ⊗ f ∗(T p,qM))
ζ ? ξ (1.6)
denote sections with the respective property (1.3). Analogously to the above we now have
the estimate |ζ ?ξ| ≤ C(r, s, p, q, n)|ζ||ξ| and D(η ?ψ) = (Dζ)?ξ+ζ ? (Dξ). Here, f ∗(TM)
is understood to be equipped with the pull-back connection f ∗D induced from (M, g,D)
in contrast to the above definition where we consider Nf to be equipped with the normal
connection ∇ = P⊥D∣∣Nf.
Examples: For X, Y, Z ∈ Γ(TΣ), and ζ, ξ, Ψ ∈ Γ(f ∗(TM)), and if {ei}i=1,2 is a local
g˜−orthonormal frame for TΣ, we have
i) g ◦f
(
H, (∇A)(X, Y, Z)) = (A∗∇A)(X, Y, Z)
ii) P>R◦f(ζ, ξ)Ψ = R◦f(ζ, ξ, Ψ, e˜i)e˜i = (R◦f ? Df ? Df)(ζ, ξ, Ψ)
iii) P⊥R◦f(X˜, Y˜ )Z˜
= R◦f(X˜, Y˜ )Z˜ −R◦f(X˜, Y˜ , Z˜, e˜i)e˜i
= (R◦f ? Df ? Df ? Df +R◦f ? Df ? Df ? Df ? Df ? Df)(X, Y, Z). (1.7)
♦
With P kl (A) we denote universal linear combinations of terms of the form
∇i1A∗. . .∗∇ilA
when |i| := i1 + . . . + il = k. As usual, if the sum is empty, i.e. l = 0 then |i| := 0. With
this definition one then easily verifies that
∇P kl (A) = P k+1l (A). (1.8)
It turns out to be useful (as (1.7) illustrates) to encode lower order terms involving the
curvature tensor arising in the evolution equations. To do so, we denote by Qk,l(m) normal-
(or real-) valued universal linear combinations of sections(
DrR
)
◦f ?∇i1A ? . . . ?∇iνA ? ιN ? . . . ? ιN ? Df ? . . . ? Df (1.9)
when r + |i| + ν = k + l, |i| ≤ k (, and r ≤ m in case the lower index m is given). Here,
ιN : (Nf ,∇) → (f ∗(TM), D) denotes the canonical injection. Analogously, we denote by
Qk,lR ?R normal (or real) valued universal linear combinations of sections(
Dr1R
)
◦f ?
(
Dr2R
)
◦f ?∇i1A ? . . . ?∇iνA ? ιN ? . . . ? ιN ? Df ? . . . ? Df (1.10)
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when r1 + r2 + |i| + ν = k + l and |i| ≤ k. For Qk,lR ?R we additionally want to assume
that ν ≥ 1 for technical reasons. To see what happens to the indices when differentiating
covariantly we firstly note that for a normal valued n-form φ and adapted vector fields
Xi ∈ Γ(TΣ) we pointwise have
(DXφ)(X1, . . . , Xn) = DXφ(X1, . . . , Xn)
= ∇Xφ(X1, . . . , Xn) + 〈DXφ(X1, . . . , Xn), Df ·ej〉Df ·ej
= (∇Xφ)(X1, . . . , Xn)− 〈φ(X1, . . . , Xn), A(X, ei)〉Df ·ei (1.11)
and thus we may write
Dφ = ∇φ+ φ ? A ? Df. (1.12)
Secondly, for X ∈ Γ(TΣ) and φ ∈ Γ(Nf ) we have (DιN)(X,φ) = −〈ιN(φ), A(X, ej)〉Df·ej,
i.e.
DιN = ιN ? A ? Df.
Thus we easily get, recalling that D(Df) = D2f = A,
∇Q0,0 = Q0,1 and ∇Qk,l(m) = Qk+1,l(m+1). (1.13)
Examples: For (1.7) we may now write P⊥R◦f(X˜, Y˜ )Z˜ = Q0,0(0)(X, Y, Z). Further, we have,
for example, the simplifications P⊥R◦f(∇iA, Y˜ )Z˜ = Qi,10 (X, Y, Z) and
P⊥R◦f(H,Df ·)φ = ((P⊥R◦f) ? A ? ιN ? Df)∗φ
=
(
R◦f ? A ? ιN ? Df +R◦f ? A ? ιN ? Df ? Df ? Df
)∗φ
= Q0,10 ∗φ.
Recalling the definition, it is easy to see that instead of Qk,l∗A we can write Qk,l ? A =
Qk,l+1. ♦
Summarizing, it is important to keep the estimate (1.4) and the differentiation rules
(1.8) and (1.13) in mind.
1.2 Basic facts
Fundamental identities of differential geometry.
In this subsection, we summarize already known facts for convenience of the reader and
derive easy facts used later on.
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Lemma 1.2 Let f : (Σd, g˜ ) → (Mn, g) and I : (Mn, g) → (RN , δeucl) be isometric
immersions. Then there holds the pointwise estimates
|AI ◦f | ≤ c|AI |◦f + |Af | (1.14)
and
|HI ◦f | ≤ c|AI |◦f + |Hf |, (1.15)
where c = c(d, n) is a universal constant.
Proof: DifferentiatingD(I◦f) = DI ◦f ·Df covariantly, we get for vector fieldsX, Y ∈ Γ(TΣ)
AI ◦f (X, Y ) = D2X,Y (I ◦ f) = (D2I) ◦ f(Df ·X,Df ·Y ) + (DI) ◦ f ·D2f(X, Y )
= AI ◦ f(Df ·X,Df ·Y ) + (DI)◦f ·Af (X, Y ). (1.16)
Since I is isometric, the first inequality follows since
|AI ◦f |2 = |AI ◦f(Df ·, Df ·)|2 + |Af |2
≤ c|AI |2 ◦f |Df |4 + |Af |2
because |Df |2 = d. For the second, we choose a local g˜−orthonormal frame {ei}1≤i≤d and
obtain analogously
|HI ◦f |2 = |
∑
i
AI ◦f(Df ·ei, Df ·ei)|2 + |Hf |2
≤
∑
i
|AI |2 ◦f |Df |4|ei|4 + |Hf |2
≤ c|AI |2 ◦f + |Hf |2.

For an arbitrary isometric immersion f : (Σ, g˜ )→ (M, g) and any vector fieldsX, Y, Z,W ∈
Γ(TΣ), φ ∈ Γ(Nf ) the following identities hold (see, e.g. [3])
R◦f(X˜, Y˜ , Z˜, W˜ ) = RΣ(X, Y, Z,W )
−〈A(X,W ), A(Y, Z)〉+ 〈A(X,Z), A(Y,W )〉 (1.17)
DX(Df ·Y ) = A(X, Y ) +Df ·∇XY (1.18)
(Equations of Gauß)
R⊥(X, Y )φ = P
⊥R◦f(X˜, Y˜ )φ+ A(ei, X)〈A(ei, Y ), φ〉
−A(ei, Y )〈A(ei, X), φ〉 (1.19)
(Ricci identity)
P⊥R◦f(X˜, Y˜ )Z˜ = (∇A)(X, Y, Z)− (∇A)(Y,X,Z). (1.20)
(Equation of Mainardi-Codazzi)
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The Gaussian curvature K˜ of (Σ2, g˜ ), and the sectional curvature K(TΣ) of TΣ in (M, g)
are related as follows
K˜ −K(TΣ) = 1
2
(|H|2 − |A|2) (1.21)
=
1
2
|A|2 − |A◦|2 (1.22)
=
1
4
|H|2 − 1
2
|A◦|2. (1.23)
Namely, from the Gauß equation (1.17) it follows with Aij := A(ei, ej) that
K˜ −K(TΣ) = RΣ(e1, e2, e2, e1)−R◦f(e˜1, e˜2, e˜2, e˜1)
= 〈A11, A22〉 − |A12|2.
=
1
2
(〈A11 + A22, A11 + A22〉 − (|A11|2 + 2|A12|2 + |A22|2))
= (1.21).
From the orthogonal decomposition A = A◦ fg◦f (12 g˜ ⊗H) in the trace and traceless part
of the bilinear form A we get
|A|2 = |A◦|2 + 1
4
|H|2|g˜ |2 = |A◦|2 + 1
2
|H|2,
since |g˜ |2 = dim Σ = 2. From this, (1.22) and (1.23) follow.
Since we have to interchange second covariant derivatives of normal l-forms, we need
to know how the curvature of (T 0,lΣ⊗Nf ,∇) is related to the curvature of (Nf ,∇) and
(TΣ, Σ∇). We pointwise have for any φ ∈ Γ (T 0,lΣ⊗Nf)
(∇2X,Y φ)(X1, . . . , Xl) = ∇X(∇Y φ)(X1, . . . , Xl)
= ∇X∇Y φ(X1, . . . , Xl)−
l∑
k=1
φ(X1, . . . ,∇2X,YXk, . . . , Xl)
= ∇2X,Y φ(X1, . . . , Xl)−
l∑
k=1
φ(X1, . . . ,∇2X,YXk, . . . , Xl)
yielding(
R l⊥(X, Y )φ
)
(X1, . . . , Xl)
= (∇2X,Y φ)(X1, . . . , Xl)− (∇2Y,Xφ)(X1, . . . , Xl)
= R⊥(X, Y )φ(X1, . . . , Xl)−
l∑
k=1
φ
(
X1, . . . , RΣ(X, Y )Xk, . . . , Xl
)
.
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Since
K˜ = K(TΣ) +
1
2
(|H|2 − |A|2) = Q0,0 + A∗A
and
RΣ(X, Y )Z = K˜
(
g˜ (Y, Z)X − g˜ (X,Z)Y ),
we get by substitution
φ
(
X1, . . . , RΣ(X, Y )Xk, . . . , Xl
)
= K˜
(
g˜ (Y,Xk)φ(X1, . . . , Xk−1, X,Xk+1, . . . , Xl)
− g˜ (X,Xk)φ(X1, . . . , Xk−1, Y,Xk+1, . . . , Xl)
)
=
(
Q0,0∗φ+ A∗A∗φ)(X, Y,X1, . . . , Xl).
Putting things together, we get
Rl⊥( · , · )φ = A∗A∗φ+Q0,0∗φ+R⊥( · , · )φ( · , . . . , · )
(1.19)
= A∗A∗φ+Q0,0∗φ. (1.24)
Lemma 1.3 For arbitrary φ ∈ Γ(T 0,lΣ⊗Nf) and l ≥ 1 we have
(∇∇∗ −∇∗∇)φ = −∇∗T + A∗A∗φ+Q0,0∗φ,
where T (X0, X1, . . . , Xl) := (∇φ)(X0, X1, . . . , Xl)− (∇φ)(X1, X0, . . . , Xl).
Proof:
We pointwise compute for adapted vector fields(
(∇∇∗ −∇∗∇)φ)(X1, . . . , Xl)
= ∇ei(∇φ)(ei, X1, . . . , Xl)−∇X1(∇φ)(ei, ei, X2, . . . , Xl)
= (∇2ei,eiφ)(X1, . . . , Xl)− (∇2ei,X1φ)(ei, X2, . . . , Xl)
+(∇2ei,X1φ)(ei, X2, . . . , Xl)− (∇2X1,eiφ)(ei, X2, . . . , Xl)
= −(∇∗T )(X1, . . . , Xl) +
(
Rl⊥(ei, X1)φ
)
(ei, X2, . . . , Xl).
(1.24)
= (−∇∗T + A∗A∗φ+Q0,0∗φ)(X1, . . . , Xl).

We need two special cases of the latter lemma. First, if we set φ := A we get from
Codazzi-Mainardi
T (X, Y, Z) = (∇A)(X, Y, Z)− (∇A)(Y,X,Z)
= P⊥R◦f(X˜, Y˜ )Z˜
= Q0,0(X, Y, Z).
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On the other hand, again using Codazzi-Mainardi we pointwise have
− (∇∗A)(Y ) = (∇A)(ei, ei, Y ) = ∇eiA(ei, Y ) = ∇eiA(Y, ei) = (∇A)(ei, Y, ei)
= (∇A)(Y, ei, ei) + P⊥R◦f(e˜i, Y˜ )e˜i
= ∇YH +Q0,0(Y ). (1.25)
From this we obtain pointwise
(∇∇∗A)(X, Y ) = ∇X(∇∗A)(Y )
(1.25)
= −∇X∇YH −∇XQ0,0(Y )
= −∇2X,YH +Q0,1(X, Y ).
Now since ∇∗T = 1∗∇T = 1∗∇Q0,0 = Q0,1, Lemma 1.3 shows that
(∇∇∗ −∇∗∇)A = A∗A∗A+Q0,1 +Q0,0∗A,
= P 03 (A) +Q
0,1
since we can write Q0,0∗A as Q0,1. Eventually we get a rough version of Simons’ identity
∆A = ∇2H + P 03 (A) +Q0,1. (1.26)
Remark: Following the computations thoroughly it turns out that the difference of
∆A − ∇2H contains an additive term with the Riemannian curvature tensor that does
not contain the second fundamental form. This fact results in the existence of an extra
area term when we interpolate the nonlinearities to establish L2 estimates (cf. Proposi-
tion 2.12 and Proposition 2.14). ♦
Second, we want to substitute φ by ∇φ in Lemma 1.3: To start with, we have
T (X0, . . . , Xl) = (∇2X0,X1φ)(X2, . . . , Xl)− (∇2X1,X0φ)(X2, . . . , Xl)
=
(
Rl−1⊥ (X0, X1)φ
)
(X2, . . . , Xl)
(1.24)
= (A∗A∗φ+Q0,0∗φ)(X0, . . . , Xl).
Now we differentiate
∇∗T = 1∗∇T = A∗∇A∗φ+ A∗A∗∇φ+Q0,0∗∇φ+Q0,1∗φ
so that we again get from Lemma 1.3
(∆∇−∇∆)φ = (∇∇∗ −∇∗∇)∇φ
= A∗∇A∗φ+ A∗A∗∇φ+Q0,0∗∇φ+Q0,1∗φ. (1.27)
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Lemma 1.4 Let f ∈ C2,1 (Σ× (t1, t2),M) be a variation with normal velocity field V :=
∂ tf. Then for ξ ∈ Γ2(f ∗(TM)), φ ∈ Γ2(Nf ) and time independent vector fields X,Y,Z we
have
D∂tDf ·X = DXV (1.28)
Rf (∂t, X)ξ = R◦f(V, X˜)ξ (1.29)
D∂tP = −D∂t(P⊥) = Df ·(∇V )∗ +∇V ·(Df)∗ (1.30)
PD∂tφ = −Df ·(∇V )∗φ (1.31)
R⊥(∂t, X)φ = 〈A(X, ei), φ〉∇eiV − 〈∇eiV, φ〉A(X, ei) + P⊥R◦f(V, X˜)φ (1.32)
(∇∂t g˜ )(X, Y ) = −2〈A(X, Y ), V 〉 (1.33)
∂t(dµ) = −〈H,V 〉dµ (1.34)
RΣ×I(∂t, X)Y = ∇∂t∇XY
= −〈(∇A)(X, Y, ei), V 〉ei + 〈A(X, Y ),∇eiV 〉ei (1.35)
− 〈A(X, ei),∇Y V 〉ei − 〈A(Y, ei),∇XV 〉ei −R◦f(Y˜ , e˜i, X˜, V )ei
(∇∂tA)(X, Y ) = ∇2X,Y V − 〈V,A(Y, ei)〉A(X, ei) + P⊥R◦f(V, X˜)Y˜ (1.36)
∇∂tH = ∆V +Q(Ao)V +
1
2
H〈H,V 〉+ P⊥R◦f(V, e˜i)e˜i. (1.37)
Proof:
(1.28): By properties of the connection along f, we have
D∂tDf ·X −DXDf ·∂t = Df ·[∂t, X]
= 0
since X does not depend on time.
(1.29): Again by locality and since [∂t, X] = 0, we can compute
Rf (∂t, X)∂α ◦f = D∂tDX∂α ◦f −DXD∂t∂α ◦f −D[∂t,X]∂α ◦f
= D∂t(D∂α)◦f ·Df ·X −DX(D∂α)◦f ·V
(1.28)
= (D2∂α)◦f(V, X˜)− (D2∂α)◦f(X˜, V )
= R◦f(V, X˜)(∂α ◦f).
(1.30): At first, let ψ ∈ Γ(Nf ). Then we have for any vector field X ∈ Γ(TΣ)
〈D∂tψ,Df ·X〉 = ∂t〈ψ,Df ·X〉 − 〈ψ,D∂tDf ·X〉
(1.28)
= −〈ψ,∇XV 〉
= −〈ψ,∇eiV 〉〈Df ·ei, Df ·X〉
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and thus
PD∂tψ = −Df ·〈ψ,∇eiV 〉ei. (1.38)
Now let ξ ∈ Γ(f ∗(TM)). Decomposing ξ = ψ +Df ·Y in its tangential and normal part,
we can compute for arbitrary φ ∈ Γ(Nf )
〈D∂tP⊥ξ, φ〉 = ∂t〈P⊥ξ, φ〉 − 〈P⊥ξ,D∂tφ〉
= ∂t〈ξ, φ〉 − 〈P⊥ξ,D∂tφ〉
= 〈D∂tξ, φ〉+ 〈Pξ,D∂tφ〉
= 〈D∂tξ, φ〉+ 〈Pξ, PD∂tφ〉
(1.38)
= 〈D∂tξ, φ〉 − 〈Pξ,Df ·〈φ,∇eiV 〉ei〉
= 〈D∂tξ, φ〉 − 〈∇Y V, φ〉
= 〈P⊥D∂tξ −∇Y V, φ〉
On the other hand, we get from (1.28)
〈D∂tP⊥ξ,Df ·X〉 = ∂t〈P⊥ξ,Df ·X〉 − 〈P⊥ξ,D∂tDf ·X〉
= −〈P⊥ξ,∇XV 〉
= −〈ξ,∇eiV 〉〈Df ·ei, Df ·X〉
= 〈−Df ·〈ξ,∇eiV 〉ei, Df ·X〉.
Therefore
D∂tP
⊥ξ = P⊥D∂tξ −∇Y V −Df ·〈ξ,∇eiV 〉ei,
and thus, using (D∂tP
⊥)(ξ) = D∂tP
⊥ξ − P⊥D∂tξ, the second identity follows. The first
follows trivially from P + P⊥ = Id.
(1.31): We have
PD∂tφ = −(D∂tP )φ
(1.30)
= −Df ·(∇V )∗φ−∇V ·(Df)∗φ.
= −Df ·(∇V )∗φ.
(1.32): Again since [∂t, X] = 0 we can compute
R⊥(∂t, X)φ = ∇∂t∇Xφ−∇X∇∂tφ−∇[∂t,X]φ
= P⊥D∂tP
⊥DXφ− P⊥DXP⊥D∂tφ
(1.31)
= P⊥(D∂tP
⊥)DXφ+ P⊥D∂tDXφ− P⊥DX
(
D∂tφ+Df ·(∇V )∗φ
)
(1.29),(1.30)
= −∇V ·(Df)∗(DXφ) + P⊥R◦f(V, X˜)φ− A(X, (∇V )∗φ)
= 〈φ,A(X, ei)〉∇eiV + P⊥R◦f(V, X˜)φ− 〈φ,∇eiV 〉A(X, ei),
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where we used (∇V )∗φ = 〈φ,∇eiV 〉ei and
(Df)∗(DXφ)
(1.11)
= (Df)∗(∇Xφ− 〈φ,A(X, ei)〉Df ·ei)
= −〈φ,A(X, ei)〉ei
in the last step.
(1.33): For the evolution of the metric we get since X and Y do not depend on time
(∇∂t g˜ )(X, Y ) = ∂tg˜ (X, Y )
= ∂t〈Df ·X,Df ·Y 〉
= 〈D∂tDf ·X,Df ·Y 〉+ 〈Df ·X,D∂tDf ·Y 〉
(1.28)
= 〈DXV,Df ·Y 〉+ 〈Df ·X,DY V 〉
= X〈V,Df ·Y 〉 − 〈V,A(X, Y )〉+ Y 〈Df ·X, V 〉 − 〈A(X, Y ), V 〉
= −2〈A(X, Y ), V 〉.
(1.34): Using the standard formula for the derivative of the determinant, i.e.
d
dt
ln det(g˜ ij) = g˜
ij∂tg˜ ij, we get
d
dt
√
det(g˜ ij) =
1
2
g˜ ij∂tg˜ ij
√
det(g˜ ij)
and thus, since ∂tg˜ ij = (∇∂t g˜ )(∂i, ∂j)
(1.33)
= −2〈Aij, V 〉, finally
d
dt
√
det(g˜ ij) = −〈H,V 〉
√
det(g˜ ij).
(1.35): Since ∇∂t∇XY is C∞(Σ)−linear in X and Y, we may assume that ∇XY =
∇Xei = 0 at a fixed point and at a fixed time.
Df ·∇∂t∇XY = D∂tDf ·∇XY −D2f(∂t,∇XY )
= D∂tPDXDf ·Y
= (D∂tP )DXDf ·Y + PD∂tDXDf ·Y
(1.29)
= (D∂tP )A(X, Y ) + PDXD∂tDf ·Y + PR◦f(V, X˜)Y˜
= Df ·(∇V )∗A(X, Y ) + PDXDY V +R◦f(V, X˜, Y˜ , e˜i)Df ·ei,
where we used (1.28) and (1.30). Since (∇V )∗(A(X, Y )) = 〈A(X, Y ),∇eiV 〉ei and
PDXDY V
(1.11)
= PDX
(∇Y V − 〈V,A(Y, ei)〉Df ·ei)
(1.11)
= −〈∇Y V,A(X, ei)〉Df ·ei −X〈V,A(Y, ei)〉Df ·ei
= −〈∇Y V,A(X, ei)〉Df ·ei − 〈∇XV,A(Y, ei)〉Df ·ei
−〈V, (∇A)(X, Y, ei)〉Df ·ei,
15
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the claim follows by the injectivity of Df on TΣ.
(1.36): Again assuming ∇XY = 0 at a fixed point and a fixed time, this follows from
(∇∂tA)(X, Y ) = ∇∂tA(X, Y )
= P⊥D∂t
(
DXDf ·Y −Df ·∇XY
)
(1.29)
= P⊥DXD∂tDf ·Y + P⊥R◦f(V, X˜)Y˜
(1.28)
= ∇2X,Y V + P⊥DXPDY V + P⊥R◦f(V, X˜)Y˜
using
P⊥DXPDY V = −P⊥DX
(〈V,A(Y, ei)〉Df ·ei)
= −〈V,A(Y, ei)〉A(X, ei).
(1.37): From (1.33) we get in local coordinates
0 = ∂t(gijg
jk) = −2〈Aij, V 〉gjk + gij∂ tgjk
⇒ ∂tglk = 2〈Aij, V 〉gjkgil
⇒ (∂ tglk)Alk = 2〈Aij, V 〉gjkgilAlk
= 2Q(A)V.
From (1.36) we thus get
∇∂tH = ∇∂t(glkAlk)
= ∂tg
lkAlk + g
lk∇∂tAlk
= 2Q(A)V + ∆V −Q(A)V + P⊥R◦f(V, e˜i)e˜i
= ∆V +Q(A◦)V +
1
2
〈H,V 〉H + P⊥R◦f(V, e˜i)e˜i,
since Q(A)V = Q(A◦)V + 1
2
〈H, V 〉H. 
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2.1 The Willmore flow
Flat Situation.
In [13] the Willmore energy of a closed, isometrically immersed surface f : (Σ, g¯) →
(Rn, δeucl) with induced area measure dµ is defined by
W◦(f) =
∫
Σ
|A◦|2dµ. (2.1)
Where A◦ = A − 1
2
g¯ ⊗ H is the tracefree part of the second fundamental form A. The
Gauß equations and Gauß-Bonnet imply
W◦(f) =WA(f)− 2piχ(Σ) =WH(f)− 4piχ(Σ), (2.2)
where WA(f) = 12
∫
Σ
|A|2dµ and WH(f) = 12
∫
Σ
|H|2dµ. Thus in this flat situation, the
L2 gradient flows of all these functionals reduce to the same since they only differ by a
topological constant. In general, this is not true if the target manifold is curved.
Situation of a curved ambient manifold.
Now let f : (Σ2, g˜ ) → (Mn, g) be an isometrically C2−immersed closed surface into an
n-dimensional Riemannian Manifold. From (1.22) and (1.23) we have
|A◦|2 = 1
2
|A|2 +K(TΣ)− K˜ = 1
2
|H|2 + 2K(TΣ)− 2K˜.
Integration and using Gauß-Bonnet yields
W◦,g(f) = WA,g(f) +
∫
Σ
K(TΣ) dµ− 2piχ(Σ)
= WH,g(f) + 2
∫
Σ
K(TΣ) dµ− 4piχ(Σ) (2.3)
We decided to study WH,g in this work.
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L2-gradient flow for the Willmore functional.
Let f be as in 2.1. We define the Willmore energy (with respect to H and g in f) as
W(f) :=WH,g(f) := 1
2
∫
Σ
|H|2dµ. (2.4)
In the next Lemma we compute the L2 gradient of this functional for convenience of the
reader.
Lemma 2.1 ([19], Lemma 1.2). The L2 gradient for the Willmore functional (in f) is
given by
W(f ) := gradL2W(f ) = ∆H + Q(A◦)H + P⊥R ◦f(H , e˜i)e˜i . (2.5)
Proof: Let f : Σ × (−ε, ε) → M be a variation of f with normal velocity-field ∂tf =: φ.
Then for the first variation of W of f in direction φ we have
d
dε
W(fε)∣∣ε = 0 = ddε
∫
Σ
1
2
|Hε|2dµ∣∣ε = 0
(1.34)
=
∫
Σ
〈H,∇∂εHε
∣∣
ε = 0
〉dµ− 1
2
∫
Σ
|H|2〈H,φ〉dµ
(1.37)
=
∫
Σ
〈H,∆φ+Q(A◦)φ+ 1
2
〈H,φ〉H + P⊥R◦f(φ, e˜i)e˜i〉dµ
−1
2
∫
Σ
|H|2〈H,φ〉dµ.
Since ∆ and Q(A◦) are self-adjoint with respect to
∫ 〈 · , ·〉dµ, we further get
=
∫
Σ
〈∆H +Q(A◦)H,φ〉dµ+
∫
Σ
R◦f(φ, e˜i, e˜i, H)dµ
=
∫
Σ
〈∆H +Q(A◦)H + P⊥R◦f(H, e˜i)e˜i, φ〉dµ
= 〈∆H +Q(A◦)H + P⊥R◦f(H, e˜i)e˜i, φ〉L2
= 〈gradL2W(f), φ〉L2 ,
by definition of the L2 gradient.
Remark: The reason why we may restrict to normal variations is the following: For
tangential variations there always exists a flow on Σ that generates this tangential vector
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field. It is plausible that this flow only causes a reparametrization of the surface so that
the Willmore energy leaves unchanged due to its geometric invariance of the underlying
parametrization. Strictly speaking, one can show that W(f ◦ ψ) = W(f) for all C2-
diffeomorphisms ψ : Σ→ Σ (see [15]). ♦
Theorem 2.2 (Existence and uniqueness). Let f0 : (Σ
2, g˜ ) → (Mn, g) be an isometric
C4+α-immersion of a closed surface into a Riemannian manifold. Then the initial value
problem
∂tf = −W(f) on Σ× (0, T )
f
∣∣
t=0
= f0
has a unique solution f ∈ C4,1,α(Σ × [0, T ),M) on a maximal time interval [0, T ) where
0 < T ≤ ∞. Moreover, the restriction of f to Σ× (0, T ) is smooth. 
The solution to the above initial value problem will be called Willmore flow for short.
2.2 Evolution equations
Lemma 2.3 Let φ ∈ Γ(T 0,l−1Σ ⊗ Nf) be a normal (l-1)-Form along a variation f :
Σ × I → M with normal velocity field ∂tf =: V. If ∇∂tφ + ∆2φ =: Y, then for ψ := ∇φ
we have
∇∂tψ + ∆2ψ = ∇Y +
∑
i+j+k=3
(∇iA∗∇jA∗∇kφ)+ A∗∇V ∗φ+ V ∗∇A∗φ
+Q0,0∗V ∗φ+
∑
j+k=1
∆
(
Q0,j∗∇kφ) +
∑
j+k=1
Q0,j∗∇k+2φ.
Proof: Let X1, . . . , Xl be time independent vector fields such that ∇Xk = 0 in a fixed
point (x0, t0). Then we pointwise have
(∇∂tψ)(X1, . . . , Xl) = ∇∂t(∇X1φ)(X2, . . . , Xl)
= ∇∂t∇X1φ(X2, . . . , Xl)−∇∂t
l∑
k=2
φ(X2, . . . ,∇X1Xk, . . . , Xl)
= ∇∂t∇X1φ(X2, . . . , Xl)−
l∑
k=2
φ(X2, . . . ,∇∂t∇X1Xk, . . . , Xl).
On the one hand we get for the first term, using (1.32),
∇∂t∇X1φ(X2, . . . , Xl)
= ∇X1∇∂tφ(X2, . . . , Xl) + (A∗∇V ∗φ+Q0,0∗V ∗φ)(X1, . . . , Xl)
=
(∇(∇∂tφ))(X1, . . . , Xl) + (A∗∇V ∗φ+Q0,0∗V ∗φ)(X1, . . . , Xl),
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recalling that P⊥R◦f(V,Df ·)φ = ((P⊥R◦f) ? Df ? ιN ? ιN)∗V ∗φ = Q0,0∗V ∗φ and
P⊥R◦f = R◦f +R◦f ? Df ? Df. For the second term, we have from (1.35)
φ(X2, . . . ,∇∂t∇X1Xk, . . . , Xl) =
(
V ∗∇A∗φ+ A∗∇V ∗φ)(X1, . . . , Xl).
Putting things together we get
∇∂tψ + ∆2ψ −∇Y = ∆2(∇φ)−∇(∆2φ) + A∗∇V ∗φ+ V ∗∇A∗φ+Q0,0∗V ∗φ. (2.6)
On the other hand, we get from (1.27)
(∆∇−∇∆)φ = A∗∇A∗φ+ A∗A∗∇φ+Q0,0∗∇φ+Q0,1∗φ (2.7)
⇒ ∆((∆∇−∇∆)φ) = ∑
i+j+k=3
(∇iA∗∇jA∗∇kφ)+ ∑
i+j+k=1
∆
(
Q0,j∗∇kφ), (2.8)
where we used the differentiation rule (1.13) for the Q-Terms. Substituting φ by ∆φ in
(2.7) implies
(∆∇−∇∆)(∆φ) = A∗∇A∗∆φ+ A∗A∗∇∆φ+Q0,0∗∇∆φ+Q0,1∗∆φ
= A∗∇A∗∇2φ+ A∗A∗∇3φ+
∑
j+k=1
Q0,j∗∇k+2φ, (2.9)
since terms like ∇∆φ can be written as a contraction of g˜ −1⊗∇3φ. Adding up (2.8) and
(2.9) yields
∆2(∇φ)−∇(∆2φ) = ∆(∆(∇φ)−∇(∆φ))+ (∆∇−∇∆)(∆φ)
=
∑
i+j+k=3
(∇iA∗∇jA∗∇kφ)+∑
j+k=1
∆
(
Q0,j∗∇kφ) +
∑
j+k=1
Q0,j∗∇k+2φ.
Substituting this into (2.6) yields the claim. 
Lemma 2.4 For the Willmore flow ∂tf = V = −W(f) we have the evolution equations
∇∂t(∇mA) + ∆2(∇mA) (2.10)
= Pm+23 (A) + P
m
5 (A) +∇m∆Q0,1 + ∆Qm,1m +∇Qm+1,1m+1 +Qm+2,1m+1 +Qm,1R?R
= Pm+23 (A) + P
m
5 (A) +Q
m+2,1 +Qm,1R?R
for any m ∈ N0.
Proof: (Induction over m ∈ N0). Substituting φ by ∇H or H in (2.7) we get
(∆∇−∇∆)(∇H) = A∗∇A∗∇H + A∗A∗∇2H +
∑
j+k=1
Q0,j∗∇k∇H
= P 23 (A) +Q
2,1
1
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and
∇((∆∇−∇∆)H) = ∇(A∗∇A∗H + A∗A∗∇H + ∑
j+k=1
Q0,j∗∇kH)
= ∇(P 13 (A) +Q1,11 )
= P 23 +∇Q1,11 .
Combining yields
∆∇2H −∇2∆H = (∆∇−∇∆)(∇H) +∇((∆∇−∇∆)H)
= P 23 (A) +∇Q1,11 +Q2,11 , (2.11)
and substituting V = −∆H + P 03 (A) +Q0,10 in (1.36) we obtain
∇∂tA = ∇2V + A∗A∗V +Q0,0∗V
= −∇2(∆H + P 03 (A) +Q0,10 ) + A∗A∗(∆H + P 03 (A) +Q0,10 )
+Q0,0∗(∆H + P 03 (A) +Q0,10 ) (2.12)
= −∇2(∆H) + P 23 (A) +∇2Q0,10 + P 05 (A) +Q0,30 +Q2,10 +Q0,1R?R
(2.11)
= −∆(∇2H) + P 23 (A) + P 05 (A) +∇Q1,11 +Q2,11 +Q0,1R?R
(1.26)
= −∆(∆A+ P 03 (A) +Q0,1) + P 23 (A) + P 05 (A) +∇Q1,11 +Q2,11 +Q0,1R?R
= −∆2A+ P 23 (A) + P 05 (A) + ∆Q0,1 +∇Q1,11 +Q2,11 +Q0,1R?R. (2.13)
To proceed with the induction step we use (1.27) with φ := Qm,1m and obtain
∇∆Qm,1m = ∆∇Qm,1m + A∗∇A∗Qm,1m + A∗A∗∇Qm,1m +Q0,0∗∇Qm,1m +Q0,1∗Qm,1m
= ∆Qm+1,1m+1 +Q
m+1,3
m +Q
m+1,3
m+1 +Q
m+1,1
R?R +Q
m,2
R?R
= ∆Qm+1,1m+1 +Q
m+3,1
m+1 +Q
m+1,1
R?R . (2.14)
Letting ψ := ∇φ for φ := ∇mA, Lemma 2.3 now yields
∇∂t(∇m+1A) + ∆2(∇m+1A)
= ∇(∇∂t(∇mA) + ∆2(∇mA))+ ∑
i+j+k=3
(∇iA∗∇jA∗∇k+mA)
+A∗(∇∆H + P 13 (A) +Q1,11 )∗∇mA+ (∆H + P 03 (A) +Q0,10 )∗∇A∗∇mA
+Q0,0∗(∆H + P 03 (A) +Q0,10 )∗∇mA+
∑
j+k=1
∆
(
Q0,j∗∇k+mA) +
∑
j+k=1
Q0,j∗∇k+m+2A
= Pm+33 (A) + P
m+1
5 (A) +∇m+1∆Q0,1 +∇∆Qm,1m +∇2Qm+1,1m+1 +∇Qm+2,1m+1 +∇Qm,1R?R
+Qm+1,31 +Q
m+1,3
0 +Q
m+2,2
0 +Q
m,4
0 +Q
m,2
R?R + ∆Q
m+1,1
1 +Q
m+3,1
1
(2.14)
= Pm+33 (A) + P
m+1
5 (A) +∇m+1∆Q0,1 + ∆Qm+1,1m+1 +∇Qm+2,1m+2 +Qm+3,1m+2 +Qm+1,1R?R ,
which proves the induction step and thus the lemma. 
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2.3 Energy- and integral estimates
Lemma 2.5 Let f : Σ× I → Mn be a variation with normal velocity field ∂tf = V and
let φ ∈ Γ(T 0,lΣ⊗Nf) with ∇∂tφ+∆2φ = Y. Then for arbitrary η ∈ C2(Σ×I) with locally
compact support
d
dt
∫
Σ
1
2
|φ|2η dµ+
∫
Σ
〈∆φ,∆(ηφ)〉dµ−
∫
Σ
〈Y, ηφ〉dµ
=
∫
Σ
η
l∑
k=1
〈A(eik , ej), V 〉〈φ(ei1 , . . . , eik , . . . , eil), φ(ei1 , . . . , eik−1 , ej, eik+1 , . . . , eil)〉dµ
−
∫
Σ
1
2
|φ|2〈H,V 〉η dµ+
∫
Σ
1
2
|φ|2∂tη dµ. (2.15)
Here g˜(ei, ej) = δij locally on Σ× I and summation over j, iν ∈ {1, 2}, 1 ≤ ν ≤ l, is used.
Proof: With Φk(X, Y ) := 〈φ(ei1 , . . . , eik−1 , X, eik+1 , . . . , eil), φ(ei1 , . . . , eik−1 , Y, eik+1 , . . . , eil)〉
we have
d
dt
∫
Σ
1
2
η〈φ(ei1 , . . . , eil), φ(ei1 , . . . , eil)〉dµ
= −
∫
Σ
〈∆2φ, ηφ〉dµ+
∫
Σ
η〈Y, φ〉dµ+
∫
Σ
η
l∑
k=1
Φk(ei,∇∂tei)dµ
−
∫
Σ
1
2
η〈H, V 〉|φ|2dµ+
∫
Σ
1
2
∂tη|φ|2dµ.
Since g˜ (ei, ej) = δij we compute, using (1.33),
g˜ (∇∂teik , ej) + g˜ (eik ,∇∂tej) = −(∇∂t g˜ )(eik , ej) = 2〈A(eik , ej), V 〉,
which implies ∇∂teik = 2〈A(eik , ej), V 〉ej − g˜ (eik ,∇∂tej)ej. From this we get
l∑
k=1
Φk
(
ei,∇∂tei
)
=
l∑
k=1
(
2〈A(ei, ej), V 〉Φk(ei, ej)− Φk
(
g˜ (ei,∇∂tej)ej, ei
))
=
l∑
k=1
(
2〈A(ei, ej), V 〉Φk(ei, ej)− Φk
(
ej, g˜ (ei,∇∂tej)ei
))
=
l∑
k=1
〈A(ei, ej), V 〉Φk(ei, ej).
Since ∆ is self-adjoint, the claim follows. 
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Lemma 2.6 Under the assumptions of the previous Lemma let η := γs, where
γ ∈ C2(Σ× I) is locally proper with 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 and s ≥ 4. Then for c = c(n, s)
d
dt
∫
Σ
|φ|2γsdµ+
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ−
∫
Σ
2〈Y, φ〉γsdµ (2.16)
≤
∫
Σ
〈A∗φ∗φ, V 〉γsdµ+
∫
Σ
|φ|2sγs−1∂tγdµ+ c
∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−4(|∇γ|4 + γ2|∇2γ|2)dµ
+c
∫
Σ
|φ|2(|∇A|2 + |A|4)γsdµ+ c(‖R‖2∞ + ‖DR‖4/3∞ ) ∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−2dµ.
Proof: Because of Lemma 2.5 it suffices to estimate∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ ≤ c
∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−4(|∇γ|4 + γ2|∇2γ|2)dµ+ c ∫
Σ
|φ|2(|∇A|2 + |A|4)γsdµ
+2
∫
Σ
〈∆φ,∆(γsφ)〉dµ+ c(‖R‖2∞ + ‖DR‖4/3∞ ) ∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−2dµ.
Since (2.16) is scale invariant, we may assume (in the non-flat case) that ‖R‖2∞+‖DR‖
4/3
∞ =
1. Differentiating
∇2(γsφ) = s(s− 1)γs−2(∇γ)⊗ (∇γ)⊗ φ
+sγs−1(∇2γ)⊗ φ+ 2sγs−1(∇γ)⊗∇φ+ γs∇2φ (2.17)
we get
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ ≤
∫
Σ
〈∇2φ,∇2(γsφ)〉dµ+ c
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|γs−1|∇γ||∇φ|dµ
+c
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|γs−2(|∇γ|2 + γ|∇2γ|)|φ|dµ
≤
∫
Σ
〈∇2φ,∇2(γsφ)〉dµ+ 1
4
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ c
∫
Σ
|∇φ|2γs−2|∇γ|2dµ
+c
∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−4(|∇γ|4 + γ2|∇2γ|2)dµ, (2.18)
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where we have used Young’s inequality in the last estimate. Now we use partial integration
for the third term
∫
Σ
|∇φ|2γs−2|∇γ|2dµ
=
∫
Σ
〈φ,∇∗(γs−2|∇γ|2∇φ)〉dµ
= −
∫
Σ
〈φ,∇ei
(
γs−2|∇γ|2)∇eiφ〉dµ− ∫
Σ
〈φ, γs−2|∇γ|2∆φ〉dµ
≤ −
∫
Σ
〈φ,∆φ〉γs−2|∇γ|2dµ+ c
∫
Σ
|φ||∇φ|γs−3|∇γ|3dµ+ c
∫
Σ
|φ||∇φ|γs−2|∇γ||∇2γ|dµ
≤ ε
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ c(ε)
∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−4|∇γ|4dµ
+
1
2
∫
Σ
|∇φ|2γs−2|∇γ|2dµ+ c
∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−2|∇2γ|2dµ, (2.19)
where we have used |∇ei(γs−2|∇γ|2)∇eiφ| ≤ c|∇φ|
(
γs−3|∇γ|3 + γs−2|∇2γ||∇γ|) together
with Young’s inequality. Now choosing ε small enough, adding up (2.18) and (2.19), and
absorbing yields
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+
∫
Σ
|∇φ|2γs−2|∇γ|2dµ
≤ 3
2
∫
Σ
〈∇2φ,∇2(γsφ)〉dµ+ c
∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−4(|∇γ|4 + γ2|∇2γ|2)dµ. (2.20)
Again with partial integration, (2.7) and ∇(γsφ) = sγs−1(∇γ)⊗ φ+ γs∇φ we compute
∫
Σ
〈∇2φ,∇2(γsφ)〉dµ (2.21)
=
∫
Σ
〈∇∗∇2φ,∇(γsφ)〉dµ =
∫
Σ
〈−∆∇φ,∇(γsφ)〉dµ
=
∫
Σ
〈−∇∆φ,∇(γsφ)〉dµ+
∫
Σ
〈(∇∆−∆∇)φ,∇(γsφ)〉dµ
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(2.7)
≤
∫
Σ
〈∆φ,∆(γsφ)〉dµ+
∫
Σ
〈A∗A∗∇φ,∇φ〉γsdµ+
∫
Σ
〈A∗∇A∗φ,∇φ〉γsdµ(2.22)
+c
∫
Σ
|A|2|φ||∇φ|γs−1|∇γ|dµ+ s
∫
Σ
|A||∇A||φ|2γs−1|∇γ|dµ (2.23)
+c
∫
Σ
(1 + |A|)|φ|(|∇φ|γs + |φ||∇γ|γs−1)dµ (2.24)
+c
∫
Σ
|∇φ|(|∇φ|γs + |φ||∇γ|γs−1)dµ, (2.25)
where in (2.24) and (2.25) we estimated
|Q0,0∗∇φ| ≤ c|Q0,0||∇φ| ≤ c‖R‖∞|∇φ|
≤ c|∇φ|
and
|Q0,1∗φ| ≤ c|Q0,1||φ| ≤ c(‖DR‖∞ + ‖R‖∞|A|)|φ|
≤ c(1 + |A|)|φ|.
The two integrals in (2.23) can be estimated with Young∫
Σ
|A|2|φ||∇φ|γs−1|∇γ|dµ ≤ ε
∫
Σ
|∇φ|2γs−2|∇γ|2dµ+ c(ε)
∫
Σ
|φ|2|A|4γsdµ, (2.26)
∫
Σ
|A||∇A||φ|2γs−1|∇γ|dµ ≤
∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−2|∇γ|2|A|2 +
∫
Σ
|φ|2|∇A|2γs
≤
∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−4|∇γ|4dµ+
∫
Σ
|φ|2(|∇A|2 + |A|4)γsdµ. (2.27)
With partial integration we estimate the second term in (2.22)∫
Σ
|A|2|∇φ|2γsdµ
≤ −
∫
Σ
|A|2〈φ,∆φ〉γsdµ+
∫
Σ
A∗∇A∗φ∗∇φγsdµ+ c
∫
Σ
|A|2|φ||∇φ|γs−1|∇γ|dµ
≤ ε
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ c(ε)
∫
Σ
|φ|2|A|4γsdµ
+
∫
Σ
A∗∇A∗φ∗∇φγsdµ+ ε
∫
Σ
|∇φ|2γs−2|∇γ|2dµ
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and further∫
Σ
A∗∇A∗φ∗∇φγsdµ ≤ 1
2
∫
Σ
|A|2|∇φ|2γsdµ+ c
∫
Σ
|φ|2|∇A|2γsdµ.
Adding up the last two estimates and absorbing yields∫
Σ
|A|2|∇φ|2γsdµ+
∫
Σ
A∗∇A∗φ∗∇φγsdµ (2.28)
≤ ε
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ ε
∫
Σ
|∇φ|2γs−2|∇γ|2dµ+ c(ε)
∫
Σ
|φ|2(|∇A|2 + |A|4)γsdµ.
Combining (2.20),(2.21), and (2.26) to (2.28) yields∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+
∫
Σ
|∇φ|2γs−2|∇γ|2dµ
≤ 3
2
∫
Σ
〈∆φ,∆(γsφ)〉dµ+ ε
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ ε
∫
Σ
|∇φ|2γs−2|∇γ|2dµ
+c
∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−4(|∇γ|4 + γ2|∇2γ|2)dµ+ c(ε)∫
Σ
|φ|2(|∇A|2 + |A|4)γsdµ
+ the integrals in (2.24) and (2.25), coming from the estimated Q-terms.
So we only have to estimate (2.24) and (2.25) term by term
• (1 + |A|)|φ||∇φ|γs ≤ |φ|2γs + |∇φ|2γs + |A|2|φ|2γs
≤ 2|φ|2γs + |∇φ|2γs + |A|4|φ|2γs,
where we further estimate |∇φ|2γs in the third point.
• (1 + |A|)|φ|2|∇γ|γs−1 ≤ (1 + |A|2)|φ|2(γs + |∇γ|2γs−2)
≤ 2|φ|2γs + 2|A|4|φ|2γs + 2|φ|2|∇γ|4γs−4.
From Corollary A.12 with p = 2 we get
•
∫
Σ
|∇φ|2γsdµ ≤ ε
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ c(ε)
∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−2dµ.
• |∇φ||φ||∇γ|γs−1 ≤ |∇φ|2γs + |φ|2|∇γ|2γs−2
≤ |∇φ|2γs + |φ|2γs + |φ|2|∇γ|4γs−4.
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Choosing ε > 0 appropriately the claim follows. 
For γ˜ ∈ C∞c (M) with 0 ≤ γ˜ ≤ 1 let γ := γ˜ ◦ f. This implies
|∇γ| = |Dγ˜ ◦f ·Df | ≤ c‖Dγ˜‖∞ and |∇2γ| = |∇(Dγ˜ ◦f ·Df)| (2.29)
= |D2γ˜ ◦f(Df ·, Df ·) +Dγ˜ ◦f ·A|
≤ c(‖D2γ˜‖∞ + ‖Dγ˜‖∞|A|).
Furthermore, we specialize to the Willmore flow, i.e.
V = ∂tf = −∆H + P 03 (A) +Q0,10 . (2.30)
For the time derivative we thus get
∂tγ = Dγ˜ ◦f ·∂tf
= Dγ˜ ◦f ·(−∆H + P 03 (A) +Q0,10 ). (2.31)
Lemma 2.7 Let f : Σ2 × I → Mn be a smooth locally proper Willmore flow. Then for
φ := ∇mA with m ∈ N0, γ = γ˜ ◦f satisfying (2.29) and s ≥ 2m+ 4 we have
d
dt
∫
Σ
|φ|2γsdµ+ 3
4
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ (2.32)
≤
∫
Σ
(
Pm+23 (A) + P
m
5 (A) +Q
m+2,1
m+1 +Q
m,1
R?R
)∗φ γsdµ
+
∫
Σ
〈∇m∆Q0,1 + ∆Qm,1m +∇Qm+1,1m+1 , φ〉 γsdµ+ cC2m+4scal ∫
[γ>0]
|A|2γs−4−2mdµ,
where Cscal =
2∑
i=1
‖Diγ˜‖1/i∞ +
1∑
i=0
‖DiR‖
1
i+2
∞ and c = c(n, s).
Proof: After scaling we may assume that Cscal = 1. We estimate the terms in (2.16).
From (2.10) we know that Y = Pm+23 (A) + P
m
5 (A) + ∇m∆Q0,1 + ∆Qm,1m + ∇Qm+1,1m+1 +
Qm+2,1m+1 +Q
m,1
R?R, and substituting (2.30) we obtain∫
Σ
2〈Y, φ〉γsdµ+
∫
Σ
〈A∗φ∗φ, V 〉γsdµ+ c
∫
Σ
|φ|2(|∇A|2 + |A|4)γsdµ
=
∫
Σ
(
Pm+23 (A) + P
m
5 (A) +Q
m+2,1
m+1 +Q
m,1
R?R
)∗φ γsdµ
+
∫
Σ
〈∇m∆Q0,1 + ∆Qm,1m +∇Qm+1,1m+1 , φ〉 γsdµ,
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where we used that 〈A∗φ∗φ,Q0,10 〉 = Qm,30 ∗φ = Qm+2,1m+1 ∗φ. So it suffices to estimate each of∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−1∂tγdµ,
∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−4(|∇γ|4 + γ2|∇2γ|2)dµ, ∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−2dµ (2.33)
by ∫
Σ
(
Pm+23 (A) + P
m
5 (A)
)∗φ γsdµ+ ε∫
Σ
|∇2φ|γsdµ+ c(ε)
∫
[γ>0]
|A|2γs−4−2mdµ.
At first, we get using Corollary A.13 with φ := A, k := m, p = 2 and substituting s by
s− 4 ∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−4dµ ≤
∫
Σ
|∇φ|2γs−2dµ+ c
∫
[γ>0]
|A|2γs−4−2mdµ.
Analogously, it follows from the same corollary with φ := A, k := m + 1, p := 2 and
substituting s by s− 2∫
Σ
|∇φ|2γs−2dµ ≤ ε
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ c(ε)
∫
[γ>0]
|A|2γs−4−2mdµ. (2.34)
Combining the last two estimates yields∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−4dµ+
∫
Σ
|∇φ|2γs−2dµ ≤ ε
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ c(ε)
∫
[γ>0]
|A|2γs−4−2mdµ, (2.35)
which treats the last term in (2.33). From the evolution equation (2.31) we have∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−1∂tγdµ =
∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−1Dγ˜ ◦f ·(−∆H + P 03 (A) +Q0,10 )dµ. (2.36)
We estimate the second summand on the right-hand side of (2.36) with Young
(p = 4, q = 4/3)∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−1Dγ˜ ◦f ·P 03 (A)dµ ≤ c
∫
Σ
|φ|2γ s4−1|A|3γ 34 sdµ
≤ c
∫
Σ
|φ|2|A|4γsdµ+ c
∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−4dµ (2.37)
≤ c
∫
Σ
Pm5 (A)∗φγsdµ+ ε
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ
+c(ε)
∫
[γ>0]
|A|2γs−4−2mdµ,
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where we used the interpolation inequality (2.35) in the last step. The last summand in
(2.36) is estimated as follows:∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−1Dγ˜ ◦f ·Q0,10 dµ ≤ c
∫
Σ
|φ|2|A|γs−1dµ
≤ c
∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−2dµ+ c
∫
Σ
|φ|2|A|4γsdµ.
The first summand on the right-hand side above can again be treated by (2.35). For
the second, note that |φ|2|A|4 can be written as Pm5 (A)∗φ. We estimate the remaining
first summand in (2.36) as in [13]. Namely, let {ei}i=1,2 be an adapted local orthonormal
frame. Then we pointwise have, using Einstein’s convention
−∇∗((Dγ˜)◦f ·∇H) = ∂ ei((Dγ˜)◦f ·∇eiH)
= (D2γ˜)◦f(Df ·ei,∇eiH) + (Dγ˜)◦f ·∆H,
⇒ (Dγ˜)◦f ·∆H = −∇∗((Dγ˜)◦f ·∇H)− (D2γ˜)◦f(Df ·ei,∇eiH). (2.38)
Since ∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−1∇∗(Dγ˜ ◦f ·∇H)dµ =
∫
Σ
g˜ ∗
(∇(|φ|2γs−1), Dγ˜ ◦f ·∇H)dµ
=
∫
Σ
∇ei(|φ|2γs−1)Dγ˜ ◦f ·∇eiHdµ
we get using partial integration
−
∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−1Dγ˜ ◦f ·∆Hdµ
=
∫
Σ
∇ei(|φ|2γs−1)Dγ˜ ◦f ·∇eiHdµ+
∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−1D2γ˜ ◦f(Df ·ei,∇eiH)dµ
≤ c
∫
Σ
(|φ||∇φ|γs−1 + |φ|2γs−2|∇γ|)|∇A||Dγ˜ ◦f |dµ+ c∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−1|D2γ˜ ◦f ||∇A|dµ
(2.29)
≤ c
∫
Σ
|φ||∇φ||∇A|γs−1dµ+ c
∫
Σ
|φ|2|∇A|γs−2dµ+ c
∫
Σ
|φ|2|∇A|γs−1dµ
and further with Young
≤ c
∫
Σ
|∇φ|2γs−2dµ+ c
∫
Σ
|φ|2|∇A|2γsdµ+ c
∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−4dµ.
(2.35)
≤
∫
Σ
Pm+23 (A)∗φγsdµ+ ε
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ c(ε)
∫
[γ>0]
|A|2γs−4−2mdµ.
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Altogether, we have estimated (2.36), remaining the second term in (2.33). But for this
term we estimate∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−4(|∇γ|4 + γ2|∇2γ|2)dµ
(2.29)
≤ c
∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−4dµ+ c
∫
Σ
|φ|2(1 + |A|2)γs−2dµ
≤ c
∫
Σ
|φ|2γs−4dµ+ c
∫
Σ
|φ|2|A|4γsdµ
(2.35)
≤ ε
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ c(ε)
∫
[γ>0]
|A|2γs−4−2mdµ+ c
∫
Σ
Pm5 (A)∗φγsdµ,
completing the proof. 
2.4 Sobolev inequalities for Riemannian Manifolds
Theorem 2.8 (Michael-Simon Sobolev inequality for Riemannian manifolds I).
Let f : (Σd, g˜ ) → (Mn, g) be an isometric C2-immersion where (Σ, g˜ ) and (M, g) are
(open or closed) complete Riemannian manifolds of dimension d ≥ 2 and n = d + m
respectively. If Λ := ‖ricci(M,g)‖∞
1/2 + inj(M, g)−1 is bounded, then for any u ∈ C1c (Σ) we
have (∫
Σ
|u| dd−1dµ
) d−1
d
≤ c
∫
Σ
|∇u|dµ+ c
∫
Σ
|Af ||u|dµ+ cΛ
∫
Σ
|u|dµ, (2.39)
where c = c(d, n) is a universal constant.
Theorem 2.9 (Michael-Simon Sobolev inequality for Riemannian manifolds II).
Let f : (Σd, g˜ ) → (Mn, g) be an isometric C2-immersion of a complete Riemannian
manifold of dimension d ≥ 2 into a closed Riemannian manifold (M, g) of dimension
n = d + m. Assume that there exists an isometric immersion I : (M, g) → RN with the
property that ‖AI‖L∞(M,g) <∞. Then for any u ∈ C1c (Σ) we have(∫
Σ
|u| dd−1dµ
) d−1
d
≤ c
∫
Σ
|∇u|dµ+ c
∫
Σ
|Hf ||u|dµ+ c‖AI‖∞
∫
Σ
|u|dµ, (2.40)
where c = c(d, n).
Remark: By Nash’s embedding theorem the existence of such an immersion is clearly
automatic in case M is compact. To see that (2.39) and (2.40) cannot hold in general
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without an extra term on the right-hand side, just take the standard embedding of the
Sphere Sd ⊂ Sn ⊂ (Rn+1, δeucl), where Sd = Sn∩E and E = Re1⊕. . .⊕Red+1 is considered
as a linear subspace of Rn+1. Note that Sd is a totally geodesic submanifold of Sn and
thus the second fundamental form vanishes identically. If we then define u : Sd → R by
u ≡ 1, (2.39) and (2.40) would obviously imply that Sd had zero volume with respect to
the induced metric. ♦
Proof of Theorem 2.9: Let I : (M, g) ↪→ (RN , δeucl) be an immersion as in the statement
of the Theorem. Our starting point is the euclidean inequality(∫
Σ
|u| dd−1dµ
) d−1
d
≤ c
∫
Σ
|∇u|dµ+ c
∫
Σ
|HI ◦f ||u|dµ
(see proof of Theorem 2.8). The claim follows immediately by substitution of (1.15). 
Proof of Theorem 2.8: Assume that f : (Σ, g¯) ↪→ (Rn, δeucl) is an isometric embedding
and we have given h ∈ C1c (U) for U ⊂ Rn open and h ≥ 0. Applying [20], Theorem 18.6,
we get (∫
Σ
hpdµg¯
)1/p
≤ c
∫
Σ
(|Σ∇h|+ |Hf |h)dµg¯,
where c = c(d) and p := d
d−1 . Now if u˜ ∈ C1c (Σ), we extend u˜ from supp u˜ ⊂⊂ Σ, e.g.
using slice coordinates, to an appropriate open subset U ⊂ Rn such that the extension u
has compact support in U and obtain(∫
Σ
|u|pdµg¯
)1/p
≤ c
∫
Σ
(|Σ∇u|+ |Hf ||u|)dµg¯, (2.41)
since |u| is at least Lipschitz in U. In case f is merely an isometric immersion, one can
choose an isometric embedding E : (Σ, g¯) → RN , applying (2.41) to fε := (f, εE) :
(Σ, (1 + ε2)g¯)→ RN+n and then letting ε↘ 0 (see [13]).
We now want to prove the case (M, g) 6= (Rn, δeucl). Define r0 := c(n)Λ−1, where Λ, c
are as in Lemma A.4. Let {Br0(pi)}i∈N be a uniformly locally finite covering of M and
{η˜i}i∈N a partition of unity subordinate to {Br0(pi)}i∈N as in Lemma A.9. Further, let
{ψi : Br0(pi) → Vi ⊂ Rn}i∈N, ψi = {yαi }1≤α≤n be a countable atlas of harmonic coor-
dinates as in Lemma A.4, and {xj}1≤j≤d arbitrary coordinates on Σ. Since we want to
localize in the target, we may fix some arbitrary i ∈ N and omit it almost every time.
Note that we have
1
c
δ ≤ (gαβ) ≤ cδ (2.42)
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and
|MΓαβγ| ≤ cΛ. (2.43)
We want to introduce some notation. Let Σr0,i := f
−1(Br0(pi)) ⊂ Σ. On V ⊂ Rn we
consider the Riemannian metrics g and δ, where δ is the standard metric and, by slight
abuse of notation, g stands for the coordinate representation (gαβ)1≤α,β≤n of g with respect
to the harmonic chart ψ. Also, define isometric immersions
f¯ :=
(
Σr0 , g¯
)→ (V, δ)
and
f˜ :=
(
Σr0 , g˜
)→ (V, g)
such that f¯ = f˜ = ψ ◦ f ∣∣
Σr0
as maps between manifolds. From c−1δ ≤ g ≤ cδ it follows
that
1
c
g¯ ≤ g˜ ≤ cg¯ (2.44)
by properties of the pullback metric. From this, we get an estimate for the Gram deter-
minants
1
cd
det(g¯) ≤ det(g˜ ) ≤ cd det(g¯) (2.45)
as follows: Since this is a pointwise estimate, we can choose for any x ∈ Σr0 a local chart
{xk}k=1,2 around x with g¯ij(x) = δij and obtain from c−1δ ≤
(
g˜ij(x)
) ≤ cδ the desired
equivalence. We remark that although the determinant is not defined for bilinear forms,
inequality (2.45) does make sense by invariance with respect to coordinate transforma-
tions.
We now want to apply the flat-case inequality (2.41) locally to Σ∗ := Σr0 and u
∗ := ηu ∈
C1c (Σ
∗), where we define η := η˜ ◦f . If we denote by µ¯, µ˜,Γ , Γ˜, ... etc. the locally defined
geometric quantities on
(
Σr0 , g¯
)
or
(
Σr0 , g˜
)
respectively, we get for any u ∈ C1c (Σ) using
dominated convergence
‖u‖
Lp(µ˜)
≤
∞∑
i=1
‖ηiu‖Lp(µ˜)
=
∞∑
i=1
( ∫
Σr0,i
|ηiu|pdµ˜i
)1/p
(2.45)
≤ c
∞∑
i=1
( ∫
Σr0,i
|ηiu|pdµ¯i
)1/p
≤ c
∞∑
i=1
( ∫
Σr0,i
|∇(ηiu)|g¯idµ¯i +
∫
Σr0,i
|Hf¯ |δ|u|ηidµ¯i
)
. (2.46)
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To estimate the first integral in (2.46), we compute (for fixed i)
|∇(ηu)|g¯ ≤ c|∇(ηu)|g˜ ≤ c (|u||∇η|g˜ + η|∇u|g˜ )
and further for N = N(n) as in Lemma A.9
|∇η|g˜ = |∇(η˜ ◦ f)|g˜ = |Dη˜ ◦f ·Df |g˜ ≤ c|Dη˜|g ◦f |Df |f˜ ≤ c(N)r−10 = cΛ
by construction of η˜ in Lemma A.9. Combining, we get with (2.45), i.e. dµ¯ ≤ cd/2 dµ˜,
and dominated convergence
∞∑
i=1
∫
Σr0,i
|∇(ηiu)|g¯idµ¯i ≤ cΛ
∞∑
i=1
∫
Σr0,i
|u|dµ˜i + c
∫
Σ
|∇u|g˜ dµ˜
≤ cΛN(n)
∫
Σ
|u|dµ˜+ c
∫
Σ
|∇u|g˜ dµ˜.
The last inequality holds, since µ˜i = µ˜xχΣr0,i and for any x ∈ Σ we have∞∑
i=1
χΣr0,i(x) ≤
∞∑
i=1
χBr0 (pi) ◦ f(x) ≤ N(n) by construction of the {η˜i} in Lemma A.9. To
estimate the second integral in (2.46), we have to estimate
|H¯|2δ ≤ c|A˜|2f˜ + cΛ2. (2.47)
on Σr0 . Since this is a pointwise estimate, we now fix for arbitrary x0 ∈ Σr0 Riemannian
normal coordinates {xj}j=1,2 with respect to g˜ around x0. We want to remark that the
second fundamental form A is a natural map in the following sense: For an isometry ϕ it
is easy to see that Aαϕ∗f = A
α
f◦ϕ = ϕ
∗(Aαf ) and thus |Aϕ∗f |ϕ∗f = |Af |f◦ϕ. Therefore (2.47)
is not affected when choosing coordinates (clearly, the geometry of f should not depend
on the parametrization). For the next calculation we want to define the Matrix valued
functions
Fαjk := ∂
2
jkf
α, Gαjk :=
ΣΓljk∂ lf
α and Cαjk :=
MΓαβγ ◦f∂ jf
β∂kf
γ.
Then the Gauss formula reads A = F − G + C in general, and in our case (in x0) with
the obvious notation A¯ = F −G and A˜ = F +C. Contracting, this implies for the mean
curvature of f¯
H¯ = g¯jkFjk − g¯jkGjk and A˜ = F + C.
Because c−1δ ≤ (g¯jk) ≤ cδ we get using polarization |g¯jk|, |g¯jk| ≤ c. From this and by
orthogonality of H¯ ⊥δ g¯jkGjk we can now estimate
|H¯|2δ = |g¯jkFjk|2δ − |g¯jkGjk|2δ ≤ c|F |2δ ≤ c|A˜|2δ + c|C|2δ .
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Taking
|A˜|2δ =
2∑
j,k=1
|A˜jk|2δ ≤ c
2∑
j,k=1
|A˜jk|2g = c|A˜|2f˜ (x0)
into account, the Theorem is now proved since we can estimate
|C|2δ =
∑
jkα
|MΓαβγ ◦f∂ jfβ∂kfγ|2
(2.43)
≤ cΛ2|∂f |4δ ≤ cΛ2|Df |4f˜ (x0) ≤ cΛ2.

2.5 Interpolation of lower-order terms
Lemma 2.10 Let (Mn, g) be a Riemannian manifold, ‖ricci(M,g)‖1/2∞ + inj(M, g)−1 =:
Λ < ∞ and f : (Σ2, g˜) → (M, g) an isometric C4−immersion. Then for any γ ∈ C1c (Σ)
with 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 we have∫
Σ
|A|6γ4dµ+
∫
Σ
|A|2|∇A|2γ4dµ (2.48)
≤ c
∫
[γ>0]
|A|2dµ
∫
Σ
(|∇2A|2γ4 + |A|6γ4) dµ+ c(‖∇γ‖4∞ + Λ4)( ∫
[γ>0]
|A|2dµ
)2
,
where c=c(n).
Proof: Again, since the above inequality is scale invariant, we may assume that ‖∇γ‖4∞+
Λ4 = 1. We want to apply Theorem 2.8 to u := |A||∇A|γ2. If u should not be differ-
entiable, we take uε :=
√|A|2|∇A|2 + ε2γ2 instead, so that since |∇uε| ≤ |∇A|2γ2 +
|A||∇2A|γ2 + c|A||∇A|γ + cεγ we get from (2.39) after letting ε↘ 0∫
Σ
|A|2|∇A|2γ4dµ
≤ c
(∫
Σ
|A||∇2A|γ2dµ+
∫
Σ
|∇A|2γ2dµ+
∫
Σ
|A||∇A|γdµ
+
∫
Σ
|A|2|∇A|γ2dµ+
∫
Σ
|A||∇A|γ2dµ
)2
and further with Young’s inequality and Cauchy-Schwarz
≤ c
∫
[γ>0]
|A|2dµ
∫
Σ
(|∇2A|2γ4 + |A|6γ4)dµ+ c
(∫
[γ>0]
|A|2dµ
)2
+ c
(∫
Σ
|∇A|2γ2dµ
)2
(2.49)
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since (∫
Σ
|A|4γ2dµ
)2
≤
∫
[γ>0]
|A|2dµ
∫
Σ
|A|6γ4dµ. (2.50)
Using partial integration for the last term we get∫
Σ
|∇A|2γ2dµ =
∫
Σ
〈∇∗(γ2∇A), A〉dµ
≤ c
∫
Σ
|A||∇2A|γ2dµ+ c
∫
Σ
|A||∇A|γdµ
≤ c
(∫
Σ
|A|2dµ
∫
Σ
|∇2A|2γ4dµ
)1/2
+ c
∫
[γ>0]
|A|2dµ+ 1
2
∫
Σ
|∇A|2γ2dµ. (2.51)
Absorbing and substituting in (2.49) we have an estimate for the second summand in
(2.48). With the same approximation argument as above, apply Theorem 2.8 to uε :=√|A|6 + ε2γ2 ≤ (|A|3 +ε)γ2 and on account of |uε| ≤ 3|A|2|∇A|γ2 +2|A|3γ|∇γ|+2εγ|∇γ|
we get after letting ε↘ 0∫
Σ
|A|6γ4dµ ≤ c
(∫
Σ
|∇A|2γ2dµ
)2
+ c
(∫
Σ
|A|4γ2dµ
)2
+ c
(∫
[γ>0]
|A|2dµ
)2
. (2.52)
Combining with (2.50) and (2.51), eventually yields the estimate for the first summand
in (2.48). The Lemma then follows after rescaling. 
We define for an arbitrary section φ ∈ Γ0(T 0,lΣ⊗Nf) and any measurable U ⊂ Σ
‖φ‖
p,U
:=
(∫
U
|φ|pdµ
) 1
p
and ‖φ‖∞,U := sup
U
|φ|.
We abbreviate ‖φ‖∞,Σ =: ‖φ‖∞ and when there is no ambiguity we also write
‖S‖∞ := sup
M
|S| (2.53)
for sections S ∈ Γ0(f ∗(T k,lM)).
Lemma 2.11 Let (Mn, g) be a Riemannian manifold with the property that ‖ricci(M,g)‖1/2∞
+inj(M, g)−1 <∞, and f : (Σ2, g˜ )→ (M, g) be a proper isometric immersion. Then for
arbitrary φ ∈ Γ(T 0,lΣ⊗Nf) and γ = γ˜ ◦f as in (2.29) we have
‖φ‖4∞,[γ=1]≤ c‖φ‖
2
2,[γ>0]
(
‖∇2φ‖2
2,[γ>0]
+ ‖|φ|2|A|4‖
1,[γ>0]
+ c4scal‖φ‖22,[γ>0]
)
. (2.54)
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Moreover, for φ := A and provided that
‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
≤ ε0 (2.55)
for ε0 small enough depending only on the dimension n we get
‖A‖4∞,[γ=1] ≤ c‖A‖
2
2,[γ>0]
(
‖∇2A‖2
2,[γ>0]
+ c4scal‖A‖22,[γ>0]
)
, (2.56)
where cscal = ‖Dγ˜‖∞+‖D2γ˜‖
1/2
∞ +‖ricci(M,g)‖
1/2
∞ +inj(M, g)
−1 and c = c(n) is a universal
constant.
Proof: Since the above estimates are scale invariant we may assume that cscal = 1.
Define ψ := γ2φ. With m = 2, p = 4 and α = 2/3 we infer from the multiplicative
Sobolev-inequality (A.31) and Kato’s inequality
‖ψ‖∞ ≤ c‖ψ‖
1/3
2
(‖∇ψ‖
4
+ ‖|ψ|A‖
4
+ ‖ψ‖
4
)2/3
. (2.57)
Using partial integration we can interpolate
‖∇ψ‖
4
≤ ‖ψ‖1/2∞ ‖∇2ψ‖
1/2
2
.
We estimate the second and third summand by ‖|ψ|A‖
4
≤ ‖ψ‖1/2∞ ‖|ψ|1/2A‖4 and
‖ψ‖
4
≤ ‖ψ‖1/2∞ ‖ψ‖
1/2
2
respectively. Substituting these estimates in (2.57) we obtain using
(a+ b)r ≤ c(r)(ar + br) (a, b ≥ 0, r > 0)
‖ψ‖4∞ ≤ c‖ψ‖22
(
‖∇2ψ‖2
2
+ ‖|ψ|2|A|4‖
1
+ ‖ψ‖2
2
)
. (2.58)
Now since trivially ‖φ‖4∞,[γ=1] ≤ ‖ψ‖
4
∞ and ‖ψ‖22 ≤ ‖φ‖
2
2,[γ>0]
we have after substituting
in (2.58)
‖φ‖4∞,[γ=1] ≤ c‖φ‖
2
2,[γ>0]
(
‖∇2ψ‖2
2
+ ‖|ψ|2|A|4‖
1
+ ‖φ‖2
2,[γ>0]
)
. (2.59)
Taking (2.29) into account, we compute for the first summand
|∇2(γ2φ)| ≤ 2|∇γ|2|φ|+ 2γ|∇2γ||φ|+ 4γ|∇γ||∇φ|+ γ2|∇2φ|
≤ |∇2φ|γ2 + cγ|∇φ|+ c|φ|χ[γ>0] + cγ|A||φ|
so that
‖∇2ψ‖2
2
≤ c
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γ4dµ+ c
∫
Σ
|∇φ|2γ2dµ+ c
∫
Σ
|φ|2 (χ[γ>0] + γ2|A|2) dµ
≤ c
∫
[γ>0]
(|∇2φ|2 + |φ|2) dµ+ c∫
Σ
|φ|2|A|4γ4dµ
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since from Corollary A.12 (with p := s := 2) we have after renaming ε
c
∫
Σ
|∇φ|2γ2dµ ≤ ε
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γ4dµ+ c(ε)
∫
[γ>0]
|φ|2dµ.
Putting the obtained estimates in (2.59) yields (2.54) as ‖|ψ|2|A|4‖
1
≤ ‖|φ|2|A|4‖
1,[γ>0]
.
Furthermore, assuming (2.55) we get from Lemma 2.10 after absorbing
‖|ψ|2|A|4‖
1
=
∫
Σ
|A|6γ4dµ ≤ 1
2
∫
Σ
|∇2A|2γ4dµ+ c‖A‖4
2,[γ>0]
≤ 1
2
‖∇2A‖2
2,[γ>0]
+ ‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
,
which finishes the proof after rescaling. 
Proposition 2.12 Let f : Σ × [0, T ] → M be a Willmore flow on a closed surface,
γ = γ˜ ◦f as in (2.29) and assume
sup
0<t<T
‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
≤ ε∗ (2.60)
for ε∗ small enough, depending only on the dimension n. Then for any t ∈ [0, T ]
∫
Σ
|A|2γ4dµ+ 1
2
t∫
0
∫
Σ
(|∇2A|2 + |A|2|∇A|2 + |A|6) γ4dµdτ (2.61)
≤
∫
Σ
|A0|20γ40dµ0 + cC4scal
t∫
0
∫
[γ>0]
|A|2dµdτ + c‖DR‖2∞ sup
0≤t≤T
µ
(
[γ > 0]
)
t,
where Cscal =
∑2
i=1‖Diγ˜‖
1/i
∞ +
∑1
i=0‖DiR‖
1
i+2
∞ + inj(M, g)
−1, c = c(n) is a universal con-
stant and the zero-indexed quantities refer to time t=0.
Proof: Since (2.61) is scale invariant, we may assume that Cscal = 1. From Lemma 2.7
we know that
d
dt
∫
Σ
|A|2γ4dµ+ 3
4
∫
Σ
|∇2A|2γ4dµ (2.62)
≤
∫
Σ
(
P 23 (A) + P
0
5 (A) +Q
2,1
1 +Q
0,1
R?R
)∗Aγ4 + 〈∆Q0,1 +∇Q1,11 , A〉 γ4dµ+ c ∫
[γ>0]
|A|2dµ.(2.63)
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To begin, we estimate |(P 23 (A) + P 05 (A))∗A| ≤ c(|A|3|∇2A| + |A|2|∇A|2 + |A|6). Using
partial integration we obtain∫
Σ
〈
∆Q0,1 +∇Q1,11 , γ4φ
〉
dµ ≤
∫
Σ
|Q0,1||∇2(γ4A)|dµ+
∫
Σ
|Q1,11 ||∇(γ4A)|dµ.
Recalling the definition of the Q-Notation we may further estimate
• |Q0,1| ≤ c|DR|◦f + c|A||R|◦f
• |Q1,11 | ≤ c|R|◦f
(|∇A|+ |A|2)+ c|DR|◦f |A|
• |Q2,11 | ≤ c|R|◦f
(|∇2A|+ |A||∇A|+ |A|3)+ c|DR|◦f(|∇A|+ |A|2)
• |Q0,1R?R| ≤ c|R|2 ◦f |A|
and moreover
• |∇(γ4A)| ≤ |4γ3(∇γ)⊗ A+ γ4∇A| ≤ cγ3|A|+ γ4|∇A|
• |∇2(γ4A)| (2.17)= cγ2|A|+ cγ3(1 + |A|)|A|+ cγ3|∇A|+ γ4|∇2A|
where we used (2.29) in the last step. Thus, to estimate the right-hand side of (2.62) we
may estimate each of the following terms∫
Σ
|A|3|∇2A|γ4dµha +
∫
Σ
|A|2|∇A|2γ4dµhb +
∫
Σ
|A|6γ4dµhc
+
∫
Σ
|DR|◦f(|A|γ2hd + |A|2γ3he + |∇A|γ3hf + |∇2A|γ4)dµhg +
∫
Σ
|A|2γ2hh s+ |A|3γ3hi + |A||∇A|hj γ3dµ
+
∫
Σ
|A||∇2A|hk γ4 + |∇A|2γ4hl + |A|2|∇A|hm γ4 + |A|4γ4hn dµ
by
(τ + ε∗)
∫
Σ
|∇2A|2γ4dµ+ cτ‖A‖22,[γ>0] + cτ‖DR‖
2
∞µ
(
[γ > 0]).
At first, using absorption, we get from Lemma 2.10∫
Σ
|A|6γ4dµ+
∫
Σ
|A|2|∇A|2γ4dµ ≤ c‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
+ ε∗
∫
Σ
|∇2A|2γ4dµ, (2.64)
which estimates integral b) and c) already. We have
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a) ≤ τ ∫
Σ
|∇2A|2γ4dµ+ cτ
∫
Σ
|A|6γ4dµ
d), f), g) ≤ cτ‖DR‖2∞µ
(
[γ > 0]
)
+ cτ‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
+ τ
∫
Σ
|∇A|2γ6dµ+ τ ∫
Σ
|∇2A|2γ4dµ
and from Corollary A.13 we get, letting φ = A, k = 1, p = 2 and s = 4,∫
Σ
|∇A|2γ4dµ ≤
∫
Σ
|∇2A|2γ6dµ+ c‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
, (2.65)
e), h) ≤ c‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
,
i) ≤ c‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
+
∫
Σ
|A|4γ6dµ ≤ c‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
+
∫
Σ
|A|6γ4dµ
(2.64)
≤ c‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
+ ε∗
∫
Σ
|∇2A|2γ4dµ,
j) ≤ cτ‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
+ τ
∫
Σ
|∇A|2γ4dµ, (again using (2.65))
k) ≤ cτ‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
+ τ
∫
Σ
|∇2A|2γ4dµ,
l) (use again Corollary A.13)
m), n) ≤ c‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
+
∫
Σ
|A|6γ4dµ+ ∫
Σ
|A|2|∇A|2γ4dµ
(2.64)
≤ c‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
+ ε∗
∫
Σ
|∇2A|2γ4dµ.
Putting things together we have now shown that
d
dt
∫
Σ
|A|2γ4dµ+ 3
4
∫
Σ
|∇2A|2γ4dµ
≤ cτ‖DR‖2∞ sup
0≤t≤T
µ
(
[γ > 0]
)
+ (τ + ε∗)
∫
Σ
|∇2A|2γ4dµ+ cτ‖A‖22,[γ>0], (2.66)
recalling that µ
(
[γ > 0]
) ≤ µ(Σ) ≤ √2TW(f0) + µf0(Σ) < ∞. Adding up (2.64) and
(2.66), using small curvature concentration (2.60) and absorbing finally yields
d
dt
∫
Σ
|A|2γ4dµ+ 3
4
∫
Σ
|∇2A|2γ4dµ+
∫
Σ
|A|6γ4dµ+
∫
Σ
|A|2|∇A|2γ4dµ
≤ c‖DR‖2∞ sup
0≤t≤T
µ
(
[γ > 0]
)
+ c‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
.
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Integrating over [0, T ] and rescaling finally yields the claim. 
Assumption 2.13 Assume that (M, g) is of bounded Geometry of order K and that % is
chosen with
0 < % < min
{ pi
2κ
, inj(M,g)
}
.
Let γ˜ ∈ C∞(M) be a cutoff function satisfying
χB%/2(x0) ≤ γ˜ ≤ χB%(x0) and
∑
i=1,2
%i‖Diγ˜‖1/i
L∞(M)
< c(n), (2.67)
where c(n) is a universal constant. Then choose 1 ≤ RK <∞ with
%
K∑
i=1
‖DiR‖1/(i+2)
L∞(M,g)
< RK . (2.68)
Lemma A.7 shows the existence of such a cutoff function for any x0 ∈M. ♦
Proposition 2.14 Let f : Σ2 × [0, T ] → (Mn, g) be a proper Willmore flow. Then for
φ = ∇mA, m ∈ N0 and γ = γ˜ ◦f with γ˜ as in (2.67), we have for all s ≥ 2m+ 4
d
dt
∫
Σ
|φ|2γsdµ+ 1
2
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ (2.69)
≤ c(Rm+1)
(
%−4 + ‖A‖4∞,[γ>0]
) ∫
Σ
|φ|2γsdµ
+c(Rm+1)
(
1 + ‖%A‖max{4,2m}∞,[γ>0]
)‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
%−2m−4 + c‖Dm+1R‖2
L∞(M,g)
µ
(
[γ > 0]
)
,
where c only depends on n,m and the constant in (2.67).
Proof: Since (2.69) is scale invariant, we may assume that % = Rm+1. We estimate the
terms in Lemma 2.7, i.e.∫
Σ
(
Pm+23 (A) +P
m
5 (A) +Q
m+2,1
m+1 +Q
m,1
R?R
)∗φ γs + 〈∇m∆Q0,1 + ∆Qm,1m +∇Qm+1,1m+1 , φ〉 γsdµ.
Analogously to Kuwert and Scha¨tzle ([13], Proposition 4.5, (4.15)) we have∫
Σ
(
Pm+23 (A) + P
m
5 (A)
)∗φ γsdµ
≤ 1
16
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ c‖A‖4∞,[γ>0]
∫
Σ
|φ|2γsdµ+ c(1 + ‖A‖4∞,[γ>0])‖A‖22,[γ>0].
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Similar to the proof of Proposition 2.12 we use partial integration obtaining∫
Σ
〈∇m∆Q0,1 + ∆Qm,1m +∇Qm+1,1m+1 , γsφ〉+ (Qm+2,1m+1 +Qm,1R?R )∗φ γsdµ (2.70)
≤ c
∫
Σ
|Qm,1||∇2(γsφ)|dµ+
∫
Σ
|Qm+1,1m+1 ||∇(γsφ)|dµ+
∫
Σ
(|Qm+2,1m+1 |+ |Qm,1R?R|)|φ|γsdµ.
It will turn out that problems arise when trying to estimate the first integral on the right-
hand side of (2.70) in case the homogeneity ν of the second fundamental form is too large
in Qm,1. More precisely, this is the case when ν > m/2 + 1. Fortunately, we may assume
that ν ≤ m/2 + 1. This can be seen as follows: With the obvious notation, we have the
decomposition Qm,1 = Qm,1ν≤m/2+1 + Q
m,1
ν>m/2+1. Since we can write Q
m,1
ν>m/2+1 = Q
m,1
m and
because ∇Qm,1m = Qm+1,1m+1 , we now estimate∫
Σ
〈∇m∆Q0,1, γsφ〉dµ ≤ ∫
Σ
|Qm,1ν≤m/2+1||∇2(γsφ)|dµ+
∫
Σ
|∇Qm,1ν>m/2+1||∇(γsφ)|dµ
≤
∫
Σ
|Qm,1ν≤m/2+1||∇2(γsφ)|dµ+
∫
Σ
|Qm+1,1m+1 ||∇(γsφ)|dµ,
which justifies the above assumption. Thus, by definition of the Q-Notation, we may
estimate (recall that µ = i1 + . . .+ iν , i.e. ν = 0 implies µ = 0):
|Qm,1ν≤m/2+1| ≤
∑
r+µ+ν=m+1
µ≤m
ν≤m/2+1
|DrR|◦f |∇i1A|·. . .·|∇iνA| ≤
∑
1≤µ+ν≤m+1
ν≤m/2+1
|∇i1A|·. . .·|∇iνA|+ |Dm+1R|◦f
and analogously
|Qm+1,1m+1 | ≤
∑
r+µ+ν=m+2
r,µ≤m+1
|DrR|◦f |∇i1A|·. . .·|∇iνA| ≤
∑
1≤µ+ν≤m+2
µ,ν≤m+1
|∇i1A|·. . .·|∇iνA|+ |A|m+2,
|Qm+2,1m+1 | ≤
∑
r+µ+ν=m+3
µ≤m+2
r≤m+1
|DrR|◦f |∇i1A|·. . .·|∇iνA|
≤
∑
1≤µ+ν≤m+3
µ,ν≤m+1
|∇i1A|·. . .·|∇iνA|+ |∇2φ|+ |A|m+3 + |A|m+2 + |A|m+1|∇A|,
|Qm,1R?R| ≤
∑
r1+r2+µ+ν=m+1
µ≤m
ν≥1
|Dr1R|◦f |Dr2R|◦f |∇i1A|·. . .·|∇iνA| ≤
∑
1≤µ+ν≤m+1
|∇i1A|·. . .·|∇iνA|.
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Using that |∇(γsφ)| = |sγs−1(∇γ)⊗ φ+ γs∇φ| ≤ c|φ|γs−1 + c|∇φ|γs and
|∇2(γsφ)|
(2.17)
≤ cγs−2|φ|+ cγs−1(1 + |A|)|φ|+ cγs−1|∇φ|+ cγs|∇2φ|
≤ c
1∑
p=0
γs+p−2|∇pφ|+ cγs−2|A||φ|+ c|∇2φ|γs
we arrive, collecting terms and rearranging, at (2.70) ≤
c
∑
1≤µ+ν≤m+3
µ,ν≤m+1
1∑
p=0
∫
Σ
|∇i1A|·. . .·|∇iνA||∇pφ|γs+p−2dµ
+ c
∑
1≤µ+ν≤m+1
ν≤m/2+1
∫
Σ
|∇i1A|·. . .·|∇iνA||∇2φ|γsdµ+ c‖Dm+1R‖
L∞(M)
2∑
p=0
∫
Σ
|∇pφ|γs+p−2dµ
+ c
1∑
p=0
|A|m+2|∇pφ|γs+p−2dµ+ c
∫
Σ
|A|m+3|φ|γsdµ+ c
∫
Σ
|A|m+1|∇A||φ|γsdµ.
We now estimate each of the integrals above:
1) ≤
∑
1≤µ+ν≤m+3
µ,ν≤m+1
1∑
p=0
(∫
Σ
|∇i1A|2 ·. . .·|∇iνA|2γs−2dµ
)1/2(∫
Σ
|∇pφ|2γs+2p−2dµ
)1/2
. (2.71)
For the first integral in (2.71) we use Corollary A.16 with k := µ ≤ m + 1, s˜ = s − 2 ≥
2m+ 2 ≥ 2k, r = 2ν ≥ 2 obtaining∫
Σ
|∇i1A|2 ·. . .·|∇iνA|2γs−2dµ ≤ c‖A‖2ν−2∞,[γ>0]
(∫
Σ
|∇µA|2γs−2dµ+ ‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
)
≤ c‖A‖2ν−2∞,[γ>0]
(
τ
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ (1 + τ−1)‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
)
,
where we used Corollary A.14 with k := µ, l := m+ 2 and s˜ := s− 2 ≥ 2(l − 1). For the
second integral in (2.71) we want to employ Corollary A.14 with k := m+ p, l := m+ 2,
φ := A and s˜ := s+ 2p− 2 ≥ 2(l − 1) so that further
(2.71) ≤ c
m+1∑
ν=1
‖A‖ν−1∞,[γ>0]
(
τ
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ (1 + τ−1)‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
)
≤ ε
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ cε(1 + ‖A‖2m∞,[γ>0])‖A‖
2
2,[γ>0]
.
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2) ≤ ε
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ cε
∑
1≤µ+ν≤m+1
ν≤m/2+1
∫
Σ
|∇i1A|2 ·. . .·|∇iνA|2γsdµ
(A.30)
≤ ε
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ cε
∑
0≤k+ν≤m
0≤ν≤m/2
‖A‖2ν∞,[γ>0]
(∫
Σ
|∇kA|2γsdµ+ ‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
)
(A.28)
≤ ε
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ cε(1 + ‖A‖m∞,[γ>0])
(
τ
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ (1 + τ−1)‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
)
≤ ε
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ cε(1 + ‖A‖2m∞,[γ>0])‖A‖
2
2,[γ>0]
.
3) ≤ ε
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ cε‖Dm+1R‖2L∞(M)µ
(
[γ > 0]
)
+ cε
∫
Σ
|φ|2γsdµ+ cε‖A‖22,[γ>0],
where we used ‖Dm+1R‖
L∞(M)
|∇pφ|γs+p−2 ≤ σ|∇pφ|2γs + cσ‖Dm+1R‖2
L∞(M)
χ[γ>0] and∫
Σ
|∇φ|2γsdµ
(A.28)
≤ τ
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ cτ‖A‖22,[γ>0].
4) ≤ c
∫
[γ>0]
|A|2m+2dµ+ c
1∑
p=0
∫
Σ
|A|2|∇pφ|2γsdµ
(A.28)
≤ ‖A‖2m∞,[γ>0]‖A‖
2
2,[γ>0]
+ c‖A‖2∞,[γ>0]
(
ε
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ (1 + ε−1)‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
)
≤ ε
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ cε
(
1 + ‖A‖max{4,2m}∞,[γ>0]
)
‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
.
5) ≤ c‖A‖4∞,[γ>0]
∫
Σ
|φ|2γsdµ+ c‖A‖2m∞,[γ>0]‖A‖
2
2,[γ>0]
≤ c‖A‖4∞,[γ>0]
∫
Σ
|φ|2γsdµ+ c
(
1 + ‖A‖max{4,2m}∞,[γ>0]
)
‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
.
6) ≤ c
∫
Σ
|A|2m+2γsdµ+
∫
Σ
|∇A|2|φ|2γsdµ
(A.30)
≤ c‖A‖2m∞,[γ>0]‖A‖
2
2,[γ>0]
+ c‖A‖2∞,[γ>0]
(∫
Σ
|∇φ|2γsdµ+ ‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
)
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(A.28)
≤ c‖A‖2m∞,[γ>0]‖A‖
2
2,[γ>0]
+ c‖A‖2∞,[γ>0]
(
τ
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ (1 + τ−1)‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
)
≤ ε
∫
Σ
|∇2φ|2γsdµ+ cε
(
1 + ‖A‖max{4,2m}∞,[γ>0]
)
‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
.
Putting things together and choosing ε small enough, the desired estimate (2.69) follows
after rescaling. 
The next lemma proves a Ho¨lder estimate of the volume function. It was taken from
Kuwert ([15], Lemma 3.5) and carried over to the Riemannian setting.
Lemma 2.15 ([15]). Let f : Σ × [0, T ] → Mn be a Willmore flow on a closed surface.
Then the volume function volΣ(t) :=
∫
Σ
dµg˜ (t) for the volume of (Σ, g˜ (t)) at time t satisfies
|volΣ(t1)− volΣ(t2)| ≤
√
2|t1 − t2|1/2W(f0) (2.72)
for t1, t2 ∈ [0, T ], where W(f0) := 12
∫
Σ
|H|2dµ∣∣
t=0
.
Proof: By definition of the Willmore flow, we have with W := W(f) = gradL2W
d
dt
1
2
∫
Σ
|H|2dµ = −
∫
Σ
|W|2dµ, (2.73)
and therefore
1
2
∫
Σ
|H|2dµ ≤ 1
2
∫
Σ
|H|2dµ
∣∣∣
t=0
=W(f0) <∞. (2.74)
We further obtain from (2.73)
T∫
0
∫
Σ
|W|2dµ dt = 1
2
∫
Σ
|H|2dµ
∣∣∣
t=0
− 1
2
∫
Σ
|H|2dµ
∣∣∣
t=T
≤ 1
2
∫
Σ
|H|2dµ
∣∣∣
t=0
=W(f0). (2.75)
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Now for the derivative of the volume function we have
|vol′(t)|2 =
∣∣∣∣∂t ∫
Σ
dµ
∣∣∣∣2
(1.34)
=
∣∣∣∣ ∫
Σ
〈H,W〉dµ
∣∣∣∣2
≤
∫
Σ
|H|2dµ
∫
Σ
|W|2dµ
(2.74)
≤ 2W(f0)
∫
Σ
|W|2dµ, (2.76)
so that we obtain for arbitrary t1, t2 ∈ [0, T ]
|vol(t2)− vol(t1)| =
∣∣∣∣
t2∫
t1
vol′(t)dt
∣∣∣∣
≤ |t2 − t1| 12
∣∣∣∣
t2∫
t1
vol′(t)2dt
∣∣∣∣ 12
(2.76)
≤
√
2W(f0)|t2 − t1| 12
( T∫
0
∫
Σ
|W|2dµ dt
) 1
2
(2.75)
≤
√
2W(f0)|t2 − t1| 12 .
The claim follows. 
Now in addition to Assumption 2.13 assume that ΛK ≥ RK is chosen such that
%
(
µf0(Σ) + %
2W(f0)
) K∑
i=1
‖DiR‖
3
i+2
L∞(M,g)
≤ ΛK <∞. (2.77)
Proposition 2.16 (Interior estimates I). Let f : Σ× [0, T ]→Mn be a Willmore flow of
a closed surface, and γ = γ˜ ◦f as in (2.67). Assume that %−4T ≤ T̂ holds. If
sup
0≤t≤T
∫
[γ>0]
|A|2dµ < ε∗,
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where ε∗ > 0 is small enough depending only on n, then for any m ∈ N0
‖∇mA‖∞,[γ=1] ≤ c
(
n,m, T̂ ,Λm+3, α0(m+ 2)
)
%−(m+1),
where
∑l
j=0 %
j‖∇jA‖
2,[γ>0]
∣∣∣
t=0
≤ α0(l), Λm+3 is as in (2.77), and c also depends on the
constant in (2.67).
Proof: By scale invariance, we may assume that % = 1. In the sequel, the constants c
may additionally depend on the constant in (2.67). Now for 0 ≤ σ < τ ≤ 1 we use cutoff
functions ψσ,τ ∈ C∞(R) with 0 ≤ ψσ,τ ≤ 1 satisfying ψσ,τ (s) = 0 for s ≤ σ and ψσ,τ (s) = 1
for s ≥ τ. Define γσ,τ := ψσ,τ ◦ γ. With σ := 0, τ := 12 and wlog ε∗ ≤ 1 it follows from
(2.61) that
T∫
0
∫
[γ≥ 1
2
]
|∇2A|2 + |A|6dµ dt ≤ ε∗ + c ε∗C 4scalT + c‖DR‖2∞ sup
0≤t≤T
|Σ|T
≤ c(T,Λ1)
where we used
‖DR‖2∞ sup
0≤t≤T
|Σ|
(2.72)
≤ c(T,R1)‖DR‖∞
(W(f0) + µf0(Σ)) ≤ c(T,Λ1). (2.78)
From (2.56) with σ = 1
2
and τ = 3
4
we get, integrating over [0, T ],∫ T
0
‖A‖4∞,[γ≥ 3
4
]
dt ≤ cε∗(c(T,Λ1) + cε∗)
≤ c(T,Λ1).
In order to use the integral estimate in Proposition 2.14 we restrict to 0 ≤ m ≤ 2 at first,
and let σ = 3/4 and τ = 7/8. Since we have to go through the following estimates for
different values for σ, τ later on when assuming m > 2, we do not substitute σ, τ in the
first instance. From (2.69) with φ = ∇mA, s = 2m+ 4 and 0 ≤ t ≤ T we obtain
d
dt
∫
Σ
|φ|2γsσ,τdµ+
1
2
∫
[γ≥τ ]
|∇2φ|2dµ (2.79)
≤ c(Rm+1)
(
1 + ‖A‖4∞,[γ≥σ]
)(∫
Σ
|φ|2γsσ,τdµ+
1
2
t∫
0
∫
[γ≥τ ]
|∇2φ|2dµ dt′
)
+c(Rm+1)
(
1 + ‖A‖max{4,2m}∞,[γ≥σ]
)
ε∗ + c(T,Λm+1),
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where we have estimated the last summand in (2.69) similar to (2.78). Now from Gron-
wall’s Lemma we obtain
sup
0≤t≤T
∫
[γ≥τ ]
|∇mA|2dµ+ 1
2
T∫
0
∫
[γ≥τ ]
|∇m+2A|2dµ dt
≤ exp
(
c(Rm+1)
T∫
0
(
1 + ‖A‖4∞,[γ≥σ]
)
dt
)
·
[ ∫
[γ0>0]
|∇mA0|20dµ0
+c(Rm+1)
T∫
0
(
1 + ‖A‖max{4,2m}∞,[γ≥σ]
)
dt+ c(T,Λm+1)
]
(2.80)
≤ c(n,m, T,Λm+1, α0(m)).
From (2.56) we get for γ := γσ,τ , σ =
7
8
, τ = 15
16
using absorption
‖A‖4∞,[γ≥ 15
16
]
≤ cε∗
(
c
(
n, T,Λ3, a0(2)
)
+ cε∗
)
≤ c(n, T,Λ3, α0(2)),
so that we now have for all ν ∈ N0
T∫
0
‖A‖ν∞,[γ≥ 15
16
]
dt ≤ c(n, T,Λ3, α0(2), ν). (2.81)
Now if m > 2, we let σ = 15/16 and τ = 31/32 and obtain, again using (2.80),
sup
0≤t≤T
∫
[γ≥ 31
32
]
|∇mA|2dµ+ 1
2
T∫
0
∫
[γ≥ 31
32
]
|∇m+2A|2dµ dt ≤ c(n,m, T,Λ3,Λm+1, a0(2), a0(m))
=: c˜(m), (2.82)
where we used
T∫
0
(
1 + ‖A‖2m∞,[γ≥ 15
16
]
)
dt
(2.81)
≤ c(n,m, T,Λ3, α0(2)). (2.83)
From the above, the bound (2.82) now holds for any m ∈ N0. Finally, the claim follows
from Lemma 2.11, if we set φ := ∇mA, γ := γσ,τ , σ = 31/32 and τ = 1 :
‖∇mA‖4∞,[γ=1] ≤ c˜(m)
(
c˜(m+ 2) + ‖A‖4∞,[γ≥ 31
32
]
c˜(m) + c˜(m)
)
≤ c(n,m, T,Λm+3, α0(m+ 2)).
Rescaling yields the claim. 
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2.6 Estimating the lifespan
If g is the given background metric on M , consider for % > 0 the scaled metric %g := %−2g
and define an isometric immersion
f% :
(
Σ, %g˜
)× [0, 1
%4
T
)→ (M, %g) (2.84)
by
f%(x, t) := f(x, %
4t), (2.85)
i.e. we rescale parabolically. By definition we have %g˜ := f ∗%,t(
%g) = %−2g˜ . As one eas-
ily verifies from the scaling properties of the various geometric quantities (see e.g. [19],
Lemma 3.2), we have that f is a (maximal) Willmore flow, if and only if f% is a (maximal)
Willmore flow.
We now want to prove Theorem 0.2 (cf. the respective euclidean proof in [13]). Since the
statement of Theorem 0.2 is scale invariant, we may assume that for % therein given we
have % = 1. We first want show that t+(1) =: t+ < T. By definition, we have t+ ≤ T. To
prove that t+ < T, we will lead the case
t+ = T <∞, (2.86)
to a contradiction. More precisely, in this case we can extend the flow, contradicting the
assumed maximality of the lifespan T.
Choose ΛK , RK ≥ 1 with
K∑
i=0
‖DiR‖
1
i+2
L∞(M,g)
≤ RK ≤ ΛK and
(
µf0(Σ) +W(f0)
) K∑
i=3
‖DiR‖
3
i+2
L∞(M,g)
≤ ΛK (2.87)
for K ∈ N0 to be determined. From Proposition 2.16 we then get, letting ε20 := ε∗ and
T̂ := t+,
m∑
i=0
‖∇iA‖∞ ≤ Am ≤ c(m,n, t+,Λm+3, α0(m+ 2), (2.67)), (2.88)
for some Am ∈ R, allowing c also to depend on the constant in (2.67). Now by definition
of the Q-terms
‖Qk,ls ‖∞ ≤ c(k, l, n)
∑
r+µ+ν=k+l
µ≤k
r≤s
(‖DrR‖∞‖∇i1A‖∞ ·. . .·‖∇iνA‖∞)
≤ c(k, l, n, Rs, Ak)
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and analogously
‖Qk,lR ?R‖∞ ≤ c(k, l, n)
∑
r1+r2+µ+ν=k+l
µ≤k
ν≥1
(‖Dr1R‖∞‖Dr2R‖∞‖∇i1A‖∞ ·. . .·‖∇iνA‖∞)
≤ c(k, l, n, Rk+l−1, Ak).
Now since
V = ∂tf
(2.30)
= 1∗∇2A+ P 03 (A) +Q0,10
we get from
h := ∇∂t g˜
(1.33)
= −2〈A, ∂tf〉 = A∗∇2A+ P 04 (A) +Q0,20 (2.89)
for the m-th covariant derivative
‖∇mh‖∞ ≤ c(m,n,Am+2, Rm). (2.90)
From (1.35) we obtain for the evolution of the Christoffel symbols induced by g˜
∇∂tΣ∇ = V ∗∇A+ A∗∇V +Q0,0∗V
= P 32 (A) + P
1
4 (A) +Q
1,2
1 +Q
2,1
0 +Q
0,3
0 +Q
0,1
R?R,
so that
‖∇m(∇∂tΣ∇)‖∞ ≤ c(m,n,Am+3, Rm+1). (2.91)
Now to extend the flow, we take (2.88) into account for the flow in a neighbourhood of
T. Using Lemma A.4, we can now fix, for K as in (2.77) to be determined later on, a
harmonic radius r0 = c(n,K,RK) > 0 and a countable atlas
{ψi,r0 : Bgr0(pi)→ Vi ⊂ Bn2r0}i∈N
of harmonic coordinates for M, such that in these coordinates
i) 1
2
δ ≤ (gαβ) ≤ 2δ on Bgr0(pi)
ii) supBgr0 (pi)|∂γgαβ| ≤ c(n,K,RK) for all 1 ≤ |γ| ≤ K + 1
iii) supBgr0 (pi)|∂γΓαβτ | ≤ c(n,K,RK) for all 0 ≤ |γ| ≤ K,
and such that
⋃
i∈NBr0(pi) is a uniformly locally finite cover as described in Lemma A.10.
We now show that there exists a well-defined coordinate representation for f in a neigh-
bourhood of T . Since ‖∂ tf‖∞ ≤ c(n,A2, R0) we clearly have for any t1, t2 ∈ [0, T ) and
x ∈ Σ
dg
(
f(x, t1), f(x, t2)
) ≤ ∣∣∣ ∫ t2
t1
|∂ tf |g(x, τ)dτ
∣∣∣ ≤ c(n,A2, R0)|t2 − t1|.
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Thus for 0 < |T − τ | ≤ r0
4
c(n,A2, R0) we get, because f
(
B
g˜ (τ)
r0/2
(x)
) ⊂ Bgr0/2(f(x, τ)) ⊂
Bgr0(pi0) for some i0 ∈ N by construction, that for all t ∈ [τ, T ) and x ∈ Σ
f
(
B
g˜ (t)
r0/4
(x), t
) ⊂ Bgr0(pi0).
Clearly, using topological data instead of geometric, Lebesgue’s number lemma ensures
the existence of such a radius (not in terms of r0) as above r0/4, which would suffice. To
lead (2.86) to a contradiction we may assume that τ = 0.
Now fix a local chart {ϕ : U → V ⊂ R2} with c−1δ ≤ (g˜ ij(0)) ≤ cδ and diamg˜ (0)(U) ≤
r0/4. Lemma 14.2 in [9] shows that the metrics g˜(t) on 0 ≤ t < T are equivalent, i.e. we
have c−1g˜ g˜(0) ≤ g˜(t) ≤ cg˜ g˜(0) and thus
c−1g˜ δ ≤
(
g˜ij(t)
)
,
(
g˜ij(t)
) ≤ cg˜ δ, (2.92)
where cg˜ = c(n,A2, R0, T ).
Let Γ˜ be the associated Christoffel symbols and denote the coordinate derivative by ∂.
For any tensor T ∈ Γm(T r,sΣ) we have the formula
∇mT = ∂mT +
m∑
l=1
∑
k1+...+kl+k≤m−1
∂k1Γ˜ · . . . · ∂klΓ˜ · ∂kT, (2.93)
where here and in what follows a product as in (2.93) comprises of universal linear com-
binations of coordinate functions as ∂kj Γ˜, ∂kT etc. The above formula is immediate for
m = 1 and follows then by induction. Therefore letting Γ˜m := |Γ˜|+ . . .+ |∂mΓ˜| we have
|∂mT | ≤ c(n,m, Γ˜m−1)
(
|∇mT |+ |∂m−1T |+ . . .+ |T |
)
and hence by induction
|∂mT | ≤ c(n,m, Γ˜m−1)
(
|∇mT |+ |∇m−1T |+ . . .+ |T |
)
(2.92)
≤ c(n,m, Γ˜m−1, cg˜ )
(
‖∇mT‖∞ + . . .+ ‖T‖∞
)
. (2.94)
Lemma 2.17 We have
|∂m(∂tΓ˜)|, |∂mΓ˜| ≤ c(n,m,Am+3, Rm+1, cg˜ , Γ˜m∣∣t=0 , T ). (2.95)
Proof: (Induction over m ∈ N0). For m = 0 we get for the coordinate functions
|∂tΓ˜| = |∂t∇|
(2.92)
≤ c(cg˜ )‖∂t∇‖∞
(2.91)
≤ c(n,A3, R1, cg˜ )
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and hence by integration |Γ˜| ≤ c(n,A3, R1, cg˜ , Γ˜∣∣t=0 , T ). For the induction step we obtain
from (2.94) and (2.91)
|∂m+1(∂tΓ˜)| ≤ c(n,m+ 1, Γ˜m, cg˜ )
(‖∇m+1(∂t∇)‖∞ + . . .+ ‖∂t∇‖∞)
≤ c(n,m+ 1, Γ˜m, cg˜ , Am+4, Rm+2)
≤ c(n,m+ 1, Am+4, Rm+2, cg˜ , Γ˜m∣∣t=0 , T ).
Integrating over [0, T ) yields the claim. 
Summarizing, we now have
i) 1
2
δ ≤ (gαβ) ≤ 2δ and c−1g˜ δ ≤ (g˜ ij)
∣∣
t=0 ≤ cg˜ δ
ii) |∂γΓ| ≤ ΓK := c(n,K,RK) for γ ≤ K, where K is as in (2.68)
iii)
∑L
l=0‖∇˜lA˜‖
L∞(G˜(t),U)
≤ AL := c(L, n, t+,ΛL+3, α0(L+ 2), (2.67))
iv) |∂tG˜|G˜(t) ≤ P := c(n,A2, R0) ∀t ∈ [0, T )
v) |∂γΓ˜| ≤ Γ˜N := c(n,N,AN+3, RN+1, cg˜ , Γ˜N ∣∣t=0 , T ) for |γ| ≤ N and all t ∈ [0, T ).
Since ‖∂ tf‖∞ ≤ c(n,A2, R0) ≤ c(n, t+,Λ5, α0(4), (2.67)) we may assume that f(Σ, t) ⊂
⊂ BR for all t ∈ [0, T ] and then that (M, g) is of bounded geometry of infinite order.
Expressing the L2−gradient of the Willmore functional W in local coordinates, it is easy
to see that W is a universal linear combination of elements in {∇2A, g˜ , g˜ −1, ∂f, g ◦f , R◦f}.
From Lemma A.2 with m = 4, s = 0 it follows for p ≤ 8, q ≤ 5, 1 ≤ l ≤ 2 and fixing
K = 14 that
|∂p+1f | ≤ c(Γ˜7, A7,Γ7) and |∂ q∂ ltf | ≤ c(Γ˜8, A11,Γ8, R9, cg˜ , t+).
Substituting the bounds for the second fundamental form finally yields
|∂p+1f |, |∂ q∂ ltf | ≤ c(n, t+,Λ14, α0(13), Γ˜8
∣∣
t=0 ), (2.96)
where c may also depend on the constants in (2.67).
Now since ∂p+1f is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in the space variable for p ≤ 7, we get
that the one-parameter family {∂p+1f}t∈[t+−δ,t+) is equicontinuous and thus it follows from
the Arzela`-Ascoli that limt↗t+ ∂p+1f = ∂p+1ft+ uniformly for p ≤ 7. With the same argu-
ment and additionally using that ∂ q∂ tf is also uniformly Lipschitz continuous in the time-
variable (q ≤ 4), we moreover obtain the uniform convergence limt↗t+ ∂ q∂ tf = ∂ q∂ tft+
for q ≤ 4. Thus we can define
f̂( · , t) :=
{
f( · , t) for 0 ≤ t < t+
ft+ for t = t
+
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where f̂ ∈ C8,0∩C4+1,1+1 on Σ× [t+− δ, t+]. Because ft+ ∈ C4+1(Σ) ⊂ C4+α(Σ) we apply
short-time existence obtaining a Willmore flow h ∈ C4,1,α(Σ× [t+, τ)) ∩C∞(Σ× (t+, τ)).
We now define
E( · , t) :=

f( · , t) for 0 ≤ t < t+
ft+ for t = t
+
h( · , t) for t+ < t ≤ t+ + δ < τ.
From the discussion above it is clear that E ∈ C4,0(Σ × [0, t+ + δ],M). To see that
furthermore E ∈ C4,1, it is enough to check time-differentiability in t+. Taking f̂ ∈ C8,0
into account, we see that
lim
t↗t+
∂ q∂ tE = lim
t↗t+
∂ q∂ tf̂ = lim
t↗t+
∂ qW(f̂ ) = ∂ qW(ft+) = lim
t↘t+
∂ q∂ th = lim
t↘t+
∂ q∂ tE ,
where we used that h is a Willmore flow defined on [t+, τ). It remains to check that E
is parabolically Ho¨lder continuous. We remark that a function is parabolically α-Ho¨lder
continuous, if it is α-Ho¨lder continuous in space and α
4
-Ho¨lder continuous in time. Thus
f̂ is parabolically α- Ho¨lder continuous and, by the regularity properties obtained from
short-time existence, this also holds true for h restricted to [t+, t++δ]. Using the definition
of parabolic Ho¨lder continuity together with a simple triangle argument, it is not hard
to show that also E ∈ C4,1,α(Σ × [0, t+ + δ],M). Since we have also shown that E is a
Willmore flow, in particular in t+, and recalling t+ = T, this obviously contradicts the
maximality of T and hence assumption (2.86) is wrong.
We now want to show the inequality on the right-hand side of (0.3). Therefore assume
that t+ < T ≤ ∞. Then
χ(1, t+) ≥ ε20, (2.97)
since when assuming the contrary, there exists by maximality of t+ a sequence ti ↘ t+
with χ(1, ti) ≥ ε20, contradicting upper semicontinuity of the concentration function χ(1,·).
From Lemma A.7 we know that for any p ∈ M we have a cutoff function γ˜ ∈ C2(M)
with ‖γ˜‖C2(M) ≤ C(n) and χB1/2(p) ≤ γ˜ ≤ χB1(p). As B1(p) can be covered by a number
Γ = Γ(n) of balls with radius 1/2 by Lemma A.10, we obtain from Proposition 2.12 with
ε20 := ε
∗ for 0 ≤ t ≤ t+
Γ−1χ(1, t) ≤ χ(1/2, t) ≤ χ(1, 0) + c
t∫
0
χ(1, s)ds+ c‖DR‖2
L∞(M)
sup
0≤t≤t+
|Σ|t
≤ χ(1, 0) + c
t∫
0
χ(1, s)ds+ c˜t,
where we have used Lemma 2.15 (note that Cscal
(0.2)
≤ c(n)), Cauchy’s inequality, and
abbreviated c˜ := ‖DR‖2
L∞(M)
(|Σ|t=0 +
√
2t+W(f0)). From Gronwall’s inequality we infer
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that
χ(1, t) ≤ (Γχ(1, 0) + c˜ ) exp(cΓt).
Using this inequality for t := t+ together with (2.97) and estimating
|Σ|t=0 +
√
2t+W(f0) ≤ 2 exp(ct+)(|Σ|t=0 +W(f0))
we obtain
ε20 ≤
(
Γχ(1, 0) + ‖DR‖2
L∞(M)
(|Σ|t=0 +W(f0))
)
exp
(
c(Γ)t+
)
and arrive at
t+ ≥ c(Γ) log
(
ε20
Γχ(1, 0) + ‖DR‖2
L∞(M)
(|Σ|t=0 +W(f0))
)
.
Theorem 0.2 now follows after rescaling.
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In [1] it was shown that singularities may occur either in finite time or at infinity if
the ambient manifold is (Rn, δeucl). To study assumed singularities in the aforementioned
cases if the ambient manifold is more generally a (possibly noncompact) complete Rie-
mannian manifold (Mn, g) of bounded geometry we want to perform a blow-up procedure
as in [14]. Namely, we show show that the blow-up is an immersed (time independent)
Willmore surface that is either an embedded round sphere, or contains at least one com-
ponent which is a nonumbilic (compact or noncompact) Willmore surface. To do so, it is
essential to have a mass-density estimate and interior estimates to ensure compactness,
i.e. Ck−subconvergence for the blow-up sequence using a reparametrization. The mass-
density estimate and the interior estimates will be provided in the forthcoming sections.
3.1 Monotonicity formulas for Riemannian Manifolds
In the following lemma, it is again important to have “good” coordinates for M . The
proof of the Michael-Simon Sobolev inequality (2.39) suggests to make use of harmonic
coordinates since the bounds on the curvature of M are rather week (cf. Lemma A.4).
Unfortunately, we need to have Christoffel symbols growing at most linearly. Although
there exist estimates (cf. [12]) for the Christoffel symbols in harmonic coordinates such
that they are bounded by the squared radius of the geodesic ball they are defined on, we
only have these bounds for a fixed chart. Also, at some point we make use of Gauss’s
Lemma so that we choose Riemannian normal coordinates this time, under the drawback
that the geometry of (M, g) has to be bounded of order one.
Lemma 3.1 (Monotonicity formula for Riemannian manifolds). Let (Σ2, g˜ ) and (Mn, g)
be complete (possibly noncompact) Riemannian manifolds and f : (Σ, g˜ ) → (M, g) be a
proper isometric C2−immersion. If r0 > 0 can be chosen such that r0Λ < c(n), where
Λ := ‖R‖1/2∞ + ‖DR‖
1/3
∞ + inj(M, g)
−1 and c = c(n) is a small universal constant, then
|Σσ|
σ2
≤ C
( |Σ%|
%2
+W(Σ%)
)
(3.1)
for all 0 < σ ≤ % ≤ r0, where C = C(n) only depends on the dimension n.
Remark: To see that in general (3.1) cannot hold for all 0 < σ ≤ % < ∞, at least in
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case Σ and M are closed, again take the standard sphere S2 ⊂ Sn ⊂ Rn+1 as described
in the remark of Theorem 2.8. Since W(S2 ⊂ Sn) = 0, letting % ↗ ∞ would imply that
|Σσ(p)| = 0 for any σ and any p ∈M. ♦
Proof: The proof imitates the proof of a monotonicity formula in case (M, g) = (Rn, δ)
(see [23]) using Riemannian normal coordinates locally. One has to find an appropriate
test vector field in the first variation formula∫
Σ
divΣφ dµ = −
∫
Σ
g ◦f(φ◦f , H)dµ,
where divΣφ = g ◦f(Dφ◦f · Df · τi, Df · τi), φ ∈ C0,1c (M,TM) is a Lipschitz vector
field with compact support, H is the mean curvature of f, {τi}i=1,2 is a locally defined
g˜−orthonormal basis and summation over repeated indices is used.
For this, let p ∈M be arbitrary but fixed, σ, % as in the statement and fix Riemannian
normal coordinates {yα} = ϕp : Br0(p)→ Bnr0 ⊂ Rn, with respect to g centred at p. From
Lemma A.5 we know that
i) (1− Cr2Λ2)δ ≤ (gαβ) ≤ (1 + Cr2Λ2)δ on Bgr (p) for all 0 ≤ r < r0
ii) supBgr (p)|Γαβδ| ≤ CrΛ2 for all 0 ≤ r < r0.
For x ∈ Bnr0 define the vector field φ¯ ∈ C0,1c (Bnr0 ,Rn) by
φ¯(x) :=
(
1
max(|x|, σ)2 −
1
%2
)
+
x
and
φ := (ϕp)
∗φ¯.
To simplify notation we may by locality assume that Σ ↪→M is embedded. We compute
for {τi} as above
Dφ·τi = ταi Dφ·∂α = ταi D(φβ∂β)·∂α = ταi (∂αφβ)∂β + ταi φβΓγαβ∂γ.
Let P = P>g be the g-orthonormal projection onto the tangent bundle TΣ, in coordinates
P βα = g(P (∂α), ∂γ)g
βγ
= g(τi, ∂α)g(τi, ∂γ)g
βγ,
and define
Σσ := {q ∈ Σ ∩Br0 : |q| < σ}
and the annulus
Σσ,% := {q ∈ Σ ∩Br0 : 0 < σ ≤ |q| < %},
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where here and in what follows we identify (Br0 , g) with (B
n
r0
, (gαβ)) via the coordinates
ϕp.
First, assume that q ∈ Σσ. We get since φ(q) = (σ−2 − %−2)qα∂α
Dφ·τi(q) = (σ−2 − %−2)
[
gβγg(τi, ∂β)δ
α
γ ∂α + g
βγg(τi, ∂β)q
δΓαγδ∂α
]
= (σ−2 − %−2) [τi + τ γi qδΓαγδ∂α]
which yields, using τ γi = g(τi, ∂%)g
%γ,
g(Dφ·τi, τi) = (σ−2 − %−2)(2 + P γαqδΓαγδ).
Therefore, abbreviating fαΓγαβ ◦fP
β
γ ◦f =: f ΓP we generally have for an immersion f
divΣφ = (σ
−2 − %−2)(2 + f ΓP ). (3.2)
Now assume that q ∈ Σσ,%. Since φ(q) = (|q|−2 − %−2)qα∂α and ∂γ|q|−2 = −2qρδργ|q|−4 it
follows with X(q) := qα∂α
Dφ·τi = τ γi
(|q|−2 − %−2) ∂γ − 2q%δ%γ|q|−4τ γi X + τ γi (|q|−2 − %−2)qαΓδγα∂δ.
Due to the existence of two Riemannian metrics g and δ, we need to be careful, when
lowering indices as in q%δ%γ. Since X is a radial vector field, we infer from Gauss’s Lemma
that
δ(P>gX,X) = g(P
>
gX,X) = |P>gX|2g.
Thus, using q%δ%γτ
γ
i g(X, τi) = δ(X, τi)g(X, τi) = δ(P
>
gX,X), we now have
g(Dφ·τi, τi)∣∣q = (|q|−2 − %−2)(2 + qαΓδαγP γδ )− 2|q|−4|P>gX|2g,
or generally,
divΣφ = (|f |−2 − %−2)(2 + f ΓP )− 2|P>gX|2g ◦f |f |−4. (3.3)
In the sequel, we do not distinguish between X and X ◦f . By (3.2) and (3.3) we get
1
2
∫
Σ%
divΣφ = σ
−2|Σσ| − %−2|Σ%| + 1
2σ2
∫
Σσ
f ΓP − 1
2%2
∫
Σ%
f ΓP
+
∫
Σσ,%
|f |−2 −
∫
Σσ,%
|P>gX|2g
|f |4 +
1
2
∫
Σσ,%
|f |−2f ΓP. (3.4)
Since φ(q) = (max(|q|, σ)−2 − %−2)+X(q) it follows, abbreviating g ◦f(Y, Z) with Y ·Z,
−
∫
Σ%
φ·H = −
∫
Σσ
σ−2X ·H −
∫
Σσ,%
|f |−2X ·H +
∫
Σ%
%−2X ·H. (3.5)
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Completing the square yields
σ−2|Σσ| +
∫
Σσ,%
∣∣∣∣∣14H + P⊥gX|X|2δ
∣∣∣∣∣
2
g
≤ %−2|Σ%| + 1/8W(Σ%) + 1
2%2
∫
Σ%
X ·H − 1
2σ2
∫
Σσ
X ·H − 1
2σ2
∫
Σσ
f ΓP
−1
2
∫
Σσ,%
|X|−2δ f ΓP +
1
2%2
∫
Σ%
f ΓP +
∫
Σσ,%
|X|−2δ
( |X|2g
|X|2δ
− 1
)
.
Because |X ·H| ≤ c|X|δ|H|g ≤ cr|H|g on Σr for any r ≤ r0, we get after absorption and
dropping the square terms on the left-hand side
|Σσ|
σ2
≤ c(n)
( |Σ%|2
%2
+W(Σ%)
)
− 1
2
(σ−2
g1
− %−2
g2
)
∫
Σσ
f ΓP
+
∫
Σσ,%
|f |−2
(
gαβ ◦ffαfβ
|f |2
g3
− 1
)
− 1
2
∫
Σσ,%
(|f |−2g4 − %−2g5 )f ΓP.
In what follows, we estimate the integrals on the right-hand side.
Ad 1: To begin with, we trivially have |fα| ≤ σ on Σσ by definition of Σσ. The pro-
jection P = P>g is, as expected, also estimated:
∑
β|P βα |2 = |P∂a|2δ ≤ c|P∂a|2g ≤ c|∂α|2g =
cgαα ≤ c(n). Since |Γ|δ ≤ cσΛ2 on Bσ(p) we get
|f ΓP | ≤ c(n)σ2Λ2 ≤ c(n)r20Λ2 ≤ 1/2,
choosing r0 smaller if necessary. Therefore∣∣∣∣ 12σ2
∫
Σσ
f ΓP
∣∣∣∣ ≤ |Σσ|4σ2 . (3.6)
Ad 2: Since %−2 ≤ σ−2 this integral is treated as the latter.
Ad 3: If one again uses Gauss’s Lemma, it is immediate that this integral vanishes.
Namely, it is |X|2g = |X|2δ because exp is a radial isometry. If one had other coordi-
nates, only using that the eigenvalues of (gαβ) grow at most quadratically (as it is the
case here), one could alternatively argue as follows without using Gauss’s Lemma: Taking
− c(n)Λ2r2δ ≤ (gαβ − δαβ) ≤ c(n)Λ2r2δ (3.7)
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on Br(p) into account, we get for any σ ≤ s ≤ r ≤ %∣∣∣∣ ∫
Σs,r
|f |−2
(gαβfαfβ
|f |2 − 1
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ c(n)r2s2 |Σs,r|Λ2.
Restricting to special annuli, i.e. annuli with ratio r/s ≤ 2, we can further estimate
≤ 4c(n)|Σs,r|Λ2
≤ |Σs,r|
r20
(3.8)
since r0Λ ≤ (4c(n))−1/2 choosing r0 smaller if necessary. Now choose a geometric de-
composition of Σσ,% in annuli Σσi,σi+1 , such that
σi+1
σi
< 2. From (3.8) it follows with
N = N(σ, %) <∞ that∣∣∣∣∫
Σσ,%
|f |−2
(gαβfαfβ
|f |2 − 1
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1r20
N∑
i=1
|Σσi,σi+1 | =
|Σσ,%|
%2
≤ |Σ%|
%2
.
Ad 4: Analogously to the third integral, again using a decomposition, we can estimate∫
Σσi,σi+1
|f |−2|f ΓP | ≤ c(n) 1
σ2i
|Σσi,σi+1 |σ2i+1Λ2 ≤
|Σσi,σi+1|
%2
.
Ad 5: Similarly,
1
%2
∫
Σσ,%
|f ΓP | ≤ c(n)Λ2|Σσ,%| ≤ |Σ%|
%2
.
Combining, we finally arrive at σ−2|Σσ| ≤ c(n)
(
%−2|Σ%|+W(Σ%)
)
. 
Unfortunately, the monotonicity formula of Lemma 3.1 only holds for small radii, with
smallness depending on the geometry of (M, g). For large radii we are forced to make
additional assumptions to prove the following Corollary.
Corollary 3.2 (Mass-density estimate in the large by means of a mass bound).
Let f : Σ × [0, T ) → (M, g) be a Willmore flow of a closed surface into a Riemannian
manifold of bounded geometry. Assume that Mf := supt∈[0,T ) µft(Σ) < ∞. Then for all
R > 0
|ΣR|
R2
≤ cMf
(‖R‖∞ + ‖DR‖2/3∞ + inj(M, g)−2)+ cW(ft=0). (3.9)
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In case T <∞, we have
Mf ≤
√
2TW(f0) + µf0(Σ) <∞. (3.10)
If the sectional curvature KM of (M, g) is uniformly negative, i.e. if KM ≤ −κˆ2 < 0,
then it is
Mf ≤ W(f0)− 4piχ(Σ)
2κˆ2
. (3.11)
(3.10) and (3.11) hold for all smooth Riemannian manifolds.
Proof: We clearly have W(Σ%) ≤ W(ft) ≤ W(f0) by definition of the L2−gradient flow
(see the proof of Lemma 2.15). The claim now follows easily from Lemma 3.1, Lemma 2.15
and (2.3). 
3.2 Interior estimates II
Although we already have proven interior estimates for the second fundamental form
in Ck by Proposition 2.16 we cannot use them for the blow-up at infinity owing to their
dependence on the curvature of the initial surface. Thus, in case of singularities at infinity,
we need Lemma 3.3 as a second version. Compared to [14], Theorem 3.5, our estimates
are slightly worse, and more complicated to prove. First, we were not able to prove
that the curvature in (3.14) grows at most as fast as the square root of the local energy
concentration (3.12). This is mainly due to the existence of the volume-term in (2.69) of
the integral estimates that we cannot control. For the same reason, we only have estimates
depending on initial conditions. Namely, we have to assume (3.13). Second, the proof is
more complicated since we have to localize in time twice. This is because of the existence
of higher homogeneity curvature terms in (2.69) that itself results from the interpolation
of the curvature terms Qm+2,1 in (2.32).
Lemma 3.3 (Interior estimates II). Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold of bounded
geometry and p ∈M. Let % > 0 be chosen such that
% < min
{ pi
2κ
, inj(M,g)
}
.
Let f : Σ× [0, T ]→ (M, g) be a Willmore flow of a closed surface satisfying T ≤ C(n)%4
and
sup
0≤t≤T
∫
Σ%(p)
|A|2dµ ≤ ε0(n) (3.12)
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for small universal ε0 > 0, where Σ
g
%(p) := f
−1(Bg%(p)). Moreover, choose ΛK < ∞ such
that
%(%2 + Mf )
K∑
i=1
‖DiRM‖
3
i+2
L∞(M,g)
< ΛK . (3.13)
for some K ∈ N. Then we have for all t ∈ (0, T ]
‖∇kA‖
L2(Σ%/2)
≤ c(n, k, C,Λk+1) t− k4 (3.14)
and
‖∇kA‖
L∞(Σ%/2)
≤ c(n, k, C,Λk+3) t− k+14 .
Remark: Note that ΛK <∞ can always be chosen since Mf ≤
√
2TW(f0) +µf0(Σ) <∞
by (3.10). ♦
Proof: After scaling, we may assume that ρ = 1. Let ck := c(Λk). Using Lemma A.7 we
choose a cutoff function γ˜ ∈ C2(M) with χB63/64≤ γ˜ ≤ χB1 and ‖Diγ˜‖∞ ≤ c(n) (i = 1, 2).
From Proposition 2.12 we then get
T∫
0
∫
Σ63/64
|∇2A|2 + |A|6 dµ dt ≤ ε0 + c1ε0T + c1T ≤ c1, (3.15)
where we used
‖DR‖2∞ sup
0≤t≤T
|Σ| ≤ c1‖DR‖∞Mf ≤ c1. (3.16)
Using (2.56) from Lemma 2.11 we get for γ˜ as above with χB31/32≤ γ˜ ≤ χB63/64
T∫
0
‖A‖4∞,Σ31/32dt ≤ cε0 ·
(
c1 + cε0T
) ≤ c1. (3.17)
Now let γ := γ˜ ◦f for a cutoff function with χB15/16≤ γ˜ ≤ χB31/32 . Furthermore, define a
cutoff function in time by
ψ(t) :=
t
T
such that
ψ˙(t) =
1
T
. (3.18)
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Introducing the notation αj(t) := c2j+1(1 + ‖A‖4∞,Σ31/32) and Fj(t) :=
∫
Σ
|∇2jA|2γ4j+4dµ
we obtain from Proposition 2.14 for j ∈ {0, 1}
d
dt
Fj(t) +
1
2
Fj+1(t) ≤ αj(t)Fj(t) + αj(t), (3.19)
where we used an estimate similar to (3.16). Further we compute with hj(t) := ψ(t)Fj(t)
d
dt
hj(t) +
t
2T
Fj+1(t) ≤ αj(t)hj(t) + t
T
αj(t) +
1
T
Fj(t). (3.20)
Now let χB3/4 ≤ γ˜ ≤ χB7/8 and 0 ≤ j ≤ m. We define cutoff functions in time similar to
[14] by
χj(t) :=

0 for t ≤ (j − 1) T
2m
+ T
2
2m
T
(
t− T
2
− (j − 1) T
2m
)
in between
1 for t ≥ j T
2m
+ T
2
,
(3.21)
if j ≥ 1, and χ0(t) :≡ 1. Now for j ≥ 0 define analogously ej(t) := χj(t)Ej(t), where Ej
equals to Fj except that we now have χB3/4 ≤ γ˜ ≤ χB7/8 and 0 ≤ j ≤ m. Restricting to
j ≥ 1, since 0 ≤ χ˙j(t) ≤ 2mT χj−1 we again get from Proposition 2.14
d
dt
ej(t) +
1
2
χj(t)Ej+1(t) ≤ αˆj(t)ej(t) + χj(t)βˆj(t) + 2m
T
χj−1(t)Ej(t) (3.22)
if we now define αˆj(t) := c2j+1·
(
1+‖A‖4∞,Σ7/8
)
and βˆj(t) := c2j+1·
(
1+‖A‖4j∞,Σ7/8
)
. Applying
Gronwall’s Lemma yields for any t ∈ [T/2, T ]
ej(t) +
1
2
t∫
T/2
χj(s)Ej+1(s)ds
≤ exp
( T∫
T/2
αˆj(s)ds
)[
ej(T/2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+
t∫
T/2
χj(s)βˆj(s) +
2m
T
χj−1(s)Ej(s)ds
]
≤ exp
(
c2j+1 + c2j+1
T∫
T/2
‖A‖4∞,Σ7/8ds
)
·
[
c2j+1 + c2j+1
t∫
T/2
‖A‖4j∞,Σ7/8 +
2m
T
χj−1(s)Ej(s)ds
]
. (3.23)
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To be able to estimate
∫ T
T/2
‖A‖4j∞,Σ7/8ds, we apply Gronwall’s Lemma to (3.20) and get
for t ∈ [0, T ]
t
T
F1(t) +
1
2T
t∫
0
sF2(s)ds
=
t
T
∫
Σ
|∇2A|2γ8dµ+ 1
2T
t∫
0
s
∫
Σ
|∇4A|2γ12dµ ds
≤ exp
(
c3 ·(T +
T∫
0
‖A‖4∞,Σ31/32ds)
)[ T∫
0
s
T
α1(s)ds+
1
T
T∫
0
∫
Σ31/32
|∇2A|2dµ ds
]
(3.17)
≤ c3
[
c3 + c3
T∫
0
‖A‖4∞,Σ31/32ds+
1
T
c1
]
,
where we used (3.15) for the last term. With (3.17) and T ≤ C(n) we further obtain
tF1(t) ≤ c3 such that we finally get on [T/2, T ]∫
Σ15/16
|∇2A|2dµ ≤ c3
T
.
Employing Lemma 2.11 for χB7/8 ≤ γ˜ ≤ χB15/16 yields
‖A‖4∞,Σ7/8 ≤ cε0 ·
(c3
T
+ cε0
)
≤ c3
T
(3.24)
for all t ∈ [T/2, T ]. Using this, we can go on estimating (3.23)
ej(t) +
1
2
t∫
T/2
χj(s)Ej+1(s)ds
≤ exp (c2j+1)[c2j+1 + c2j+1T
2
c3
T j
+
2m
T
t∫
T/2
χj−1(s)Ej(s)ds
]
≤ c2j+1
T j−1
+ c2j+1
2m
T
t∫
T/2
χj−1(s)Ej(s)ds. (3.25)
Now we show by induction that for 0 ≤ j ≤ m and all t ∈ [T/2, T ]
ej(t) +
1
2
t∫
T/2
χj(s)Ej+1(s)ds ≤ c2j+1(m) 1
T j
.
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For j = 0 we obtain using (3.15) (recalling χB3/4≤ γ˜ ≤ χB7/8)∫
Σ
|A|2γ4dµ+ 1
2
t∫
T/2
∫
Σ
|∇2A|2γ8dµ ≤ ε+ c1 ≤ c1.
For j ≥ 1 we can estimate, using (3.25),
ej(t) +
1
2
t∫
T/2
χj(s)Ej+1(s)ds ≤ c2j+1
T j−1
+ c2j+1
4m
T
c2j−1(m)
T j−1
≤ c2j+1(m)
T j
.
Thus we have at time t = T∫
Σ
|∇2mA|2γ4m+4dµ ≤ c2m+1(m)
Tm
.
To get an estimates for odd order derivatives one may simply apply Lemma A.11 with
r = 1, p = q = 2, α = 1, β = 0, s = 4m+ 6 and t := s−1 ∈ [−1
2
, 1
2
] to obtain∫
Σ
|∇2m+1A|2γ4m+6dµ ≤ c2m+3(m)
Tm+1/2
. (3.26)
In contrast to the time exponent, the argument does not close for the order of the bounded
geometry. More precisely, when using the interpolation inequality we have a loss of
one order with respect to the geometry bounds ck = c(Λk). Instead, it is possible to
estimate the odd order derivatives directly analogously to the above estimates: We let
χB3/4 ≤ γ˜ ≤ χB7/8, j ≥ 1, kj(t) := χj(t)Kj(t), χj(t) as in (3.21),
Kj :=
∫
Σ
|∇2j−1A|2γ4j+2dµ, α˜j(t) := c2j·(1+‖A‖4∞,Σ7/8) and β˜j(t) := c2j·(1+‖A‖
max{4,4j−2}
∞,Σ7/8 ).
From (3.24) we obtain for j ≥ 2
c2j
t∫
T/2
‖A‖max{4,4j−2}∞,Σ7/8 ds ≤
c2j
T j−3/2
and thus
kj(t) +
1
2
t∫
T/2
χj(s)Kj+1(s)ds ≤ c2j
T j−3/2
+
c2j(m)
T
t∫
T/2
χj−1(s)Kj(s)ds.
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As above, we show by induction that for all j ≥ 1 and all t ∈ [T/2, T ]
kj(t) +
1
2
t∫
T/2
χj(s)Kj+1(s)ds ≤ c2j(m)
T j−1/2
. (3.27)
For j = 1 we again use Lemma A.11 with r = 1, p = q = 2, α = 1, β = 0, s = 4m + 6
and t := s−1 ∈ [−1
2
, 1
2
] to obtain∫
Σ
|∇A|2γ6dµ ≤ c‖A‖
2,[γ>0]
‖∇2A‖
2,[γ>0]
+ c‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
+
1
2
∫
Σ
|∇A|2γ6dµ.
From this we get
t∫
T/2
∫
Σ
|∇A|2γ6dµ ds ≤ c
√
ε0T
( T∫
0
∫
Σ63/64
|∇2A|2γ6dµ ds
)1/2
+ cε0T
(3.15)
≤ c1
√
T
and therefore
k1(t) +
1
2
t∫
T/2
χ1(s)K2(s)ds ≤ c2 ·
(
c2 +
c2(m)
T
t∫
T/2
∫
Σ
|∇A|2γ6dµ ds
)
≤ c2
T 1/2
.
As above we use Gronwall’s Lemma obtaining for all j ≥ 2
kj(t) +
1
2
t∫
T/2
χj(s)Kj+1(s)ds ≤ c2j
T j−3/2
+
c2j(m)
T
c2j−2
T j−3/2
≤ c2j
T j−1/2
and therefore it follows from (3.27)∫
Σ
|∇2m+1A|2γ4m+6dµ ≤ c2m+2
Tm+1/2
. (3.28)
Therefore, we have now shown that for all k ∈ N0
‖∇kA‖2
2,Σ3/4
∣∣∣
t=T
≤ c
(
n, k,Λk+1
)
T k/2
.
From (3.24) and (2.54) we finally obtain
‖∇kA‖∞,Σ1/2
∣∣∣
t=T
≤ c
(
n, k,Λk+3
)
T
k+1
4
(3.29)
and thus the claim follows after rescaling and renaming T into t. 
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3.3 Blow-up of singularities
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 0.3. For this let f : Σ× [0, T )→ (Mn, g) be a
smooth maximal Willmore flow defined on a closed surface Σ, ft := f(·, t) and µf(t) = µft
be the area measure on Σ induced by g˜ (t) := (ft)
∗g. For t ∈ [0, T ) we let
νft := ft
(
µftx|Aft |2
)
be the (finite) Radon measures defined on the Borel σ−Algebra B(M) induced by the
system of open sets in M . Let further
χ
f
◦ (r, t) := sup
p∈M
νft
(
Bgr (p)
)
and χ
f
(r, t) := sup
p∈M
νft
(
Bgr (p)
)
.
We want to make the arrangement that all geometric quantities without further specifica-
tion refer to ft (as a map between Riemannian manifolds), e.g. µft= µ, Aft = A, | · |ft =
| · |, . . . Furthermore, when considering a sequence of functions, we want to allow choosing
subsequences without further mention. At first, as remarked in [15] in case of (Rn, δeucl)
as the ambient manifold, one can analogously show that
E(p, r, t) := νft
(
Bgr (p)
)
(3.30)
is upper semi-continuous in all variables and hence the same also holds for χ. The author
showed in his diploma thesis ([19], Hilfslemma 5.2), that χ◦ is lower semi-continuous in the
time variable. Using a simple covering argument, we get for Γ = Γ(n) as in Lemma A.10
χ(r, t) ≤ Γχ(r/2, t) ≤ Γχ◦(r, t) for all r > 0 with r2‖ricci(M,g)‖L∞(M,g) ≤ 1. Thus we have
in summary
χ
◦(r, t0) ≤ lim inf
t→t0
χ
◦(r, t) ≤ lim sup
t→t0
χ
◦(r, t) ≤ Γχ◦(r, t0) (3.31)
and
Γ−1χ(r, t0) ≤ lim inf
t→t0
χ(r, t) ≤ lim sup
t→t0
χ(r, t) ≤ χ(r, t0). (3.32)
The next Theorem is a precursor of Theorem 0.3.
Theorem 3.4 (Existence of a blow-up I). Let f : Σ × [0, T ) → (M, g) be a maximal
Willmore flow on a closed surface Σ into a Riemannian manifold of bounded geometry (of
order 15) with the property that the total area of (Σ, g˜ (t)) is uniformly bounded on (0, T ),
i.e.
Mf := sup
t∈(0,T )
µf(Σ) <∞.
Let further {tj}, {rj} and {pj} (j ∈ N) be given sequences satisfying tj ↗ T, rj ↘ 0 and
pj ∈M. There exists constants ε0/1 = ε0/1(n) > 0 such that if
lim inf
j→∞
χ(rj, tj) ≤ ε21
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and
τ− := lim sup
j→∞
t−j − tj
r4j
< 0, where t−j = inf
{
t ∈ [0, tj] : χ(rj, · ) < ε20 on (t, tj]
}
then, after selection of a subsequence and reparametrization, the rescaled flows
fj : (Σ, g˜j)×
[− r−4j tj, r−4j (T − tj))→ (M, gj), fj(p, t) := fj,t(p) := f(p, tj + r4j t),
(3.33)
where gj := r
−2
j g and g˜j(t) = (fj,t)
∗(gj), converge in C4,1 locally on Σ̂ × (τ−, τ+) to a
static solution, given by a properly immersed Willmore surface fˆ0 : Σ̂→ Rn.
More precisely there exists a sequence of radii hj ↗ ∞, local coordinate charts ϕj :
B
gj
hj
(pj) → Vj ⊃ Bn2j2 , a 2-manifold Σ̂ without boundary (possibly not connected or
even empty), open sets Uj ⊂⊂ Uj+1 with
⋃∞
j=1 Uj = Σ̂, diffeomorphisms φj : Uj →
f−1j,0
(
ϕ−1j (B
n
j )
)
, a time interval (τ−, τ+) 3 0, open sets Σj ⊂ Σ satisfying φj(Uj) ⊂ Σj
and fj(Σj, J) ⊂ Bgjhj(pj) for each J ⊂⊂ (τ−, τ+) provided j ≥ j0(J), such that for
f¯j ◦ φj := f¯j
(
φj( · ), ·
)
being well defined locally on Σ̂× (τ−, τ+), where f¯j := ϕj ◦ fj
f¯j ◦ φj → fˆ0 locally in C4,1 on Σ̂× (τ−, τ+). (3.34)
Moreover, if θj ◦ φj → θ locally uniformly on Σ̂, then
f¯j(µfjxθj)→ fˆ0(µfˆ0xθ) for all τ ∈ (τ−, τ+) (3.35)
weakly as Radon measures.
Remark: Again, we tried to stick to the analysis and the way of proceeding as in [15].
Deviating from this, we assume the given arbitrary sequence rj > 0 to be decreasing owing
to the restriction to blow-ups. Related to this, we do not prove an upper bound τ− < 0
for the backward lifespan for the rescaled flows making an ad-hoc assumption instead. ♦
Proof of Theorem 3.4: Let ε0 > 0 be as in Theorem 0.2 and ε1 := Cε0/6 for C as
in (0.3). It is easy to see that f and fj are equivalent maximal Willmore flows. We prove
lower bounds for the forward lifespan of the rescaled flows. Choosing a subsequence, we
may assume that
rj
(
r2j (1 +W(f0)) + Mf
) 15∑
i=0
‖DiR‖
3
i+2
L∞(M,g)
+ rjinj
−1
(M,g) ≤ ε21 (3.36)
and χ(rj, tj) ≤ 2ε21. Note that with respect to the scaled metric, (3.36) holds for rj = 1.
Letting
τ+ := lim inf
j→∞
t+j − tj
r4j
, where t+j := sup
{
t ∈ [tj, T ) : χ(rj, ·) < ε20 on [tj, t)
}
,
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Theorem 0.2 implies for 0 < ε1 ≤ Cε0/6 < ε0
lim inf
j→∞
T − tj
r4j
≥ τ+ ≥ C log Cε
2
0
3ε21
> 0.
Also, we obviously have for the backward lifespan
lim
j→∞
(
− tj
r4j
)
= −∞.
Employing that χ
fj
(1, ·) ≤ ε20 locally on (τ−, τ+), we obtain from Lemma 3.3 that for
k ≤ 12
‖∇kAj‖L∞(Σ,g˜j) ≤ c(n) locally on (τ
−, τ+). (3.37)
In what follows, we want to employ a compactness result stated in Theorem 3.5, which is
a slight variant of a compactness theorem, where the latter has originally been proven by
J. Langer in [17] and then has been generalized by P. Breuning (cf. [2], Corollary 2.28).
Theorem 3.5 (cf. [2]). Let f¯j : Σj → Rn be a sequence of isometric Ck−immersions,
where Σj is an m-manifold without boundary, such that f¯
−1
j (B
n
2j) ⊂ Σj ⊂ (Σm, g¯j) and Σ
is a closed surface. With the image measure µj = f¯j(µf¯j) assume that for all j ∈ N
µj(BnR) ≤ C(R) for all 0 < R < 2j, (3.38)
‖∇ lAj‖L∞(BnR,g¯j) ≤ Cl(R) for all 0 < R < 2j and 0 ≤ l ≤ k − 2, (3.39)
where Aj denotes the second fundamental form of f¯j. Then there exists a proper immersion
fˆ : Σ̂ → Rn, where Σ̂ is again an m-manifold without boundary, such that after passing
to a subsequence there is a sequence of diffeomorphisms
φj : Uj → (f¯j)−1(Bj) ⊂ Σj,
where Uj ⊂ Σ̂ are open sets with Uj ⊂⊂ Uj+1 and Σ̂ = ∪∞j=1Uj, such that
‖f¯j ◦ φj − fˆ‖
C0(Uj)
→ 0, (3.40)
and moreover f¯j ◦ φj → fˆ locally in Ck−1 on Σ̂. 
Remark: The surface Σ̂ is empty, if the f¯j diverge uniformly, and is possibly not con-
nected. ♦
To be able to apply this corollary locally to the blow-up sequence {fj,0}, we want use
for any j ∈ N gj-harmonic coordinates ϕj : Bgjhj(pj) → Vj ⊂ Rn of radius hj := 4j2
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centred at pj with ϕj(pj) = 0. To check the assumptions in Lemma A.4, we may further
assume that rj ↘ 0 is such that rjΛ(M,g)(15) ≤ (4j3)−1c(n) for some given small c(n) > 0,
so that
hjΛ(M,gj) = 4j
2rjΛ(M,g) ≤ c(n)j−1
and thus we obtain the bounds
i) (1− 1/j)δ ≤ Gj ≤ (1 + 1/j)δ onVj
ii) supVj |∂γGj| ≤ j−2γ for all 1 ≤ γ ≤ 16
iii) supVj |∂γΓ(j)| ≤ j−2γ−2 for all 0 ≤ γ ≤ 15
(3.41)
and Gj
∣∣
x=0 = (δαβ). Here, Gj denotes the matrix of (ϕj)∗(gj) with respect to the standard
coordinate frame {eα}1≤α≤n and {Γ(j)}j∈N are the associated Christoffel’s symbols. Now
since ‖∂ tfj‖L∞(Σ,g˜j) ≤ c(n) we get that for any x ∈ Σ
dgj(fj(x, t1), fj(x, t2)) ≤
∣∣∣ ∫ t2
t1
|∂ tfj|gj(x, τ)dτ
∣∣∣ ≤ c(n)|t2 − t1|. (3.42)
Letting 0 ∈ I := [t1, t2] ⊂ (τ−, τ+) be a compact interval, we have a well defined local coor-
dinate representations for all fj (for j large enough). Namely, with Σj := f
−1
j,0 (B
gj
4j (pj)) ⊂
Σ, we define one-parameter families of isometric immersions
f˜j : (Σj, g˜j)× I → (Vj ⊂ Rn, Gj) (3.43)
and
f¯j : (Σj, g¯j)× I → (Vj ⊂ Rn, δeucl) (3.44)
using the harmonic coordinates from above. Here, f˜j is the coordinate representation of
fj, and f¯j := f˜j as maps between manifolds. For the rest of this section, a tilde and
index j indicates that a geometric quantity is induced by f˜j, as in ∇˜ or A˜j etc. The
same arrangement holds for barred quantities such as ∇ or Aj etc. By naturality of the
geometric quantities and using (3.37), we have that f˜j is also a Willmore flow with
‖∇˜kA˜j‖L∞(Σj ,g˜j) ≤ c(n) (3.45)
for all t ∈ I and k ≤ 12. From Lemma A.3 it follows that also
‖∇kAj‖L∞(Σj ,g¯j) ≤ c(n,Γ12, A12) ≤ c(n)
for all k ≤ 12, t ∈ I, and in particular for t = 0. As in (2.45) we see that 1
2
g¯j ≤ g˜j ≤ 2g¯j
implies the coordinate invariant relation 1
4
det(g¯j) ≤ det(g˜j) ≤ 4 det(g¯j) and thus from
Corollary 3.2
f¯j(µf¯j)(B
n
R) ≤ 2f˜j(µf˜j)(BnR) ≤ CR2
for all R < 2j. From Theorem 3.5 we get after passing to a subsequence that
f¯j(φj, 0)→ fˆ0
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locally in C13, where fˆ0 := (Σ̂, gˆ)→ (Rn, δeucl) is a properly and isometrically immersed 2-
manifold without boundary. Fix a countable atlas of Σ̂ comprising of Riemannian normal
coordinate charts {ψk : Bgˆ2rk(xk)→ B22rk ⊂ R2}k∈N with
2−1δ ≤ (gˆim) =: Ĝ ≤ 2δ. (3.46)
For k ∈ N fixed, r := rk, the harmonic coordinates from above induce a sequence of
coordinate representations of fj ◦ φj = fj(φj( ·), ·)
F˜j : (B
2
r , G˜j(t))× I → (Vj ⊂ Rn, Gj)
and
F¯j : (B
2
r , Gj(t))× I → (Vj ⊂ Rn, δeucl)
for j large enough, such that F˜j,t and F¯j,t are isometric immersions and F˜j ≡ F¯j as maps
between manifolds. We now want to show that f¯j ◦φj → fˆ in C5,1 locally on Σ̂× (τ−, τ+).
For this, we show bounds for lower order coordinate derivatives of f¯j ◦ φj similar to
(2.96). We check the assumptions in Lemma A.2. At first, we note that G˜j(0)⇒ Ĝ (i.e.
uniformly) on B2r ⊂⊂ B22r and thus, using (3.46), we have
i) 1
2
δ ≤ Gj ≤ 2δ and 13δ ≤ G˜j(0) ≤ 3δ
and from (3.41),(3.45) we have
ii) |∂γΓ(j)| ≤ Γ15 := 1 for all γ ≤ 15
iii)
∑12
l=0‖∇˜lA˜j‖
L∞(G˜j(t),B2r )
≤ A12 := c(n) for all t ∈ I.
As in (2.89) we get for the coordinate functions ∂ t(G˜j)rs = (∇˜∂ tG˜j)rs
iv) |∂ tG˜j| ≤ c(n).
If A ∈ Rn×n is nonsingular, the inverse matrix may be represented by the formula A−1 =
S(A)
detA
for some S ∈ C∞(Rn2 ,Rn2), Since G˜j(0) ⇒ Ĝ (uniformly) on B2r , and because
1
3
δ ≤ G˜j(0) we infer that Γ˜(j)(0) ⇒ Γ̂ and therefore |Γ˜(j)(0)| ≤ Γ˜0, where Γ˜0 ∈ R>0
is a constant and j is assumed to be chosen large enough. Differentiating Kronecker’s
symbol δki = (G˜j)il(G˜j)
lk with respect to the space variables we get using induction that
∂γΓ˜(j)(0)⇒ ∂γΓ̂ for γ ≤ K and hence
|∂γΓ˜(j)(0)| ≤ Γ˜K∣∣t=0 <∞ (3.47)
uniformly for j sufficiently large. Now arguing analogously to Lemma 2.17, we have the
bounds
|∂γ(∂ tΓ˜(j))|, |∂γΓ˜(j)| ≤ c(n, γ, Aγ+3, Rγ+1, cG˜j , Γ˜γ
∣∣∣
t=0
, |I|)
and therefore
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v) |∂γΓ˜(j)(t)| ≤ Γ˜9 := c(n, Γ˜9∣∣t=0 , |I|) for γ ≤ 9 and all t ∈ I.
From Lemma A.2 (with k = 0, r = 2, s = 0, m = 4) it follows that on the time-interval
I we have
|∂p+1(f¯j ◦ φj)| ≤ c(n, Γ˜9, A9,Γ9, |I|) ≤ c(n, Γ˜9∣∣t=0 , |I|) (p ≤ 10)
and
|∂p∂ lt(f¯j ◦ φj)| ≤ c(n, Γ˜9, A12,Γ9, R10, |I|) ≤ c(n, Γ˜9
∣∣
t=0 , |I|) (p ≤ 6 and l ≤ 2).
By Arzela`-Ascoli a subsequence converges. Choosing a subsequence once more, we have
thus shown that
f¯j ◦ φ→ fˆ in C5,1 on Um × I for j ≥ j0(m, I)
and choosing a diagonal sequence we have finally proven that
f¯j ◦ φ→ fˆ in C5,1 locally on Σ̂× (τ−, τ+). (3.48)
Since G˜j(t)⇒ Ĝ(t) and
G˜j(t)
(A.7)
≥ c(n, |t|)G˜j(0)
i)
≥ 1
3
c(n, |t|)δ for some c > 0
we see that fˆt : (Σ̂, gˆ(t)) → Rn is an isometric immersion for all t ∈ (τ−, τ+). Further-
more, fˆ : (Σ̂, gˆ)× (τ−, τ+)→ Rn is a Willmore flow.
To see that fˆ is static, we let τ− < τ1 < τ2 < τ+, U ⊂⊂ Σ̂ and compute for j suffi-
ciently large∫ τ2
τ1
∫
U
|W(f˜j ◦ φj )|2dµf˜j ◦ φj dτ =
∫ τ2
τ1
∫
φj(U)
|W(f˜j )|2dµf˜jdτ
≤
∫ τ2
τ1
∫
Σ
|W(fj )|2dµfjdτ
(2.73)
= W(fj)∣∣τ = τ1−W(fj)∣∣τ = τ2
= W(f)∣∣t = tj + r4j τ1−W(f)∣∣t = tj + r4j τ2.
SinceW(f) is monotonically decreasing with respect to time, and tj +r4j τ1 → T, it follows
that W(fˆ ) ≡ 0 and hence fˆ is static for τ ≥ τ1.
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To prove (3.35) we fix τ ∈ (τ−, τ+). Integrating the Willmore flow equation with respect
to time as in (3.42), using (3.36) and (3.37), we get
‖f¯j(φj(·), τ)− f¯j(φj(·), 0)‖
C0(Uj)
≤ 2 sup
x∈Uj
dGj
(
f˜j(φj(·), τ), f˜j(φj(·), 0)
) ≤ C,
and by passing to the limit
‖fˆ(·, τ)− fˆ(·, 0)‖
C0(Σ̂)
≤ C.
In particular fˆ(·, τ) : Σ̂→ Rn is proper, and combining with (3.40) yields
‖f¯j(φj(·), τ)− fˆ(·, τ)‖
C0(Uj)
≤ C.
This shows that f¯j ◦φj is uniformly proper, i.e. {x ∈ Σ̂ : |f¯j,τ ◦φj(x)| ≤ R} ⊂ KR,τ ⊂⊂ Σ̂.
Using this fact together with (3.48) we get, for compact K ⊂ U ⊂ Rn, U open and
bounded, at time τ ∈ (τ−, τ+)
(f¯j ◦ φj)−1(K) ⊂ fˆ−1(U) for j sufficiently large.
Using the equivalence (3.41) we can conclude
f¯j(µfjxθj)(K) =
∫
f¯−1j (K)
θj dµfj
=
∫
(f¯j◦φj)−1(K)
θj ◦ φj dµfj ◦ φj
≤
∫
fˆ−1(U)
θj ◦ φj dµf˜j ◦ φj (U is bounded)
≤ (1 + 1/j)
∫
fˆ−1(U)
θj ◦ φj dµf¯j ◦ φj .
Letting j →∞ and taking the infimum over all bounded U ⊃ K, we see
lim sup
j→∞
f¯j(µfjxθj)(K) ≤ fˆ(µfˆ xθ)(K).
Here, we used that K can be approximated from above using only bounded open sets.
Furthermore, we also have fˆ−1(K) ⊂ (f¯j ◦ φj)−1(U) for j large enough, which implies
j
j + 1
∫
fˆ−1(K)
θj ◦ φj dµf¯j ◦ φj
(3.41)
≤
∫
fˆ−1(K)
θj ◦ φj dµf˜j ◦ φj
≤
∫
(f¯j◦φj)−1(U)
θj ◦ φj dµf˜j ◦ φj
=
∫
f¯−1j (U)
θj dµfj
= f¯j(µfjxθj)(U).
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For j →∞ we get, when taking the supremum with respect to K,
fˆ(µfˆ xθ)(U) ≤ lim inf
j→∞
f¯j(µfjxθj)(U).
Note that it is sufficient that the last inequality is valid only for all bounded U ⊂ Rn (cf.
the proof of Theorem 1 in section 1.9 of [5]). Alternatively, one may argue that the latter
inequality also holds for all U ⊂ Rn open, not necessarily bounded by continuity from
below of the measure fˆ(µfˆ xθ). In any case, (3.35) is now settled. 
Before we prove Theorem 0.3 we want to formulate the proposed convergence more pre-
cisely.
Theorem 0.3 (Part II): Under the assumptions and definitions of Theorem 0.3 the
following convergence result holds: There exist sequences Rj ↗ ∞ and pj ∈ M, local
coordinate charts ϕj : B
gj
Rj
(pj) → Vj ⊃ Bn2j2 , a 2-manifold Σ̂ without boundary (possibly
not connected), open sets Uj ⊂⊂ Uj+1 with
⋃∞
j=1 Uj = Σ̂, diffeomorphisms φj : Uj →
f−1j,0
(
ϕ−1j (B
n
j )
)
, open sets Σj ⊂ Σ satisfying φj(Uj) ⊂ Σj and fj(Σj, J) ⊂ BgjRj(pj) for each
J ⊂⊂ R provided j ≥ j0(J), such that for f¯j ◦φj := f¯j
(
φj( · ), ·
)
being well defined locally
on Σ̂× R, where f¯j := ϕj ◦ fj
f¯j ◦ φj → fˆ0 locally in C4,1 on Σ̂× R. (3.49)

Proof of Theorem 0.3: Let ε0, ε1 be as in Theorem 3.4, 0 < ε < min{εT , ε21/2}, and
{rj}j∈N be an arbitrary given sequence with rj ↘ 0. Consider the times
tj := sup{t ≥ 0 : χ(rj, ·) < ε2 on [0, t)}.
Clearly tj ≤ tj+1. By definition of εT in (0.4) and since 0 < ε < εT we also get that
tj < T. By smoothness of the flow we furthermore have limj→∞ tj = T. This could also
be seen by using the upper semicontinuity of χ in the time variable. By maximality of tj
and again by upper semicontinuity of χ(rj, ·), we get χ(rj, tj) ≥ ε2. Next, we show the
existence of so-called concentration points. For this, let j ∈ N be arbitrary but fixed, and
K := {p ∈M : distg(p, f(Σ, tj)) ≤ 2}. Since an upper semicontinuous function attains its
supremum over compact sets, there exist pj ∈M such that
ε2 ≤ χ(rj, tj) = sup
p∈M
E(p, rj, tj) = sup
p∈K
E(p, rj, tj) = E(pj, rj, tj). (3.50)
On the contrary, from (3.32) we get that
χ(rj, tj) ≤ Γ lim inf
t↗tj
χ(rj, t) ≤ Γε2 ≤ ε21
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when restricting to ε2 ≤ ε21Γ−1, where ε21 < ε20 is as in Theorem 3.4. Moreover, t−j = 0
and thus τ− = lim supj→∞
t−j −tj
r4j
= −∞. From this we get the desired (sub-)convergence
locally on the interval (−∞, τ+) from Theorem 3.4. To see that τ+ = ∞, we claim that
for any τ ∈ (−∞, τ+), % ∈ (0, 1),
lim sup
j→∞
χ
fj
(%, τ) ≤ ε2. (3.51)
Otherwise, since χ
fj
(%, τ) = χ(rj%, tj + r
4
j τ), we find a subsequence with∫
f−1(Bgrj%(Pj))
|A|2dµ
∣∣∣
t = tj + r
4
j τ
≥ ε˜2, (3.52)
for some Pj ∈M and ε˜ > ε. Rescaling parabolically, i.e. letting fj be defined as in (3.33)
with gj := (%rj)
−1g, and using harmonic coordinates as above, with the exception to be
centred at Pj instead of pj, we can again define coordinate representations F˜j as in (3.43)
and Riemannian metrics Gj as in (3.41). We have, using lower semi-continuity (3.31) of
χ
fj
◦ (1, ·), ∫
F˜−1j,0
(
Bn√
1−1/m
)|AF˜j(0)|2dµF˜j(0) ≤ ε2 but
∫
F˜−1j,τ (Bn%√1+1/m)
|AF˜j(τ)|2dµF˜j(τ) ≥ ε˜2
for j ≥ m, since by equivalence of the metrics (1− 1/j)δ ≤ Gj ≤ (1 + 1/j)δ it holds
Bn√
1−1/m ⊂ B
Gj
1 (0) and B
Gj
% (0) ⊂ Bn
%
√
1+1/m
.
Analogously to what is shown above, the F˜j (sub-)converge after reparametrization locally
in C5,1 on Σ̂∗ × (−∞, τ+). In particular, convergence (weakly as Radon measures) (3.35)
now implies ∫
F̂−10 (Bn√1−1/m)
|AF̂0|2dµF̂0 ≤ ε2 < ε˜2 ≤
∫
F̂−10 (Bn%√1+1/m)
|AF̂0|2dµF̂0 <∞
for all m ∈ N, recalling that F̂0 is proper by Theorem 3.5, and the reparametrizations of
F˜j,τ are uniformly proper. Letting m → ∞ we get, by continuity from above and from
below of the Radon measure ν := F̂0
(
µF̂0x|AF̂0|2
)
, the contradiction
ν
(
Bn1
) ≤ ν(Bn% ).
Therefore we have now shown (3.51). Now (0.3) implies for any τ ∈ (−∞, τ+)
τ+ = lim inf
j→∞
t+j − tj
r4j
≥ τ + C log Cε
2
0
2ε21
≥ τ + c log 2,
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by definition of ε1 in Letting τ ↗ τ+ we conclude that τ+ =∞.
Using (3.50) we can further estimate
ε2 ≤
∫
f−1(Bgrj (pj))
|Af |2dµf
∣∣∣
t = tj
=
∫
f−1j (B
gj
1 (pj))
|Afj |2dµfj
∣∣∣
t = 0
≤
∫
f¯−1j (B
n√
1+1/m
)
|Af˜j |2dµfj
∣∣∣
t=0
for j ≥ j0(m) and thus, again using the weak convergence as Radon measures (3.35) and
continuity from above of the limit measure we get
0 < ε2 ≤
∫
fˆ−10 (B
n
1 )
|Afˆ0|2dµfˆ0 . (3.53)
For any compact set C ⊂ Σ̂ we have fˆ0(C) ⊂ BnR/2 for some R <∞, and since f˜j,0◦φj → fˆ0
in C0 locally on Σ̂ we see that also
f˜j,0 ◦ φj(C) ⊂ BnR/2 ⊂ BGjR (0)
for large j. Using this, we further get
χ(%, tj) ≥ χ(rjR, tj)
≥
∫
f−1(BgrjR(pj))
|Af |2dµf
∣∣∣
t = tj
=
∫
f−1j (B
gj
R (pj))
|Afj |2dµfj
∣∣∣
t = 0
=
∫
(f˜j,0◦φj)−1(B
Gj
R (0))
|Af˜j,0◦φj |2dµf˜j,0 ◦ φj
≥
∫
C
|Af˜j,0◦φj |2dµf˜j,0 ◦ φj .
Again, since f˜j,0 ◦ φj → fˆ0 in C2 locally on Σ̂ and using (3.41) we get, letting j →∞,
lim inf
j→∞
χ(%, tj) ≥
∫
C
|Afˆ0|2dµfˆ0
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and further, letting C ↗ Σ̂, we obtain
ε2T ≥
∫
Σ̂
|Afˆ0|2dµfˆ0 .
The second estimate in (0.7) follows from the nontriviality (3.53) of the limit surface
Σ̂. The last estimate in (0.7) follows from the fact that if f : Σ → Rn is a properly
immersed Willmore surface with ‖A‖L2 < ε0, then f is a standard plane ([15], Corollary
2.1). Finally, (0.6) follows when choosing ε := min{En/2, ε1/4} = c(n) > 0. Using the
mass-density estimate (3.9) we obtain
0 < c(n) ≤
∫
f−1(Bgrj (pj))
|Af |2dµf
∣∣∣
t = tj
≤ ‖Af (tj)‖2L∞(Σ,g˜ (tj))µftj
(
f−1tj (B
g
rj(pj))
)
≤ C∗r2j‖Af (tj)‖2L∞(Σ,g˜ (tj)),
where C∗ <∞ abbreviates the right-hand side of (3.9). Therefore the equation τ+ =∞
implies
(T − tj)1/4‖Af (tj)‖L∞(Σ,g˜ (tj)) ≥ c ·
(t+j − tj
r4j
)1/4
→∞.
As in [15] for the euclidean case, we may say, adopting the terminology from the mean
curvature flow, that a finite time singularity of the Willmore flow in a manifold of bounded
geometry is always of type II.
The statement in the Remark below Theorem 0.3 is part of Corollary 3.2. 
With the same topological argument as in [14], Lemma 4.3, we finally have the following
Lemma.
Lemma 3.6 (cf. [14]). Let fˆ : Σ̂ → Rn be the blow-up constructed above. If Σ̂ contains
a compact component C, then in fact Σ̂ = C and Σ is diffeomorphic to C.
Proof: For j sufficiently large, φj(C) is both open and closed in Σ. Hence by connected-
ness of Σ we have Σ = φ(C) and thus Σ̂ = C. 
Thus, the blow-up surface is either an embedded round sphere, or contains at least one
component that is a nonumbilic (compact or noncompact) Willmore surface. As a con-
sequence, provided that the Willmore energy of the initial surface is strictly below 8pi,
the case of an embedded sphere can be excluded by an inequality of Li and Yau [18].
Alternatively, embedded spheres can also be excluded if it is possible to establish a lower
area bound (cf. [14], Theorem 4.4).
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A.1 Coordinate estimates
In this chapter we want to derive coordinate estimates depending on the bounds of the
geometry, which are used many times in this work. For this, assume that for a given
Riemannian metric g, open sets U ⊂ Rd and V ⊂ Rn, and a time interval 0 ∈ I =
[t1, t2] ⊂ R we have smooth coordinate representations
f˜ : (U, G˜(t))× I → (V, g)
and
f¯ : (U,G(t))× I → (V, δeucl)
such that for any t ∈ I ˜¯ft := ˜¯f( · , t) is an isometric immersion. Here, f˜ ≡ f¯ ≡: f as maps
between manifolds. In addition, we want to assume the following:
i) c−1δ ≤ g ≤ cδ and c−1δ ≤ G˜t=0 ≤ cδ (A.1)
ii) |∂γRnΓ(g)| ≤ ΓB for |γ| ≤ B (A.2)
iii)
∑L
l=0‖∇˜lA˜‖
L∞(G˜(t),U)
≤ AL (A.3)
iv) |∂tG˜|G˜(t) ≤ P ∀t ∈ (t1, t2) (A.4)
v) |∂γΓ˜| ≤ Γ˜N for |γ| ≤ N and ∀t ∈ I. (A.5)
Note that for negative indices in ΓB, AL and Γ˜N we have the empty condition.
From (A.1) it follows that |g−1| ≤ c using polarization, and further from this, using
(A.2),
|∂γg|, |∂γ(g−1)| ≤ c(m,n,Γm) for 0 ≤ |γ| ≤ m+ 1, (A.6)
where the second estimate follows from the first by differentiating Kronecker’s symbol
δαβ = g
αγgγβ. Further, since |∂tG˜|G˜(t) ≤ P, we have that for c = c(P, |I|)
c−1δ ≤ c−1G˜t=0 ≤ G˜ ≤ c G˜t=0 ≤ cδ (A.7)
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from (A.4) and Lemma 14.2 of [9]. Thus by definition of G we also have
c−1δ ≤ G ≤ cδ. (A.8)
As in (A.6) we note that
|∂γG˜|, |∂γ(G˜−1)| ≤ c(m, d, Γ˜m) for 1 ≤ |γ| ≤ m+ 1. (A.9)
Lemma A.1 Under the above assumptions, the following quantities are uniformly bounded
on U × I for any s ∈ N0 and any k + r = m ∈ N0 :
a) |∂k∇˜rA˜| ≤ c(Γ˜k−1, Ak+r,Γk−1)
b) |∂m+2f | ≤ c(Γ˜m, Am,Γm) (m ≥ −1)
c) |∂m+1G|, |∂m+1(G−1)| ≤ c(Γ˜m, Am,Γm) (m ≥ −1)
d) |∂mΓ | ≤ c(Γ˜m, Am,Γm)
e) |DmA|f¯ + |∇mA|f¯ ≤ c(Γ˜m, Am,Γm)
f) |∂m+2(∂ sg)◦f | ≤ c(Γ˜m, Am,Γm+s+1) (m ≥ −2)
g) |∂m+2(∂ sΓ)◦f | ≤ c(Γ˜m, Am,Γm+s+2) (m ≥ −2)
h) |∂m+2(DsR)◦f | ≤ c(Γ˜m, Am,Γm+1, Rm+s+2) (m ≥ −2),
where
∑
i≤m‖DiR‖g ≤ Rm and c may also depend on d, n,m, s, P, |I| and the constants
in (A.1).
Here, Γ are the Christoffel’s symbols induced by G, D is the respective connection in-
duced by f¯ , and A is the second fundamental form of f¯ .
Proof: To show a) - g) we use induction over L ∈ N0, where m ≤ L. We let the constants
c also depend on d, n, L, s, P, |I| and the constants in (A.1).
Ad a) & b): ∑
iα
|∂ ifα|2 = ‖∂f‖2δ ≤ c‖Df‖
2
f˜
≤ c
and analogously
|A˜|2 ≤ c‖A˜‖2
f˜
≤ c(A0)
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using the equivalences (A.1) and (A.7). With Gauß-Weingarten, i.e. A˜ = ∂2f+∂f·∂f·Γ◦f+
∂f ·Γ˜, we estimate
|∂2f | ≤ |A˜|+ c(‖∂f‖2
δ
‖Γ‖
δ
+ ‖∂f‖
δ
‖Γ˜‖
δ
) ≤ c(Γ˜0, A0,Γ0).
Ad c): By polarization, we get from (A.8) |G|, |G−1| ≤ c. Since we may write G = ∂f ·∂f
we can now estimate
|∂G| = |∂f ·∂2f | ≤ c‖∂f‖
δ
‖∂2f‖
δ
≤ c(Γ˜0, A0,Γ0)
The estimate for the inverse metric again follows from differentiating Kronecker’s symbol.
Ad d): |Γ | = |G−1 ·∂G| ≤ c(Γ˜0, A0,Γ0) from the above.
Ad e): Again with Gauss-Weingarten we estimate
|A¯| ≤ ‖∂2f‖
δ
+ c‖∂f‖
δ
‖Γ‖
δ
≤ c(Γ˜0, A0,Γ0),
and thus we have the same bound for
‖A¯‖
f¯
≤ c‖A¯‖
δ
≤ c(Γ˜0, A0,Γ0).
Ad f): |(∂ sg)◦f | ≤ c(Γs−1), |∂(∂ sg)◦f | ≤ c(Γs) and |∂2(∂ sg)◦f | ≤ c(Γ˜0, A0,Γs+1) follow
from the chain rule.
Ad g): As above.
Now assume that a) - g) hold true for any s ∈ N0 and any m = k + r ≤ L ∈ N0
and let m = k + r = L+ 1.
Ad a): To estimate |∂k∇˜rA˜| we use a telescope sum to get
∂k∇˜rA˜− ∇˜L+1A˜ = ∂k∇˜rA˜− ∇˜k∇˜rA˜
=
k∑
j=1
(
∂ j∇˜k+r−jA˜− ∂ j−1∇˜k+r+1−j)A˜
=
k∑
j=1
∂ j−1(∂ − ∇˜)∇˜k+r−jA˜
so that we have to compute (∂ − ∇˜)S for S := ∇˜k+r−jA˜. But for any Nf˜ -valued tensor
field it holds
∇˜S = D˜S − P>D˜S
= ∂S + Γ˜·S + Γ◦f ·∂f ·S + G˜−1 ·g ◦f ·S ·A˜·∂f. (A.10)
Substituting, we therefore get for 1 ≤ j ≤ k using the induction hypothesis
|∂ j−1(∂ − ∇˜)∇˜k+r−jA˜| = |∂ j−1(Γ˜·S + Γ◦f ·∂f ·S + G˜−1 ·g ◦f ·S ·A˜·∂f)|
≤ c(Γ˜k−1, AL,Γk−2,Γk−1)
≤ c(Γ˜k−1, AL,Γk−1).
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and thus in summary
|∂k∇˜rA˜| ≤ |∇˜L+1A˜|+ c(Γ˜k−1, AL,Γk−1)
≤ c(Γ˜k−1, AL+1,Γk−1).
Ad b): Again with Gauss-Weingarten we can estimate
|∂L+3f | = |∂L+1(A˜+ ∂f ·∂f ·Γ◦f + ∂f ·Γ˜)|
≤ c(Γ˜L, AL+1,ΓL,ΓL+1, Γ˜L+1)
= c(Γ˜L+1, AL+1,ΓL+1).
Ad c): Differentiating we get the bounds
|∂L+2G| = |∂L+2(∂f ·∂f)| ≤ c(n, L, P, Γ˜L+1, AL+1,ΓL+1)
Analogously to the estimates for m ≤ 0, these bounds also hold for the inverse metrics.
Ad d): Similarly
|∂L+1Γ | = |∂L+1(G−1 ·∂G)|
≤ c(Γ˜L, AL,ΓL, Γ˜L+1, AL+1,ΓL+1)
≤ c(Γ˜L+1, AL+1,ΓL+1).
Ad e): By induction it follows that
DL+1A = ∂L+1A +
L+1∑
u=1
∑
k1+...+ku+i≤L
∂k1Γ ·. . .·∂kuΓ ·∂ iA
(where we have used ΓR
n ≡ 0) we estimate using Gauss-Weingarten, i.e. A = ∂2f +∂f·Γ ,
|DL+1A| ≤ |∂L+1A|+ c(Γ˜L, AL,ΓL) max
i
|∂ iA|
≤ c(Γ˜L+1, AL+1,ΓL+1).
Since DmA is tensorial, the proposed estimate for the first summand follows by equivalence
of the metrics (A.8). For the second, we show by induction over j ∈ N0 that for all i, j ∈ N0
we have
|∂ i∇jA| ≤ c(Γ˜i+j, Ai+j,Γi+j).
Case j = 0 follows from Gauss-Weingarten and from what has been shown above. For
the induction step we note that for a Nf¯ -valued tensor field we have
∇S = DS − P >¯f DS = ∂S + Γ·S +G−1 ·A·S ·∂f
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and thus
|∂ i∇j+1A| ≤ |∂ i(∂∇jA + Γ·∇jA +G−1 ·A·∇jA·∂f)|
≤ c(Γ˜i+j+1, Ai+j+1,Γi+j+1).
For i := 0 it follows e), again using the equivalence (A.8) and that ∇rA is tensorial.
Ad f): Case m = −2 follows from (A.6). Using induction one can show that for l ≥ 1
∂ l
(
(∂ sg)◦f
)
=
l∑
u=1
∑
k1+...+ku=l
(∂u+sg)◦f ·∂k1f ·. . .·∂kuf (A.11)
and thus
|∂m+2((∂ sg)◦f)| ≤ c(Γm+s+1, Γ˜m, Am).
Ad g): Analogously to f), so that we have now shown a) - g).
Ad h): As in e), one can show by induction (over l) that for any l, s ∈ N0
Dl+sRM = ∂ lDsR +
l∑
u=1
∑
k1+...+ku+k≤l−1
∂k1Γ·. . .·∂kuΓ·∂kDsR (A.12)
and thus
|∂uDsR| ≤ ‖Du+sR‖
δ
+ c(n, u, s,Γu−1)
u−1∑
i=0
‖∂ iDsR‖
δ
≤ c(n, u, s,Γu−1)
u+s∑
j=0
‖DjR‖
δ
(A.1)
≤ c(n, u, s,Γu−1)
u+s∑
j=0
‖DjR‖g
≤ c(n, u, s,Γu−1, Ru+s).
From this estimate we get for m ≥ −1
|∂m+2((DsR)◦f)| ≤ c(Γm+1, Rm+s+2, Γ˜m, Am),
where we used a formula analogous to (A.11) with DsR instead of ∂ sg, i.e. for l ≥ 1
∂ l
(
(DsR)◦f
)
=
l∑
u=1
∑
k1+...+ku=l
(∂uDsR)◦f ·∂k1f ·. . .·∂kuf. (A.13)

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Lemma A.2 Assume that (A.1) to (A.5) holds and assume further that we have a local
flow
f : (U, G˜(t))× I → (V, g) (U ⊂ Rd, V ⊂ Rn open)
of isometric immersions ft such that
∂ tf = −W, (A.14)
where W is a universal linear combination of elements in
{∂k∇rA, G˜, G˜−1, ∂f, g ◦f , (DsR)◦f}
for k + r + 2, s ≤ m ∈ N. Then for any p ∈ N0, l ∈ N
|∂p+1f | ≤ c(Γ˜p−1, Ap−1,Γp−1) (A.15)
and
|∂p∂ ltf | ≤ c(Γ˜p+(l−1)m+k−1, Ap+lm−2,Γp+(l−1)m+k−1, Rp+(l−1)m+s). (A.16)
Here, the constant c may also depend on n, d,m, p, l, P, |I| and the constants in (A.1).
Proof: We let the constant c may also depend on n, d,m, p, l, P, |I| and the constants
in (A.1). Assume that |∂ i∂ jtf | ≤ f (l)(p) < ∞ (0 ≤ i ≤ p, 1 ≤ j ≤ l) for an auxiliary
function f (l)(p) to be determined. By induction over l one can show that
|∂p∂ lt
(
(∂ sg)◦f
)| ≤ c(Γ˜p−2, Ap−2,Γp+l+s−1, f (l)(p))
|∂p∂ lt
(
(∂ sΓ)◦f
)| ≤ c(Γ˜p−2, Ap−2,Γp+l+s, f (l)(p))
|∂p∂ lt
(
(DsR)◦f
)| ≤ c(Γ˜p−2, Ap−2,Γp+l−1, f (l)(p), Rp+s+l)
|∂p∂ ltG˜|, |∂p∂ lt(G˜−1)| ≤ c(Γ˜p−1, Ap−1,Γp+l−1, f (l)(p+ 1))
|∂p∂ ltΓ˜| ≤ c(Γ˜p, Ap,Γp+l, f (l)(p+ 2)).
For l = 1, the above inequalities follow after differentiation in time using Lemma A.1,
and then using the induction hypothesis. Taking the above inequalities into account and
now using induction over r ∈ N0, one can show that
|∂p+k∂ lt∇rA| ≤ c(Γ˜p+k+r, Ap+k+r,Γp+k+r+l, f (l)(p+ k + r + 2)),
where for the induction step we used (A.10) with S := ∇r−1A. We now want to estimate
|∂p∂ ltf |. Due to the special structure of W and estimating k + r ≤ m − 2, the above
inequalities reduce to
|∂p∂ lt(g ◦f)| ≤ c(Γ˜p−2, Ap−2,Γp+l−1, f (l)(p)) (A.17)
|∂p∂ lt
(
(DsR)◦f
)| ≤ c(Γ˜p−2, Ap−2,Γp+l−1, f (l)(p), Rp+s+l) (A.18)
|∂p∂ ltG˜|, |∂p∂ lt(G˜−1)| ≤ c(Γ˜p−1, Ap−1,Γp+l−1, f (l)(p+ 1)) (A.19)
|∂p+k∂ lt∇rA| ≤ c(Γ˜p+m−2, Ap+m−2,Γp+m−2+l, f (l)(p+m)) (A.20)
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and from Lemma A.1
|∂p+k∇rA| ≤ c(Γ˜p+k−1, Ap+m−2,Γp+k−1), (A.21)
where (A.17) to (A.19) also hold for l = 0 by Lemma A.1, if we set f (0)(p) := 0. We let
f (l)(p) := c(Γ˜p+(l−1)m+k−1, Ap+lm−2,Γp+(l−1)m+k−1, Rp+(l−1)m+s).
Clearly, f (l)(p) is increasing in l and p, and f (l)(p+m) ≤ f (l+1)(p) in the obvious sense.
(A.16) is proved if we can show that
|∂p∂ ltf | ≤ f (l)(p)
for 1 ≤ l ≤ L ∈ N. Using Lemma A.1 and the remarks above it, it is easy to see that for
L = 1
|∂p∂ tf | ≤ c(Γ˜p+k−1, Ap+m−2,Γp+k−1, Rp+s) = f (1)(p). (A.22)
To estimate |∂p∂L+1t f |, we use the equation ∂ tf = W. Let µ ≤ p and λ ≤ L. Using (A.17)
to (A.20) for l := λ ≤ L, we get for the induction step
|∂µ∂λt G˜|, |∂µ∂λt (G˜−1)| ≤ c(Γ˜µ−1, Aµ−1,Γµ+λ−1, f (λ)(µ))
≤ f (λ+1)(µ) ≤ f (L+1)(p),
|∂µ+1∂λt f | ≤ f (λ)(µ+ 1) ≤ f (λ)(p+m) ≤ f (L+1)(p) for (λ ≥ 1), and
|∂µ+1f | ≤ c(Γ˜µ−1, Aµ−1,Γµ−1) ≤ f (L+1)(p),
|∂µ∂λt (g ◦f)| ≤ c(Γ˜µ−2, Aµ−2,Γµ+λ−1, f (λ)(µ))
≤ f (λ+1)(µ) ≤ f (1)(µ) ≤ f (L+1)(p),
|∂µ∂λt
(
(DsR)◦f
)| ≤ c(Γ˜µ−2, Aµ−2,Γµ+λ−1, f (λ)(µ), Rµ+s+λ)
≤ f (λ+1)(µ) ≤ f (L+1)(p),
|∂µ+k∂λt∇rA| ≤ c(Γ˜µ+m−2, Aµ+m−2,Γµ+m−2+λ, f (λ)(µ+m))
≤ f (λ+1)(µ) ≤ f (L+1)(p) for (λ ≥ 1), and finally
|∂µ+k∇rA| ≤ c(Γ˜µ+k−1, Aµ+m−2,Γµ+k−1)
≤ f (1)(µ) ≤ f (L+1)(p).
Therefore we have shown |∂p∂L+1t f | ≤ f (L+1)(p). Actually, if f (1)(p) is given, f (l)(p) is the
optimal function having the property f (l)(p + m) ≤ f (l+1)(p), because equality holds. In
(A.15) we merely stated again Lemma A.1. 
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Lemma A.3 Let U be a manifold without boundary, and let for V ⊂ Rn open
f˜ : (U, g˜ )→ (V, g)
and
f¯ : (U, g¯)→ (V, δeucl)
be isometric immersions such that f˜ = f¯ as maps between manifolds. Let further L ∈ N0
and assume that (with respect to the standard coordinates of Rn) we have the bounds
c−1g δ ≤ g ≤ cgδ,
L∑
i=0
sup
V
|∂ iΓ| ≤ ΓL,
L∑
i=0
‖∇˜iA˜‖
L∞(U,g˜ )
≤ AL.
Then
L∑
i=0
(‖DiA‖
L∞(U,g¯)
+ ‖∇iA‖
L∞(U,g¯)
) ≤ c, (A.23)
where c only depends on cg,ΓL, AL and the dimension n.
Proof: We proceed as follows: Since the extrinsic and relative curvature of f˜ is bounded
we also get a bound for the intrinsic curvature R˜ of (U, g˜ ). Now (A.23) can be estimated
by a uniform pointwise estimate. Namely, we can control ∂ ig˜ at the origin of Riemannian
normal coordinates in terms of the intrinsic curvature and its derivatives. From this we
get uniform bounds for ∂ ifα and thus also for the relative curvature of f¯ .
To begin, since R = ∂Γ + Γ ·Γ we get, using (A.12) for s = 0, that |DlR| ≤ c(Γl+1)
and thus
‖DlR‖
L∞(V,g)
≤ c(cg,ΓL) (l ≤ L− 1).
From the equations of Gauss (1.17) we know
R˜ = R◦f ? Df ? Df ? Df ? Df + A˜∗A˜ = Q0,0 + P 02 (A˜).
Differentiating covariantly we get ∇˜mR˜ = Qm−1,1 + Pm2 (A˜) for m ≥ 1, and therefore
L−1∑
i=0
‖∇˜iR˜‖
L∞(U,g˜ )
=: R˜L−1 ≤ c(n, cg,ΓL, AL−1).
For arbitrary but fixed x0 ∈ U we choose Riemannian normal coordinates with respect to
g˜ centred at x0 with 2
−1δ ≤ (g˜ij) ≤ 2δ locally as bilinear forms. It is not hard to show
that ∇˜mR˜(x0) in the above coordinates is a universal linear combination of elements in
the set {∂2g˜ (x0), . . . , ∂m+2g˜ (x0)}. The other direction is also true, as it has been proven
in [8]: Using a system of symmetries for the m-th partial derivative of g˜ obtained from
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differentiating the Lemma of Gauss in Riemannian normal coordinates {xi}i=1,2, i.e.
δikx
k = g˜ikx
k, m+ 2 times, it is possible to isolate ∂m+2g˜ so that one arrives at∑
σ∈Sm
(∇˜mR˜)kσ(m+2)···kσ(3)rkσ(2)skσ(1)
∣∣
x0
= C(n)
(
∂m+2km+2···k1 g˜rs +
a polynomial in lower
order partials of g˜
)
.
Using induction it finally follows that
∂m+2km+2···k1 g˜rs
∣∣
x0
= C(n)
( ∑
σ∈Sm
(∇˜mR˜)kσ(m+2)···kσ(3)rkσ(2)skσ(1) + a polynomial in lower ordercovariant derivatives of R˜
)
.
The last equation can also be obtained when differentiating (5.1) in [8]. Therefore, in x0
we have
Γ˜ = 0 and
L∑
i=1
|∂ iΓ˜| ≤ c(n, R˜L−1) ≤ c(n, cg,ΓL, AL−1).
Now it is easy to see that for a) - h) in Lemma A.1 we more generally have point-
wise estimates, i.e. a) |∂k∇˜rA˜|(x) ≤ c(Γ˜k−1(x), Ak+r,Γk−1), . . . , g) |∂m+2(DsR)◦f |(x) ≤
c(Γ˜m(x), Am,Γm+1, Rm+s+2), provided |∂iΓ˜|(x) ≤ Γ˜N(x) for i ≤ N and ∀t ∈ I. Thus from
e) in this Lemma with t1 = t2 = 0 and by naturality of the second fundamental form A,
∇ and D, we infer that for i ≤ L
|DiA|f¯ (x0) + |∇iA|f¯ (x0) ≤ c(n, cg, Γ˜L(x), AL,ΓL)
≤ c(n, cg,ΓL, AL),
which proves the Lemma. 
A.2 Bounds on the metric in harmonic coordinates and
Riemannian normal coordinates
Lemma A.4 (Harmonic Coordinates; cf. [10], Theorem 1.2). Let (M, g) be a smooth,
complete Riemannian n-manifold. Assume that for some k ∈ N0 and a given universal
constant c(n, k), R > 0 can be chosen such that
RΛ(k) ≤ c
where Λ(M,g)(k) :=
∑k
i=0‖Diric(M,g)‖
1
i+2
L∞(M,g)
+ inj(M, g)−1. Then for any p ∈ M there
exists a g-harmonic chart
ϕ : BgR(p)→ Rn
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and a universal C = C(n, k) such that in these coordinates gαβ(p) = δαβ and
i) 1− CΛR)δ ≤ (gαβ) ≤ (1 + CΛR)δαβ on BgR(p),
ii) supBgR(p)|∂γgαβ| ≤ CΛ|γ| for all 1 ≤ |γ| ≤ k + 1,
iii) supBgR(p)|∂γΓαβδ| ≤ CΛ|γ|+1 for all 0 ≤ |γ| ≤ k.

Lemma A.5 (Riemannian normal coordinates; cf. [10], Theorem 1.3). Let (M, g) be a
smooth, complete Riemannian n-manifold. Assume that for a given universal constant
c(n), R > 0 can be chosen such that
RΛ ≤ c
where Λ(M,g) := ‖R‖1/2
L∞(M,g)
+‖DR‖1/3
L∞(M,g)
+ inj(M, g)−1. Then for any p ∈M there exist
Riemannian normal coordinates with respect to g (of radius R around p) and a universal
constant C = C(n) such that in these coordinates gαβ(p) = δαβ and
i) (1− Cr2Λ2)δ ≤ (gαβ) ≤ (1 + Cr2Λ2)δ on Bgr (p) for all 0 ≤ r < R,
ii) supBgr (p)|∂γgαβ| ≤ CrΛ2 for all 0 ≤ r < R,
iii) supBgr (p)|Γαβδ| ≤ CrΛ2 for all 0 ≤ r < R.

A.3 Construction of cutoff functions and a partition of
unity
In the next Proposition we refer to a basic comparison estimate for the Hessian of the
distance function taken from ([22], Corollary 2.4). In this section we denote by {∂α}2≤α≤n
the spherical coordinate frame of Riemannian polar coordinates. Exceptionally, we sum
from α = 2, . . . , n.
Proposition A.6 ([22], Corollary 2.4). Let (M, g) a Riemannian manifold with bounded
sectional curvature k ≤ secM ≤ K. Denoting by (Sβα) the Hessian of dp := dg(p, ·) in
Riemannian polar coordinates, we have (as long as snK(r) > 0)
√
KctK(r) ≤
(
Sβα(r, θ)
)
2≤α,β≤n ≤
√
kctk(r),
where
√
kctk(r) =
sn′k(r)
snk(r)
=
√
k csk(r)
snk(r)
and snk(r) :=
1√
k
sin
(√
kr
)
for k ∈ R\{0}. 
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Lemma A.7 (Cutoff functions). Let (Mn, g) be a Riemannian manifold and assume that
% > 0 can be chosen such that % < inj(M, g). Then for any δ ∈ R+ satisfying
0 < δ < % < inj(M, g)
there exists for arbitrary p ∈M a cutoff function γ˜ := γ˜p,δ,% ∈ C∞(M) with
χBδ(p) ≤ γ˜ ≤ χB%(p) and ‖Dj γ˜‖∞ ≤
c
(%− δ)j (A.24)
for j = 1 and c = c(n). If additionally | sec
(M,g)
| ≤ κ2 < ∞, then for any δ, % ∈ R+
satisfying
0 < δ < % < min{inj(M, g), pi
2κ
}
(A.24) also holds for j = 2.
Proof: Let p ∈ M be arbitrary but fixed, r := δ/% and assume that % = 1 (scale other-
wise). Also, it is enough to restrict to r ≥ 1/2, i.e. we have 1/2 ≤ r < 1 < inj(M, g) =: i0.
Since the exponential function expp : Bi0(0p) := {v ∈ TpM : |v| < i0} → Bi0(p) ⊂ M is
a diffeomorphism and distg(p, q) = |exp−1p (q)| for q ∈ Bi0(p), we know that the function
dp := distg(p, ·) is smooth on Bi0(p)\{p}. Now let h ∈ C∞(R) be a cutoff function with
h ≡ 1 on Bcanr (0), spt h ⊂ Bcan(1+r)/2(0), |h
′ | ≤ c(1 − r)−1, |h′′ | ≤ c(1 − r)−2 and define
γ˜ := h ◦ dp. After extending γ˜ by zero to the whole of M , we get γ˜ ∈ C∞(M), and
furthermore γ˜ ≡ 1 on Br(p) and spt γ˜ ⊂ B(1+r)/2(p) by construction. The first derivative
can easily be estimated on B(1+r)/2(p)\B1/4(p) as follows:
|Dγ˜| ≤ c|h′ ◦ dp||Ddp|
≤ cmax
R
|h′||gradgdp|
≤ c(1− r)−1,
since dp is a distance function, i.e. |gradgdp| ≡ 1.
Now we assume that 0 < 1/2 ≤ r < 1 < min{inj(M, g), pi
2κ
}. Then, since
D2γ˜ = h′′ ◦ dpDdp ⊗Ddp + h′ ◦ dpD2dp,
we can estimate the second derivative on B(1+r)/2(p)\B1/4(p)
|D2γ˜| ≤ max
R
|h′′||Ddp|2 + max
R
|h′||D2dp| (A.25)
≤ c(1− r)−2 + c(1− r)−1|D2dp|
≤ c(1− r)−2(1 + |D2dp|). (A.26)
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If S := Dgradgdp denotes the Hessian of dp, i.e. the Weingarten operator of the distance
spheres, we pointwise have for an adapted local g-orthonormal frame {eα} (summing over
α, β)
|D2dp|2 = (D2eα,eβdp)2 = (Deα(Ddp · eβ))2 = (Deα(g(gradgdp, eβ)))2 = g(Deαgradgdp, eβ)2
= |Dgradgdp|2 = |S|2.
To estimate |S|2, we get from Proposition A.6 in Riemannian polar coordinates {∂α}1≤α≤n
κ cot (κr) ≤ (Sβα(r, θ))2≤α,β≤n ≤ κ coth (κr) ,
since sin(iz) = i sinh(z) for z ∈ C, and | sec
(M,g)
| ≤ κ2. Note, that Sβα = 0 if α ·β = 0.
This follows when differentiating the identity g ◦f(gradgdp, gradgdp) ≡ 1 and taking into
account that S is self-adjoint with respect to g. Because 0 ≤ κ cot(κr) for 0 ≤ r ≤ pi
2κ
,
and κ coth(κr) ≤ 5/r ≤ 10 for κ/2 ≤ κr ≤ 2 we can estimate
|S|2(r, θ) = g (S(∂α), S(∂β)) gαβ
= g
(
S2(∂α), ∂β
)
gαβ
= trace(S2)
≤ (n− 1) max{λ2 : λ is an eigenvalue of S}
≤ c,
i.e. |D2γ˜| ≤ c(1− r)−2 from (A.26). Finally, rescaling yields the claim of the Lemma. 
To construct an appropriate partition of unity (see Lemma A.9), we use Lemma 1.1
from [10]:
Lemma A.8 (Covering Lemma I). Let (M, g) be a smooth, complete Riemannian n-
manifold with ricci(M,g) ≥ (n − 1)kg, and let σ > 0 be given. There exists a sequence
(pi)i∈N of points in M such that for any r ≥ σ :
i) the family (Br(pi))i∈N is a uniformly locally finite covering of M , and there is an
upper bound N = N(n, σ, r, k) for the number of Balls intersecting a previously given
one
ii) for any i 6= j, Bσ/2(pi) ∩Bσ/2(pj) = ∅
where, for p ∈M and r > 0, Br(p) denotes the geodesic ball of centre p and radius r. 
Lemma A.9 (Existence of an appropriate partition of unity). Let (M, g) be a Rieman-
nian manifold and assume that % > 0 can be chosen with
%max{c1‖ricci(M,g)‖∞1/2, inj(M, g)−1} < 1,
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where c1 > 0 is a constant. Then there exists a uniformly locally finite covering {B%(pi)}i∈N
of M , i.e. an arbitrary Ball B%(pi) intersects with at most N = N(n, c1) other Balls of
this covering. Furthermore, there is a smooth partition of unity {η˜i}i∈N subordinate to
this covering with 0 ≤ η˜j ≤ 1 and |Dη˜i| ≤ c(n,N)% . 
Remark: A bound ricci(M,g) ≥ (n − 1 )kg for k ∈ R instead of demanding a bound for
‖ricci(M,g)‖∞ would suffice. ♦
Proof: We may assume that % = 1, i.e. inj(M, g) < 1 and ‖ricci‖∞ < c−21 . The
bound on the Ricci curvature implies that ricci ≥ −c(n)c−21 g . Choosing r := σ := 1/2
in Lemma A.8 we obtain a covering {B1/2(pi)}i∈N of M such that each ball B1(pi0)
(i0 ∈ N) of twice the radius intersects with at most N(n, 1/2, 1, c1) = N(n, c1) other
balls B1(pj) ∈ {B1(pi)}i∈N. Using Lemma A.7 we have a sequence of bump functions
{γi}i∈N with χB1/2(pi) ≤ γi ≤ χB1(pi) and ‖Dγi‖∞ ≤ c. Since {B1/2(pi)}i∈N is a covering of
M , we have
1 ≤
∞∑
j=1
γi ≤ N.
Thus we can define
η˜i :=
γi∑∞
j=1 γj
.
For i ∈ N and q ∈ B1(pi) both arbitrary but fixed, let wlog (renumber otherwise)
{B1(p1), . . . , B1(pk)} with k ≤ N the only pairwise distinct Balls containing q. Then
we have in q
|Dη˜i| ≤ |Dγi|∑k
j=1 γj
+
γi(∑k
j=1 γj
)2 ∣∣∣∑kj=1Dγj∣∣∣
≤ c+
∑k
j=1
|Dγj|
≤ c+ cN.
Since
∑
η˜i ≡ 1 the lemma follows after rescaling. 
The next Lemma is in spirit of Lemma A.8 and uses a kind of Vitali’s argument. It
is needed in the context of interior estimates.
Lemma A.10 (Covering Lemma II). Let (M, g) be a smooth complete Riemannian man-
ifold with ricci(M,g) ≥ kg as bilinear forms for some k ∈ R. Then any closed geodesic ball
B% ⊂M with %|k|1/2 ≤ 1 can be covered with at most Γ(n) other balls B%/2 of radius %/2. If
even ‖ricci(M,g)‖∞ <∞, then such a cover exists for any % > 0 with %2‖ricci(M,g)‖∞ ≤ 1.
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Proof: For bounded U ⊂M open, we let |U | := µg(U). From the remark below Theorem
1.1 of [10], which is based on a comparison theorem of Bishop and Gromov, it follows that
for any % > 0 and p ∈M we have
|B2%(p)| ≤ exp
(√
4(n− 1)|k|%)8n|B%/4(p)|
≤ Γ(n)|B%/4(p)|,
when we define Γ(n) := exp
(√
4(n− 1))8n. Now for p ∈M and % > 0 arbitrary but fixed,
consider the system of sets
M :=
{
S : S =
⋃
i∈Λ⊂N
B%/4(qi) for a disjoint union of balls B%/4(qi) ⊂ B%(p) ⊂M
}
.
It is easy to see that M (is non-empty and) is partially ordered by inclusion and every
chain inM has an upper bound. Hence, by Zorn’s lemma,M contains a maximal element
Ŝ inM. Now consider an arbitrary finite number N of Balls in Ŝ. After renumbering, we
may assume that {q1, . . . , qN} are the centres of such balls. Because
N |B%(p)| =
N∑
j=1
|B%(p)| ≤
N∑
j=1
|B2%(qj)| ≤
N∑
j=1
Γ|B%/4(qj)| = Γ|∪Nj=1B2%(qj)| ≤ Γ|B%(p)|
we get, since |B%(p)| > 0, that N ≤ Γ, and thus B%(p) contains at most Γ disjoint balls
of radius %/4. Now it is easy to see that
B%(p) ⊂
⋃
i∈ΛŜ
B%/2(qi)
and also that for the number of elements we have |ΛŜ | ≤ Γ. This shows the existence
of the desired cover. Now let ‖ricci(M,g)‖∞ < ∞. Defining k := −2n‖ricci(M,g)‖∞ we get
ricci(M,g) ≥ kg, since |ricci(M,g)(v, v)| ≤ 2n|ricci(M,g)|g|v|2g for any v ∈ TM. If one redefines
Γ := exp
(√
8(n− 1))8n, the second statement follows. 
A.4 Interpolation inequalities
For this section, apart from for Theorem A.17, we assume that Σ is a d-dimensional
Riemannian manifold and that γ ∈ C1c (Σ) satisfies
0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, |∇γ| ≤ G.
Except for Corollary A.14 and Theorem A.17 the interpolation inequalities from [13] carry
over to the Riemannian setting, and are stated for convenience of the reader.
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Lemma A.11 Let 1
p
+ 1
q
= 1
r
, 1 ≤ p, q, r < ∞ and α + β = 1, α, β ≥ 0. For s ≥
max{αq, βp} and −1
p
≤ t ≤ 1
q
we have
(∫
Σ
|∇φ|2rγsdµ
) 1
r
≤ c
(∫
[γ>0]
|φ|qγs(1−tq)dµ
) 1
q
(∫
Σ
|∇2φ|pγs(1+tp)dµ
) 1
p
+cGs
(∫
[γ>0]
|φ|qγs−αqdµ
) 1
q
(∫
Σ
|∇φ|pγs−βpdµ
) 1
p
where c=c(d,r).
Proof: Using integration by parts, we get∫
Σ
|∇φ|2rγsdµ =
∫
Σ
〈φ,∇∗(γs|∇φ|2r−2∇φ)〉dµ
= −
∫
Σ
〈φ, γs|∇φ|2r−2∆φ〉dµ− s
∫
Σ
〈φ, γs−1∇eiγ|∇φ|2r−2∇eiφ〉dµ
−2(r − 1)
∫
Σ
〈φ,∇eiφ〉〈∇φ,∇ei(∇φ)〉|∇φ|2r−4γsdµ
≤ c(d, r)
∫
Σ
|φ|γs|∇φ|2r−2|∇2φ|dµ+ c(d)sG
∫
Σ
|φ|γs−1|∇φ|2r−1dµ
≤ c
(∫
[γ>0]
|φ|qγs(1−tq)dµ
) 1
q
(∫
Σ
|∇φ|2rγsdµ
) r−1
r
(∫
Σ
|∇2φ|γs(1+tp)dµ
) 1
p
+cGs
(∫
[γ>0]
|φ|qγs−αqdµ
) 1
q
(∫
Σ
|∇φ|2rγsdµ
) r−1
r
(∫
Σ
|∇φ|pγs−βpdµ
) 1
p
,
since 1
q
+ r−1
r
+ 1
p
= 1. 
Corollary A.12 For 2 ≤ p <∞ and s ≥ p we have(∫
Σ
|∇φ|pγsdµ
) 1
p
≤ ε
(∫
Σ
|∇2φ|pγs+pdµ
) 1
p
+
c
ε
(∫
[γ>0]
|φ|pγs−pdµ
) 1
p
,
where c = c(d, p, s, G).
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Proof: We take p = q = 2r, α = 1, β = 0 and t = 1
s
in the previous lemma and obtain(∫
Σ
|∇φ|pγsdµ
) 1
p
≤
(∫
[γ>0]
|φ|pγs−pdµ
) 1
2p
(∫
Σ
|∇2φ|pγs+pdµ
) 1
2p
+cGs
(∫
[γ>0]
|φ|pγs−pdµ
) 1
2p
(∫
Σ
|∇φ|pγsdµ
) 1
2p
.
The claim follows using Young’s inequality and absorption. 
Corollary A.13 For 2 ≤ p <∞, k ∈ N, s ≥ kp and c = c(d, p, s, k,G) we have(∫
Σ
|∇kφ|pγsdµ
) 1
p
≤ ε
(∫
Σ
|∇k+1φ|pγs+pdµ
) 1
p
+
c
ε
(∫
[γ>0]
|φ|pγs−kpdµ
) 1
p
. (A.27)
Proof: (Induction over k). For k = 1 the statement holds by Corollary A.12. Now let
k ≥ 1. If one substitutes in the same Corollary φ by ∇kφ, we obtain(∫
Σ
|∇k+1φ|pγsdµ
) 1
p
≤ ε
(∫
Σ
|∇k+2φ|pγs+pdµ
) 1
p
+
ck
ε
(∫
Σ
|∇kφ|pγs−pdµ
) 1
p
.
The inductive hypothesis, applied to s− p instead of s, yields(∫
Σ
|∇kφ|pγs−pdµ
) 1
p
≤ τ
(∫
Σ
|∇k+1φ|pγsdµ
) 1
p
+
c
τ
(∫
[γ>0]
|φ|pγs−(k+1)pdµ
) 1
p
,
where ck = c(d, p, s− p, k,G). Combining the inequalities proves the result. 
Corollary A.14 For all 0 ≤ k ≤ l − 1 and s ≥ 2(l − 1) we have∫
Σ
|∇kA|2γsdµ ≤ ε
∫
Σ
|∇lA|2γs+2(l−k)dµ+ c(1 + ε−1)‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
, (A.28)
where c=c(d,s,k,l,G).
Proof: (Induction over l ∈ N). For l = 1 and k = 0 the assertion is clearly true. Now let
0 ≤ k ≤ l and s ≥ 2l. It follows from Corollary A.13 for p := 2 and φ := A that∫
Σ
|∇lA|2γsdµ ≤ ε
∫
Σ
|∇l+1A|2γs+2dµ+ c
ε
‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
.
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For 0 ≤ k ≤ l − 1, we get by induction hypothesis∫
Σ
|∇kA|2γsdµ ≤
∫
Σ
|∇lA|2γs+2(l−k)dµ+ c‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
≤ ε
∫
Σ
|∇l+1A|2γs+2(l−k)+2dµ+ c(1 + ε−1)‖A‖2
2,[γ>0]
,
where we used Corollary A.13 in the last step for p˜ := 2; k˜ := l; s˜ := s+ 2(l − k) ≥ 2k˜.

Theorem A.15 For k ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ k and s ≥ 2k we have the inequality(∫
[γ>0]
|∇iφ| 2ki γsdµ
) i
2k
≤ c‖φ‖1−
i
k
∞,[γ>0]
((∫
Σ
|∇kφ|2γsdµ
) 1
2
+ ‖φ‖
2,[γ>0]
) i
k
(A.29)
where c = c(d, s, k,G).
Proof: For 1 ≤ i ≤ k define
ai :=
(∫
Σ
|∇iφ| 2ki γsdµ
) i
2k
, a0 := ‖φ‖∞,[γ>0]
bi :=
(∫
[γ>0]
|φ| 2ki dµ
) i
2k
, b0 := ‖φ‖∞,[γ>0]
Using Lemma A.11 with r = k
i
, p = 2k
i+1
, q = 2k
i−1 , t = α = 0 and β = 1 we obtain for
s ≥ 2k(∫
Σ
|∇φ| 2ki γsdµ
) i
k
≤ c
(∫
[γ>0]
|φ| 2ki−1γsdµ
) i−1
2k
(∫
Σ
|∇2φ| 2ki+1γsdµ
) i+1
2k
+cGs
(∫
[γ>0]
|φ| 2ki−1γsdµ
) i−1
2k
(∫
Σ
|∇φ| 2ki+1γs− 2ki+1dµ
) i+1
2k
With this definitions, we get from Lemma A.11 if we substitute φ by ∇i−1φ
a2i ≤ cai−1
[
ai+1 +
(∫
Σ
|∇iφ| 2ki+1γs− 2ki+1dµ
) i+1
2k
]
.
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On the the other hand, Corollary A.13 implies for s ≥ 2k and 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1(∫
Σ
|∇iφ| 2ki+1γs− 2ki+1dµ
) i+1
2k
≤ c
(∫
Σ
|∇i+1φ| 2ki+1γsdµ
) i+1
2k
+ c
(∫
[γ>0]
|φ| 2ki+1γs− 2ki+1−i 2ki+1dµ
) i+1
2k
≤ c(ai+1 + bi+1),
thus a2i ≤ c(ai+1 + bi+1). We further get by an interpolation inequality for Lp-norms (see
e.g. [4] for the euclidean case), if s ≥ 2k and 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1
(ai + bi) ≤ c(ai−1 + bi−1)(ai+1 + bi+1).
Using a convexity argument (see [9], Corollary 12.5), we can further estimate
ai ≤ ai + bi
≤ c(a0 + b0)1− ik (ak + bk) ik
≤ c‖φ‖1−
i
k
∞,[γ>0]
((∫
Σ
|∇kφ|2γsdµ
) 1
2
+ ‖φ‖
2,[γ>0]
) i
k
.

Corollary A.16 Let 0 ≤ j1, . . . , jr ≤ k, j1 + . . . + jr = 2k, s ≥ 2k and r ≥ 2. Then we
have ∫
Σ
|∇j1φ| · . . . · |∇jrφ|γsdµ ≤ c‖φ‖r−2∞,[γ>0]
(∫
Σ
|∇kφ|2γsdµ+ ‖φ‖2
2,[γ>0]
)
, (A.30)
where c=c(k,d,r,s,G).
Proof: Let j1, . . . , jl ≥ 1 and jl+1, . . . , jr = 0. Then it follows from Ho¨lder’s inequality
and (A.29) that∫
Σ
|∇j1φ| · . . . · |∇jrφ|γsdµ
≤ ‖φ‖r−l∞,[γ>0]
l∏
i=1
(∫
Σ
|∇jiφ| 2kji γsdµ
) ji
2k
≤ c‖φ‖r−l∞,[γ>0]
l∏
i=1
[
‖φ‖1−
ji
k
∞,[γ>0]
((∫
Σ
|∇kφ|2γsdµ
) 1
2
+ ‖φ‖
2,[γ>0]
) ji
k
]
≤ c‖φ‖r−2∞,[γ>0]
(∫
Σ
|∇kφ|2γsdµ+ ‖φ‖2
2,[γ>0]
)
.

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Theorem A.17 Let (Mn, g) be a (possibly non-compact) Riemannian manifold with
‖ricci(M,g)‖1/2∞ + inj(M, g)−1 =: Λ < ∞ and f : (Σ2, g˜ ) → (M, g) an isometric C2 −
immersion. For u ∈ C1c (Σ), 2 < p ≤ ∞, 1 ≤ m ≤ ∞ and 0 < α < 1 with 1α =
(1
2
− 1
p
)m+ 1 we have
‖u‖∞ ≤ c‖u‖1−αm
(‖∇u‖p + ‖uA‖p + Λ‖u‖p)α , (A.31)
where c = c(n,m, p).
Proof: We may assume that u is non-negative and that
cn
(‖∇u‖p + ‖uA‖p + Λ‖u‖p) = 1, (A.32)
where cn is the constant in the Michael-Simon Sobolev inequality (2.39). Letting q =
p
p−1 ∈ [1, 2) we infer for any τ ≥ 0
‖u1+τ‖
2
≤ cn
(‖∇(u1+τ )‖
1
+ ‖u1+τA‖
1
+ Λ‖u1+τ‖
1
)
≤ cn‖uτ‖q
(
(1 + τ)‖∇u‖p + ‖uA‖p + Λ‖u‖p
)
≤ (1 + τ)‖uτ‖q,
where (A.32) was used in the last step. With k = 2
q
∈ (1, 2] we rewrite this as
‖u‖
k(1+τ)q
≤ (1 + τ) 11+τ ‖u‖
τ
τ+1
τq .
Putting τ0 :=
m
q
∈ (m
2
,m], τν+1 := k(1 + τν), εν :=
τν
τν+1
and cν := (1 + τν)
1
1+τν we obtain
for ν ∈ N0
‖u‖τνq ≤ cν‖u‖
εν
τνq
, (A.33)
where
1 + τν = k
ντ0 +
ν∑
µ=0
kµ. (A.34)
By induction (A.33) implies
‖u‖τνq ≤
( ν−1∏
µ=0
c
εµ+1·...·εν−1
µ
)
‖u‖ε0·ε1·...·εν−1m . (A.35)
Now (A.34) yields
1
c
kν ≤ 1 + τν ≤ ckν for c = c(m, p), (A.36)
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and thus using εµ ≤ 1 we can estimate
log
ν∏
µ=0
c
εµ+1·...·εν
µ ≤
ν∑
µ=0
1
1 + τµ
log(1 + τµ)
≤
∞∑
µ=0
ck−µ(log c+ µ log k) = c(m, p) <∞. (A.37)
Using τν+1 = k(1 + τν) we get from (A.34)
ν∏
µ=0
εµ = k
ν τ0
1 + τν
ν→∞−→ τ0
τ0 +
k
k−1
= 1− α. (A.38)
Thus we may let ν →∞ and conclude, using again (A.31)
‖u‖∞ ≤ c(m, p)‖u‖1−αm
= c(m, p)cαn ‖u‖1−αm
(‖∇u‖p + ‖uA‖p + Λ‖u‖p)α.

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